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Abstract

The Drosophila larva is emerging as a useful tool in the study of complex behaviours,

due to its relatively small size, its genetic tractability, and its varied behavioural reper-

toire. The larva executes a stereotypical exploratory routine that appears to consist

of stochastic alternation between straight peristaltic crawling and reorientation events

through lateral bending. The larva performs taxis by biasing this behavioural pattern,

allowing it to move up or down attractive and aversive stimulus gradients. Existing

explanations of exploration and taxis behaviour often neglect the larva’s embodiment,

focusing on central pattern generation and decision making circuits within the nervous

system.

In Chapter 1 of this thesis, I review the current state of knowledge regarding lar-

val peristalsis, exploration, and taxis behaviours, as well as existing theories of their

generation. I argue that an understanding of the animal’s embodiment should lead to a

deeper understanding of its behaviour.

In Chapter 2, I present a model of the axial mechanics of the larva, and demon-

strate how the animal’s body physics can be exploited to produce peristalsis by using

segmentally localised, positive feedback of strain rate. The mechanical model includes

viscoelastic tissue mechanics, muscular inputs, and substrate interaction while sensory

feedback is modelled as a linear feedback control law.

In Chapter 3, I extend the mechanical model to study motion in the plane, including

both axial and transverse deformations of the body. The feedback law is replaced by

a simple model of the larval nervous system. The model includes both a segmentally

localised reflex arc as well as long-range, mutual inhibition between segments. The

complete model is capable of generating both peristalsis and spontaneous reorientation,

leading to emergent exploration behaviour in the form of a deterministic superdiffusion

process grounded in the chaotic mechanics of the larva’s body.

In Chapter 4, I consider taxis behaviour. I introduce a transverse reflex capable

of modulating the effective transverse viscosity of the larval body. When the larva is

experiencing an increasing attractive (aversive) stimulus, the reflex acts to increase (de-

crease) the effective transverse viscosity, causing bending to occur less (more) easily.

As a result, the model larvae approach attractive stimuli and avoid aversive stumuli.

On a population level, I show that the transverse reflex can be thought of as biasing

the model animals towards sub- or super-diffusion. I compare the statistics of this

behaviour to those of the real larva.
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In Chapter 5, I shift focus to engineered soft systems. Having successfully de-

ployed an energy-based modelling approach in Chapters 2–4, I argue for the adoption

of an energy-focused (specifically, port-Hamiltonian) approach within the field of soft

robotics.

In Chapter 6, I present some initial theoretical extensions to the models presented

in chapter 2–4. I first focus on the mechanics of self-righting and rolling behaviours,

before modelling the ventral nerve cord of the larva using a ring attractor architecture.

Finally, in Chapter 7, I summarise the results of the previous chapters and discuss

directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The larval form of Drosophila melanogaster has emerged as a useful model organ-

ism for investigating the generation of intelligent behaviour within a reduced system.

Indeed, larval Drosophila produces a variety of readily quantified behaviours (Gerber

and Stocker, 2006; Strecher and Sprecher, 2012; Ohyama et al., 2013; Heckscher et al.,

2012) and has a small nervous system of just 10,000 neurons which permits a great

range of precisely targetted genetic perturbations (Jenett et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2009;

Zhang et al., 2007).

Recent work has focused on larval taxis behaviours. When placed in a sensory

gradient (e.g. temperature, light, odorant) the larva appears to direct itself towards

more “favourable” conditions. Larvae may learn associations between sensory cues ex-

perienced during navigation and modify their environmental preferences accordingly.

Central to almost all larval taxis behaviours is the modification of a basic exploratory

routine – a sequence of relatively straight “runs” separated by lateral turning events

(Lahiri et al., 2011).

Neural mechanisms involved in generating the exploratory routine have been suc-

cessfully localised to the ventral nerve cord (VNC) (Berni et al., 2012; Berni, 2015),

the invertebrate equivalent of the spinal cord, as well as the peripheral sensory system

(Song et al., 2007). Elements within these systems have been studied individually in

great detail (Kohsaka et al., 2012), including a core set of mechanoreceptors, inhibitory

interneurons, motor neurons, and muscle fibres forming local circuitry within each

body segment of the larva. Unfortunately, most of this research has been carried out

with the aim of gaining insight into mammalian molecular and cellular neuroscience.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

As a result, an understanding of how identified neural elements within the larval motor

system collectively contribute to the exploratory routine and successful taxis remains

elusive.

One of the largest obstacles to cultivating such an understanding has been a lack

of appreciation for the role of body mechanics and environmental interaction in shap-

ing larval behaviour. Investigation of mechanics in other organisms has given great

insight into their behaviour, and has helped to interpret and direct neuroscientific re-

search (Tytell et al., 2011). For instance, an integrated neuro-mechanical model of the

nematode C. elegans has shown that a combination of body-environment mechanics

and local sensory feedback is sufficient to explain changes in gait that occur across dif-

ferent substrates, without any appeal to higher order central processing (Boyle et al.,

2012). Computational and experimental examination of the lamprey spinal cord re-

vealed that mechanosensory feedback is essential for aligning ongoing waves of neural

activity with mechanical resonances of the body. In many respects this work parallels

earlier developments in artificial intelligence and robotics, in which the crucial role of

the body and environment in producing seemingly complex behaviour using relatively

simple control mechanisms was expounded (Brooks, 1991; Steels, 2007). Ultimately,

to understand how identified neural elements within the Drosophila larva may con-

tribute to the exploratory routine, an appreciation of body mechanics and environmen-

tal interaction will likely be extremely important.

In this document I will outline the current state of knowledge regarding Drosophila

exploratory behaviour and its neural correlates. I will then critique the only existing

model of motor control in Drosophila, and argue for a new approach based on mod-

elling larval biomechanics and viewing control mechanisms within an embodied, envi-

ronmentally embedded context. I will present some initial findings gained from taking

such an approach before discussing planned future work.

1.2 Literature review

1.2.1 Anatomy of the Drosophila larva

A recurring theme in biology and embodied AI is the importance of physical struc-

ture in understanding function. Accordingly, before describing the behaviour of the

Drosophila larva, it is useful to become familiar with its anatomy.

The Drosophila larva is a segmentally patterned, soft-bodied animal with a roughly
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(a) Denticle bands of the Drosophila

larva. Reproduced from (Inestrosa

et al., 1996).

(b) Abdominal segments 7 and 8. The

tail of the larva merges with A8. Re-

produced from (Jürgens, 1987).

(c) Scanning electron micrograph of

the larval somatic musculature. Re-

produced from (Jan and Jan, 1976).

Figure 1.1: Anatomical features of the larval body.
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cylindrical geometry. The integument (cuticle, epidermis, skin) of the larva is or-

ganised into three thoracic (T1–T3) and eight abdominal (A1–A8) segments (Jürgens,

1987). The segments may be identified by the location of denticle bands (rows of asym-

metric tooth-like projections) present on the ventral surface of the organism, which run

medio-laterally along the boundaries between cuticle segments (Inestrosa et al., 1996)

(Figure 1.1a). A developmentally separable tail segment is continuous with the most

posterior segment (A8), from which several thorny projections and two spiracle open-

ings extend (Figure 1.1b) (Jürgens, 1987). The head of the larva is identifiable with

thoracic segment T1, which houses the multisensory dorsal organs. T1 also contains

an opening in the ventral cuticle leading to the digestive tract, flanked by two mouth

hooks which interact with the substrate during feeding and locomotion (Schoofs et al.,

2014). It is likely that the cuticle contains some form of fibre reinforcement since this

is a key anatomical feature of other soft-bodied, hydrostatic animals (Kier et al., 2008),

but this has not yet been shown experimentally.

Just beneath the larval epidermis lies an intricate arrangement of ∼600 muscle fi-

bres (MFs), arranged in a repeating pattern of 30 MFs per hemisegment (half a body

segment, divided by the dorso-ventral antero-posterior plane, Figure 1.1c). The major-

ity of MFs are oriented longitudinally along the body, or at slight oblique angles (21

MFs), with a minority arranged circumferentially or at large oblique angles (9 MFs)

(Bate, 1990; Enriquez et al., 2012). Each MF is attached to the integument and neigh-

bouring MFs via tendon cells, which are mainly located at the boundaries between

body segments. These cells contain dense arrays of microtubules and actin filaments,

which are thought to be specialised for transmission of muscle forces (Volk, 1999;

Alves-Silva et al., 2008), and likely form relatively rigid structural elements.

The somatic musculature is separated from the haemocoel (inner body cavity) by

the fat body, which supplies chemical energy required for muscular contraction (Ar-

rese and Soulages, 2010). The haemocoel itself is unsegmented – coelomic fluid

(haemolymph, circulatory fluid) runs the entire length of the body, bathing the vis-

cera and providing the larva with a hydrostatic skeleton. Several nerve bundles extend

through the haemolymph from the muscle fibres, cuticle, and viscera to the central

nervous system (CNS), which lies within the thoracic segments (Kohsaka et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.2: crawling in larval Drosophila :

Drosophila larvae crawl using a two-phase visceral pistoning mechanism. During

piston phase the head, tail, viscera, and coelomic fluid move forward in tandem.

Then, during wave phase, a longitudinal wave of segment compression travels from

the posterior to anterior of the body.

1.2.2 Larval behaviour and kinematics

Having outlined the physical structure of the Drosophila larva, its behaviour and kine-

matics (i.e. what the larva does with this structure) may now be discussed.

The larva exhibits a variety of locomotor behaviours. When navigating on planar

environments, such as the agar-coated plates used in many taxis and learning experi-

ments (Gerber and Stocker, 2006; Yarali et al., 2009), the larva moves by alternating

between relatively straight forward runs and lateral turns (Lahiri et al., 2011). Back-

ward crawling, rearing, and rolling may be observed in this setting, but are relatively

uncommon and generally occur in response to noxious or acute aversive stimuli (Oku-

sawa et al., 2014; Ohyama et al., 2015; Berni, 2015). Larvae also dig and tunnel

in naturalistic environments (Godoy-Herrera, 1986), and this may be observed in the

laboratory when agar concentrations are low and the substrate is relatively non-rigid

(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014). In what follows, the focus will lie firmly on linear

crawling and turning behaviours, since they form the essential structure of the larval

exploratory routine which is modified during taxis (Lahiri et al., 2011).

Of these behaviours, linear crawling has received the most attention. Kinematic

evidence suggests that forward locomotion relies on a two-phase visceral pistoning

mechanism similar to that observed in Manduca sexta caterpillars (Simon et al., 2010;

Heckscher et al., 2012) (Figure 1.2). During piston phase, the head, tail, and viscera
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of the organism move forward in a single step. Then, during wave phase, a travelling

wave of compression propagates from the posterior to the anterior of the animal, mov-

ing each segment forwards in sequence. When the travelling wave reaches the head,

this process repeats.

The cycle period of locomotor waves is remarkably constant within a given envi-

ronment (Berrigan and Pepin, 1995; Heckscher et al., 2012), as is the phase lag be-

tween individual segment movements (personal communication, Stefan Pulver, Uni-

versity of St. Andrews). Larvae exposed to aversive stimuli such as an increase in

temperature or illumination exhibit a decreased cycle period and a corresponding in-

crease in overall locomotion speed (Song et al., 2007; Xiang et al., 2010; Kohsaka

et al., 2014). Response to a nutrient-rich substrate is surprisingly bimodal – one popu-

lation of larvae show a decrease in cycle period and increase in overall speed, while the

remainder show an increase in cycle period and decrease in overall speed (Sokolowski

and Hansell, 1992). Notably, there appears to be little correlation between the speed of

locomotion and the magnitude of segmental movements during such responses; larvae

alter speed by producing more or less locomotor waves per unit time, rather than by

changing the distance stepped during each wave generated (Sokolowski and Hansell,

1992; Heckscher et al., 2012).

The other key element of exploratory behaviour, turning, is initiated by asymmetric

shortening of thoracic segments following arrival of a peristaltic wave at the head. This

shortening acts to “swing” the head of the larva to the left or right, and may be repeated

several times in sequence (Hughes and Thomas, 2007; Lahiri et al., 2011; Berni, 2015).

The head may also be lifted from the substrate during this behaviour (Okusawa et al.,

2014). Once the head comes to rest, peristaltic waves resume. Each peristaltic wave

appears to “drag” the animal through the bending point, while the bend appears to

propagate backwards along the body. If the body is bent through a large angle, the

first wave will be generated at the bending point. Otherwise, waves begin at the tail

(Hughes and Thomas, 2007; Lahiri et al., 2011).

In the absence of attractive or aversive stimuli, larvae spontaneously transition be-

tween straight crawling and turning. Successful taxis hinges on modulation of this

routine (Berni, 2015). The duration of straight runs is shorter if the larva is heading

away from an attractive stimulus or towards an aversive stimulus, and the amount of

time spent turning is correspondingly increased (Gomez-Marin et al., 2011; Tastekin

et al., 2015). Turn magnitude correlates with stimulus direction, with turns of greater

angle occuring if the larva is heading away from an attractive stimulus or towards an
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aversive stimulus (Luo et al., 2010; Kane et al., 2013). By continually modifying its

behaviour in this way, the larva is able to spend more time close to attractive stimuli,

and thus accomplishes taxis.

1.2.3 Neural control of locomotion in larval Drosophila melanogaster

Understanding how the larva is capable of producing the behaviour described in the

previous section is a subject of intensely active research. Most work has focused on

the central nervous system (CNS), which in larval Drosophila consists of two brain

lobes communicating with a set of fused abdominal and thoracic ganglia (collectively

termed the ventral nerve cord, VNC) via the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG). Ex-

ploratory behaviour continues even after brain lobes and SOG have been inactivated

through surgical or genetic means (Berni et al., 2012; Berni, 2015), suggesting that

neural control of crawling and turning may be localised to the VNC and periphery.

In the following sections, I will attempt to provide an overview of the neural ele-

ments relevant to producing exploratory behaviour. This overview may appear some-

what fragmented – there has so far been little effort to integrate our understanding of

each of the described elements into a cohesive model of motor control.

1.2.3.1 The ventral nerve cord

The VNC of the larva may contain up to ∼7000 neurons (∼200–300 neurons per

hemisegment, based on embryonic cell counts), arranged in a ladder-like structure

(Landgraf et al., 1997; Rickert et al., 2011). As with other regions of the Drosophila

nervous system, cell bodies are arranged around the outer edges of the VNC. Neurites

extend inwards and form a dense mat of connections (called neuropil), or project in

bundles to the periphery.

Of the ∼310 neurons in each VNC hemisegment approximately 40 are motor neu-

rons (Landgraf et al., 1997). These cells send axons out of the VNC towards specific

muscle fibres; their dendrites form a myotopic arrangement within the dorsal VNC

neuropil (Figure 1.3b) (Landgraf et al., 2003; Mauss et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009). The

remaining neural cells lying within the VNC are interneurons, many of which appear to

play a modulatory role (Santos et al., 2007). Approximately 42 sensory neurons send

axons into the ventral VNC neuropil per hemisegment (Kohsaka et al., 2012); their cell

bodies and dendritic arborisations lie within the cuticle (Figure 1.3a). Supporting these

neural cells are 30 glia per hemisegment (Ito et al., 1995; Beckervordersandforth et al.,
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(a) Abdominal peripheral

sensory neurons in the

Drosophila larva showing

cell body locations. Re-

produced from (Merritt and

Whitington, 1995).

(b) Abdominal motor neu-

rons in the Drosophila em-

bryo with cell body posi-

tions within the VNC (bot-

tom) and peripheral projec-

tions to muscle fibres (top).

Reproduced from (Landgraf

and Thor, 2006).

Figure 1.3: Sensory and motor neuron projection patterns.
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2008); the functions of these cells are presently unclear.

1.2.3.2 Motor neurons and the neuromuscular junction

Of the elements of the motor system to be discussed, motor neurons and their synapses

onto muscle fibres are the most thoroughly characterised.

Electrophysiological and optogenetic recordings of motor neuron output have re-

vealed rhythmic waves of bursting activity which propagate along the anterior-posterior

axis of the VNC during fictive crawling, and correlate with peristalsis-like movement

of the body wall (Fox et al., 2006). En passant sharp electrode recordings from motor

nerves connecting the VNC to the somatic musculature show that ensemble activity

slowly rises during a burst before abruptly dying down (Fox et al., 2006). Patch-clamp

recordings from individual motor neuron cell bodies within the VNC illustrate the exis-

tence of distinct populations of neurons which become active at different times within

a burst, despite receiving identical synaptic input (Schaefer et al., 2010). The timing

with which a particular cell becomes active is correlated with the type of synaptic con-

nection it makes with muscle fibres (Figures 1.4a and 1.4b). Cells with big synaptic

boutons (type Ib) tend to start spiking immediately following depolarisation before

adapting and showing a slowed firing rate. In contrast, cells with small boutons (type

Is) show a delayed time-to-first-spike following depolarisation, and appear to be non-

adapting or slowly adapting (Schaefer et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2004). Differences in

firing properties of these two cell types have been linked to differences in potassium

channel and sodium-potassium pump kinetics (Tsunoda and Salkoff, 1995; Choi et al.,

2004; Pulver and Griffith, 2010; Srinivasan et al., 2012). The combination of these

spiking patterns may underlie observed ensemble behaviour.

Muscle fibres become depolarised and contract in response to glutamate release

from motor neuron terminals (Jan and Jan, 1976). Depolarising junction currents aris-

ing from release at type Is boutons are observed to be significantly larger than those at

type Ib boutons (Kurdyak et al., 1994). As a result, the rate of muscle fibre depolari-

sation is often observed to increase over the course of motor neuron bursting, as more

neurons with type Is boutons are recruited (Cattaert and Birman, 2001). Exactly how

the activity patterns of motor neurons and muscle fibres relate to force production or

motion of the larval body remains unclear.
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FIG.7.

(a) Abdominal motor neurons in the Drosophila larva with projections to muscle fibres

and synaptic bouton type. Note that neurons with Is-type boutons project to a large

number of muscle fibres while those with Ib boutons project to a small number of

muscle fibres. Reproduced from (Hoang and Chiba, 2001).

(b) Firing properties of a subset of motor neurons in the abdominal

VNC. Note that neurons with Is-type boutons show higher thresh-

old and delay-to-first-spike compared to neurons with Ib boutons.

Reproduced from (Choi et al., 2004), permission pending.

Figure 1.4: Detailed motor neuron projection patterns and firing properties.
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1.2.3.3 Sensory neurons and the role of feedback in motor control

As mentioned earlier, approximately 42 peripheral sensory neurons in each hemiseg-

ment send axons into the ventral neuropil of the VNC. These neurons have been split

into three classes according to their morphology : external sensory organ (es) neurons,

chordotonal organ (cho) neurons, and multidendritic (md) neurons. The md neurons

are classified as bipolar (bp), or dendritic arborization (da) neurons; the latter are fur-

ther split into classes I, II, III, and IV. cho, bp, and class I/IV da neurons have been

shown to be particularly important for production of a normal exploratory routine.

bp and class I da neurons have relatively simple dendritic structures which spread

linearly through the cuticle, along the anterior-posterior axis (Grueber et al., 2002;

Špela Schrader and Merritt, 2007). Their axons extend to a relatively dorsal location

within the VNC neuropil, close to motor neuron dendrites onto which they may directly

synapse (Merritt and Whitington, 1995; Špela Schrader and Merritt, 2007; Grueber

et al., 2007; Couton et al., 2015). Although direct electrophysiological or optogenetic

recordings from these cells are lacking, experimental perturbations suggest they are in-

volved in mechanosensation. Indeed, blocking synaptic transmission from these cells

using the temperature-sensitive shibire construct results in severely decreased propaga-

tion speed and increased cycle period of locomotor waves, as well as an increase in the

number of backward waves generated (Hughes and Thomas, 2007; Song et al., 2007).

Larvae which have developed in the complete absence of peripheral sensory feedback

also show these characteristics (Suster and Bate, 2002), as do isolated VNC prepara-

tions (Fox et al., 2006). This suggests that bp and class I da neurons may function to

align centrally generated waves with the properties of the body and its environment.

Based on observations in other insect species, cho neurons are thought to relay in-

formation from vibration-sensitive organs in the cuticle to the VNC. cho mutant larvae

display an increased bias toward turning rather than crawling behaviours. During linear

locomotion they have a decreased average speed, reflecting an increase in peristaltic

cycle period (Caldwell et al., 2003). There is some evidence that cho neurons ex-

press the same mechanosensitive ion channels as do bp and class I da neurons (Špela

Schrader and Merritt, 2010), suggesting that Drosophila cho neurons may serve as

low-frequency mechanosensors as well as high-frequency vibration sensors.

Class IV da cells have complex dendritic arborizations which spread widely through

the cuticle, and respond to a wide range of nociceptive cues including increased light

(Xiang et al., 2010; Strecher and Sprecher, 2012) and “sharp” objects touching the
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cuticle (Ohyama et al., 2015). Mechanosensory activation of these cells is necessary

and sufficient to generate rolling behaviour – an escape strategy thought to help larvae

evade parasitoid wasps (Hwang et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2013; Ohyama et al.,

2013, 2015). Light activation of class IV da cells drives a negative phototaxis response

involving modulation of the normal exploratory routine (Xiang et al., 2010). This is

possible even when the brain lobes and SOG are inactivated (Berni et al., 2012), sug-

gesting that the VNC is not only capable of generating exploratory behaviour alone,

but can also modulate this behaviour according to sensory cues.

The epithelial sodium channel DEG/ENaC appears to be an especially important

molecular component of class IV da cells (Adams et al., 1998). Mutant larvae lacking

the Pickpocket1 (PPK1) subunit of DEG/ENaC show a vastly increased preference for

linear crawling compared to turning behaviour, and have a large decrease in peristaltic

cycle period (Ainsley et al., 2003). As a result, ppk1 mutant larvae travel in a remark-

ably straight line at very high speed. Exactly how this phenotype arises is unknown.

1.2.3.4 Interneurons and modulation of motor output

The previous sections have illustrated the importance of peristaltic cycle period and

run/turn bias as locomotor parameters altered during taxis or by experimental manip-

ulation, and have mainly discussed the role of primary motor and sensory neurons.

The interneurons responsible for mediating and modulating sensori-motor transforma-

tions have only recently been subject to experimental investigation. In this section I

will present those recent results relevant to the control of peristaltic cycle period and

run/turn bias.

Within the VNC, a class of inhibitory premotor interneurons termed PMSIs have

been discovered to be important for the control of crawling speed. PMSIs become

active slightly after motor neurons within the same VNC segment (Kohsaka et al.,

2014), and inhibit motor neurons via glutamatergic synapses (Rohrbough and Broadie,

2002; Kohsaka et al., 2014). Experimentally inhibiting PMSI activity leads to a dras-

tic increase in peristaltic cycle period and corresponding decrease in overall speed of

locomotion, with no change in the distance travelled by each segment during a wave.

This appears to be due to a role of PMSIs in decreasing motor neuron burst duration

(Kohsaka et al., 2014). Unpublished data suggests that PMSIs receive direct input

from peripheral sensory neurons (Kohsaka et al., 2014), which may help to explain the

effects of peripheral sensory deprivation on locomotor cycle period.

Cycle period has also been shown to be under descending control by a 4-cell cluster
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Figure 1.5: The model of peristaltic wave generation proposed by (Gjorgjieva et al.,

2013). (a) the larval body. (b) each VNC hemisegment is modelled as containing an

excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) population. These populations are coupled within and

between segments. (c) the model produces a propagating wave of population activity.

Reproduced from Gjorgjieva et al. (2013).

of Hugin-expressing neurons in the SOG. Optogenetic activation of these cells leads

to an increase in the cycle period of peristaltic waves (Schoofs et al., 2014), though

the exact mechanism of their action is unclear. Interestingly, activation of a second

group of 16 Hugin cells in the SOG is sufficient to terminate feeding behaviours and

initiate an exploratory routine (Schoofs et al., 2014), while a (possibly overlapping)

group of 12 cells (NP4820 neurons) are able to initiate turning behaviour specifically

(Tastekin et al., 2015). These results suggest that while the SOG is not required for the

generation of a normal exploratory routine, it does play an important role in modulating

and directing motor output. This agrees with observations that the SOG is involved in

processing sensory cues from across the body. Unfortunately, the VNC targets of SOG

neurons are unknown at present, though they will likely be discovered in the near

future.

1.2.4 The existing model of Drosophila motor control

At present, there are two existing computational models of Drosophila motor control

(Figure 1.5). The first was presented in (Gjorgjieva et al., 2013). As with the experi-

mental investigations outlined in the previous sections, this model focuses on activity
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within the ventral nerve cord and makes no reference to larval mechanics. Each VNC

hemisegment is modelled as containing an excitatory and an inhibitory population, and

is represented by a Wilson-Cowan (WC) mean-field model.

The excitatory and inhibitory populations within a VNC hemisegment are coupled

using traditional WC parameters, leading to isolated hemisegments showing oscillatory

activity when given constant excitatory stimulation. Populations in different hemiseg-

ments may be coupled according to different schemes which give rise to propagating

waves of activity with varying degrees of robustness and lateral synchronisation.

There are several major problems with the modelling approach taken:

1. Mean-field modelling of the hemisegmental neural population is difficult to jus-

tify given the small population sizes involved, and ignores what is known about

individual neuron firing properties. The model does not take advantage of the

level of detail at which the Drosophila nervous system can be, and has been,

investigated empirically.

2. The assumption that hemisegmental populations are intrinsically oscillatory has

no direct empirical basis. Non-oscillatory parameter regimes are not examined.

3. Phase relationships between head and tail population activity in the model do

not match observations from the real larva. In the model, there is a refractory

period following the head population becoming active causing delayed activity

at the tail. In the real larva, there is a near constant phase relationship between

segmental movements throughout the body.

4. The mechanics of the larval body is ignored; there is no indication that the waves

produced by the model should be capable of generating motion across a sub-

strate. In fact, plugging this neural model into the biomechanical model pre-

sented in the next chapter does not result in locomotion due to excessive overlap

of activity in neighbouring segments, which causes a drastic reduction in net

force production.

Ultimately, the model presented in (Gjorgjieva et al., 2013) may be useful in gain-

ing a general understanding of the generation of activity waves in systems of large,

coupled neural populations, but fares poorly as a model of peristaltic wave generation

in the Drosophila larval VNC.

The second extant computational model of Drosophila motor control was presented

in Pehlevan et al. (2016) (note that this model was published during preparation of this
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thesis). This model combines biomechanics, sensory feedback, and central pattern

generation, to reproduce many features of real larval peristalsis Pehlevan et al. (2016).

However, this model only aimed to explain forward locomotion, and accordingly con-

tained explicit symmetry-breaking elements in the form of posterior-anterior excitatory

couplings between adjacent segments of the VNC, and posterior-anterior projections

from proprioceptive sensory neurons in one segment into the next segment of the VNC.

No biomechanical models of turning in the larva have yet been published, but the

sensory control of reorientation behaviour has been explored in more abstract models

Luo et al. (2010); Gomez-Marin et al. (2011); Davies et al. (2015); Hernandez-Nunez

et al. (2015); Gepner et al. (2015); Schulze et al. (2015); Wystrach et al. (2016). No

current model accounts for both peristalsis and reorientation behaviours, and no current

model of peristalsis can account for both forward and backward locomotion without

appealing to additional neural mechanisms.

1.2.5 Taking an embodied perspective

What might be an alternative approach to modelling the production of larval exploratory

behaviours?

Arguably the most important feature of any model of behavioural generation is

that it should actually produce some form of behaviour. Since any behaviour exhib-

ited by a biological organism involves physical action in a physical environment, this

necessitates an amount of mechanical modelling. It must be recognised that this is

not just some awkward technicality; rather, an appreciation of mechanics can be in-

credibly useful in understanding the role of non-mechanical elements of a behaving

system. The body, in its environment, will exhibit dynamics of their own which will

shape the computations that a control system must perform in order to produce a given

behaviour.

The idea that an agent’s embodiment is important for understanding its behaviour

has received a lot of attention within the artificial intelligence and robotics commu-

nities. In the early 1990’s, Rodney Brooks showed that furnishing a physical body,

embedded in the real world, with extremely simple sensorimotor processing capabil-

ities was sufficient to generate incredibly complex behaviour without requiring the

use of internal representations of the world or the agent’s long-term goals (Brooks,

1991). Around the same time, Tad McGeer developed his passive dynamic walkers –

purely mechanical devices capable of producing naturalistic walking behaviour with-
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out any sensing, actuation, or control, and powered only by moving down a slight

incline (McGeer, 1990). Combining such devices with some active elements enables

walking over very long distances with minimal on-board power and computational

requirements (Collins et al., 2005; Bhounsule et al., 2012). Recent work has focused

directly on the computational capacities of physical bodies, showing that elastic bodies

may be used to implement arbitrary nonlinear input-output transformations.

Ideas developed within embodied AI and robotics have also influenced biology.

An excellent review of the importance of embodiment in understanding and directing

neuroscientific research is given by (Tytell et al., 2011). One particularly relevant line

of investigation has focused on the locomotion of the nematode C. elegans. Initially,

it was thought that the worm was capable of producing two distinct gaits – swim-

ming in liquids or crawling on solids (Pierce-Shimomura et al., 2008) – hypothesized

to be controlled by separate neural circuits. It was then shown that a full range of

intermediate gaits could be observed by placing the worm in intermediate media, sug-

gesting behaviour might be controlled by central modulation of a single neural circuit

(Berri et al., 2009). An integrated neuromechanical model of C. elegans locomotion

has shown that central modulation of neural activity is in fact not necessary to produce

appropriate gaits in different environments. Rather, a fixed neural circuit is capable

of producing the required behavioural changes by driving muscle activation within a

body segment according to feedback of muscle stretch within the same segment (Boyle

et al., 2012). In this way, C. elegans does not need to maintain an internal representa-

tion of the external world in order to appropriately modulate motor output; the worm

instead relies on continuous feedback of the mechanical state of its body.

A recognition of biomechanical factors has been key to understanding the morphol-

ogy and behaviour of the many animals which utilise hydrostatic skeletons for support

and/or transmission of muscular force Kier (2012). For instance, the internal body cav-

ity of earthworms is divided by septa into discrete, roughly cylindrical, compartments.

The fluid within each compartment is incompressible, so that each independently con-

serves volume. This allows a circular muscle group (directed circumferentially around

the body wall of each segment) and a longitudinal muscle group (directed axially along

the body wall of each segment) to act antagonistically – active contraction of the cir-

cular muscle group causes axial extension of the segment, while active contraction of

the longitudinal muscle group causes circumferential expansion of the segment, due

to the conservation of fluid volume within each segment. Thus, active contraction of

longitudinal muscles can be used to extend circular muscles and to provide environ-
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mental support through circumferential expansion, while active contraction of circular

muscles can be used to extend longitudinal muscles and to produce the axial extension

which is critical for locomotion Alexander (2003); Chapman (1950). It would clearly

be very difficult, if not impossible, to understand how the nervous system of this an-

imal ought to coordinate muscle activities for locomotion without first understanding

the hydrostatic coupling of circumferential and axial degrees of freedom via volume

conservation.

Even in the lamprey, an animal for which great importance is placed upon “feedfor-

ward” central pattern generation of motor activity patterns rather than reflexive control

(Grillner and Wallen, 1984; ?; Grillner, 2006), an appreciation of the animals’ em-

bodiment has been crucial. Indeed, combined simulation of neural and mechanical

elements in lamprey swimming were important in demonstrating that central pattern

generation is sufficient to produce observed swimming and turning behaviours, and

that a small set of parameters corresponding to brainstem input to the spinal cord were

sufficient to produce a wide variation of swimming speeds (Ekeberg, 1993; Ekeberg

and Grillner, 1999; Williams and McMillen, 2015). Furthermore, embodied modelling

efforts have helped to elucidate the role sensory feedback may play in this animal. For

instance, Hamlet et al. (2018) used their neuromechanical model to show that curvature

feedback using different connection schemes could produce changes in the swimming

beat frequency, the duration of active muscle contractions, and markedly effect the

energetic cost of locomotion.

The examples given here are by no means exhaustive, but should serve to demon-

strate the importance of appreciating an animal’s embodiment for producing its be-

haviour. Again, it should be immediately obvious that biomechanics and environmen-

tal interaction are absolutely unavoidable when pursuing understanding of any animal’s

behaviour.

In the next chapter I will describe some of the initial steps I have taken to build

an embodied model of Drosophila exploratory behaviour. This chapter focuses on the

mechanics of linear crawling alongside a simplified, non-neural control scheme based

on segmentally localised linear state feedback.

In chapter 3 I extend this model to study motion in a plane, including axial and

transverse motions of the body. A neural control scheme is developed, bearing some

resemblance to the linear state feedback model of chapter 2. The model of chapter 3 is

capable of producing substrate exploration.

In chapter 4 the model is further extended to include taxis behaviour, by incorpo-
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rating a descending sensory input that interacts with segmentally localised transverse

reflexes.

Chapter 5 focuses on the use of energy-based modelling techniques in the field of

soft robotics, drawing on some of the core concepts of chapters 2–4 to provide some

guidance for engineering soft systems.

In chapter 6 I present some initial results on modelling two of the larva’s“3-dimensional”

behaviours, self-righting and rolling, which were not captured in the rectilinear model

of chapter 2 or the planar models of chapters 3 and 4. I also include some results on

modelling the larval ventral nerve cord by using a ring attractor, rather than rhythm

generator, architecture.

The thesis closes with chapter 7, providing a summary of the presented work and a

discussion of possible future research directions.

1.3 Summary

1. the Drosophila larva is a soft-bodied animal possessing a segmentally patterned

cuticle, packed with muscle fibres and sensory neurons, surrounding a hydro-

static skeleton

2. the larva navigates planar substrates using a sequence of straight crawls punctu-

ated by turns

3. crawling involves simultaneous motion of the head, tail, and viscera followed by

a wave of bilaterally symmetric segmental movements

4. turning involves unilateral contraction localised to thoracic segments, followed

by a backward wave of unilateral segmental contraction that travels down the

body while “crawling” waves resume

5. central circuits in the ventral nerve cord produce waves of motor neuron activity

which mirror peristaltic waves in the periphery

6. peristaltic cycle period and crawling/turning bias are key locomotor parameters;

both are influenced by sensory feedback, descending control, body structure, and

the environment

7. understanding an organism’s mechanical properties can give deep insights into

its behaviour; thus far, the relevance of body mechanics for larval Drosophila
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peristalsis has been considered but the relevance to substrate exploration and

taxis (including both peristalsis and reorientation) is yet to be investigated





Chapter 2

A neuromechanical model of

peristalsis

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate the mechanics underlying peristaltic locomotion, and de-

velop a control scheme for producing this behaviour. This is facilitated by modelling

only the axial mechanics and rectilinear motion of the larva.

The chapter is largely comprised of the published research paper, “A Model of

Larval Biomechanics Reveals Exploitable Passive Properties for Efficient Locomo-

tion”, published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science 9222 – Living Machines 2015:

Biomimetic and Biohybrid Systems (2015). This paper was co-authored by myself,

Konstantinos Lagogiannis, and Barbara Webb. I was responsible for constructing all

models in this paper, analysing them, and interpreting the results. I completed the ma-

jority of the writing for this paper and prepared all figures apart from Fig. 5 which

was prepared by Konstantinos Lagogiannis. In addition, Konstantinos Lagogiannis su-

pervised model development and analysis, conducted resonance analysis of the model

(Fig. 5 and Section 3.3, Resonance and Preferred Input Timing) and contributed writ-

ing to the discussion section of the paper. Barbara Webb provided project supervision

and contributed writing to the introduction and discussion sections of the paper.

The model in this paper is developed within the framework of Newtonian mechan-

ics. A set of point masses represent the boundaries between body segments. The

masses interact with each other via linear springs and dampers in a Kelvin-Voigt ar-

rangement, modelling the viscoelastic properties of the larval cuticle, and interact with

the substrate via an anisotropic Coulomb sliding friction model with kinetic and static

21
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components. Incompressible coelomic fluid is modelled by holding the total length

of the larva constant. This leads to the model having a ring topology, in which the

head and tail are directly mechanically coupled, and their motion comprises a single

degree of freedom. The equations of motion are non-dimensionalised so as to reduce

the number of free parameters in the model. This process is detailed in Section 2.3 of

this chapter.

To begin analying this model, I first focus on the motion of a single segment bound-

ary under the action of viscoelastic and sliding friction forces, i.e. as a result of passive

dynamics. I show that these forces can give rise to “stepping”, in which an initially dis-

placed segment boundary will move towards and possibly past its equilibrium position

due to the action of elastic forces, before eventually being held in place by substrate

interaction.

I also use the case of a single segment boundary to illustrate the role of the param-

eters in the anisotropic Coulomb sliding friction model.

Next, I determine the motion of the entire body under the action of passive forces,

starting from similar initial conditions in which a single segment boundary is displaced

from equilibrium (one segment is compressed). In this case the passive dynamics of the

body supports the propagation of a compression wave through the body. The coupling

of head and tail via the total length constraint allows a wave reaching the head to cause

compression of the tail, initiating a new wave travelling in the same direction.

The presence of viscous and sliding friction causes energy to be lost from the body

during motion, resulting in a gradual decay of wave amplitude. Accordingly, increas-

ing either the viscosity of the body or the magnitude of sliding friction causes the wave

to propagate a shorter distance through the body; for highly frictive cases no propaga-

tion is possible at all.

This motivates a consideration of how to orchestrate muscle tensions in order to

counteract these energy losses. I proceed by calculating the power flow into the body

from a sinusoidally varying force applied to the tail of the larva, finding that both the

direction and timing of the force relative to the tail velocity is critical: power flow into

the body is maximised when driving force is in phase with velocity.

To fulfil this condition, I construct a minimalistic, reflexive control scheme in

which the muscle tension across a body segment is linearly proportional to the rate

at which that segment is shortening.

I show that under this control law, the effect of the reflex is exactly opposite to the

effect of viscous friction. Increasing the reflex gain leads to a lower effective damping
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ratio. For sufficiently high reflex gains, the effective damping ratio becomes negative,

indicating overall positive power flow into the body. In this regime, power flow into

the body from active muscle tensions completely counteracts viscous energy losses

and can also counteract energy loss due to sliding friction. Accordingly, compression

waves propagate through the body with no attenuation, allowing continuous locomo-

tion to be maintained.

Main conclusions:

• The passive axial mechanics of the body produces larva-like segmental “step-

ping” and wave motions. However, viscous and sliding friction cause waves to

be attenuated as they travel through the body.

• Power transfer from the musculature into the body is maximised when muscle

forces across a segment are produced while that segment is shortening.

• This condition may be achieved by a simple, segmentally decoupled, reflexive

control scheme providing (linear) positive feedback of segment shortening ve-

locity.

• The reflex is capable of counteracting friction to maintain peristaltic locomotion.

Limitations:

• In order to focus on peristaltic locomotion, only axial mechanics have been con-

sidered in this chapter. In order to understand the substrate exploration and taxis

behaviours, however, the transverse mechanics and planar motion of the larval

body must be considered. I present a model of planar axial-transverse motion

and substrate exploration in the following chapter, and a model of taxis in the

chapter after that.

• The consideration of power flow into the body focused its attention entirely on

deformations of the body caused by muscle forces, without considering the rela-

tionship between deformation and overall translation of the body relative to the

substrate. This relationship is investigated in the following chapter.

• Tuning the gain in the linear feedback loop is difficult – for high gains the system

is unstable and amplitude grows without bound, whereas for low reflex gains

energy is gradually lost from the system and locomotion eventually stops. I

present a modified control scheme with a nonlinear force-velocity relationship

in the following chapter, which avoids this problem.
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• The particular form of the peristaltic waveform is dependent upon initial condi-

tions. For instance, several waves may be propagated simultaneously if multiple

segments are initially compressed. In the real larva, peristaltic waves are stereo-

typed, and are always solitary. The control scheme introduced in the following

chapter avoids this limitation by incorporating interactions between distant seg-

ments.

• The control scheme introduced in this chapter was hypothetical, and was not

compared to the neuroanatomy of the real larva. In the following chapter we

draw extensive comparisons between a modified control scheme and known neu-

roanatomy.

2.2 Availability of software and supplementary videos

While the original software used to prepare the results in this chapter is no longer avail-

able, the results can be reproduced using the updated code used to prepare chapters 3

and 4. The model analysed in this chapter is itself fairly simple, and the interested

reader is encouraged to build their own implementation to develop a deeper under-

standing of its working.

There are no supplementary videos for this chapter.

2.3 Publication: A model of Larval Biomechanics Re-

veals Exploitable Passive Properties for Efficient

Locomotion
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Abstract. To better understand the role of natural dynamics in motor
control, we have constructed a mathematical model of crawling mechan-
ics in larval Drosophila.

The model accounts for key anatomical features such as a segmentally
patterned, viscoelastic outer body wall (cuticle); a non-segmented inner
cavity (haemocoel) filled with incompressible fluid that enables visceral
pistoning; and claw-like protrusions (denticle bands) giving rise to asym-
metric friction.

Under conditions of light damping and low forward kinetic fric-
tion, and with a single cuticle segment initially compressed, the pas-
sive dynamics of this model produce wave-like motion resembling that
of real larvae. The presence of a volume-conserving hydrostatic skeleton
allows a wave reaching the anterior of the body to initiate a new wave
at the posterior, thus recycling energy. Forcing our model with a sinu-
soidal input reveals conditions under which power transfer from control
to body may be maximised. A minimal control scheme using segmentally
localised positive feedback is able to exploit these conditions in order to
maintain wave-like motion indefinitely. These principles could form the
basis of a design for a novel, soft-bodied, crawling robot.

Keywords: Larval Drosophila · Biomechanical model · Positive
feedback control · Peristaltic motion

1 Introduction

Felicitous use of mechanics can reduce the computational and energetic burdens
faced by artificial and biological agents. As an extreme case, the passive dynamic
walkers of McGeer were capable of producing naturalistic walking behaviour in
the absence of any active control system and using only the energy provided by
moving down a slight incline [1]. More recently, robotics has started to move
beyond the confines of rigid body mechanics to exploit characteristically soft
or compliant phenomena to produce complex mechanical outputs in response to
simple control inputs [2,3]. Biology can provide crucial insights for designing such

c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
S.P. Wilson et al. (Eds.): Living Machines 2015, LNAI 9222, pp. 1–12, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-22979-9 1
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Fig. 1. Crawling in larval Drosophila: Drosophila larvae crawl using a two-phase
visceral pistoning mechanism. During piston phase the head, tail, viscera, and coelomic
fluid move forward in tandem. Then, during wave phase, a longitudinal wave of segment
compression travels from the posterior to anterior of the body.

systems, as complex biological control problems are often simplified or solved by
body mechanics rather than requiring precisely orchestrated neural control [4,5].

Larval Drosophila melanogaster, a tiny organism with a nervous system of
less than 10,000 neurons, is an excellent example. The larva’s primary goal is to
acquire and store enough energy to successfully pupate and become a fruitfly;
hence its locomotion should be as energy efficient as possible. The Drosophila
larva possesses a hydrostatic skeleton that runs the entire length of its body and
is surrounded by a segmentally patterned cuticle and musculature. Kinematic
evidence suggests that it moves using a two-phase visceral pistoning mechanism
similar to that observed in Manduca sexta caterpillars [6,7] (Figure 1). During
piston phase, the head, tail, and viscera of the organism move forward in a single
step. Then, during wave phase, a travelling wave of compression propagates from
the posterior to the anterior of the animal, moving each segment forwards in
sequence. When the travelling wave reaches the head, this process repeats.

Notably, the propagation speed and cycle period of peristaltic waves is highly
stereotyped [7,8]. Drosophila locomotion differs from that of Manduca in that
the larva lacks hydrostatic prolegs, and lifts very little from the substrate during
crawling [8]. This is reflected by a very low number of circumferential relative
to longitudinal muscle fibres in Drosophila [9]. Motor neuron recordings show
that all muscles within a segment are activated simultaneously during fictive
crawling [10], suggesting that the Drosophila larva may use an especially simple
control scheme to direct crawling behaviour.

We have defined a one-dimensional mechanical model to explore how physical
properties of the larval body may simplify its control. We examine why the
larva may generate peristaltic waves with a constant period, and how peristalsis
may be maintained by a minimal control scheme. Unfortunately, there is little
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Fig. 2. Model schematic: A we model the segmented cuticle of the Drosophila larva
as a set of coupled spring-mass-damper systems subject to an asymmetric Coulomb
friction force. Volume-conserving coelomic fluid is incorporated as a rigid link connect-
ing the head and tail masses. B The presence of this rigid link means that our model
has a ring topology.

available experimental data regarding the mechanical properties of larval tissues.
We therefore constructed our model in accordance with known anatomy and
kinematics.

2 Model Construction

A general practice in modelling soft tissues is to use idealized mass-spring-
damper systems [11–14].

Following this approach, we represent the head, tail, and segmental bound-
aries as 11 point masses, mi, constrained to move along a single direction parallel
to the plane of the substrate. The time varying positions qi and velocities q̇i of
the masses along this direction of travel describe the state of our model. During
peristalsis, the cuticle undergoes reversible viscoelastic strain, modelled here as
an ideal spring and damper connected in parallel between neighbouring pairs of
masses, characterised by a spring constant, k, and damping constant, η.

Very little change in axial or radial dimensions is observed during larval
locomotion [7,8], suggesting that coelomic fluid may be modelled as an incom-
pressible liquid which prevents changes in total body volume. This is enforced in
our model by connecting the head and tail masses by a rigid link, which imposes
the constraint q̇1 = q̇11 ∀ t.

Each body segment in the Drosophila larva contacts the substrate via a band
of hard, claw-like projections called denticles. Since denticles extend primarily
in the posterior direction,we model their interaction with the environment as a
directionally asymmetric Coulomb friction force:

Fi(q, q̇,u) =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−μf :bμk:sμmg if q̇i > 0 ∨ Fext,i > μf :bμmg

μk:sμmg if q̇i < 0 ∨ Fext,i < −μmg

−Fext,i if q̇i = 0 ∧ −μmg ≤ Fext,i ≤ μf :bμmg

(1)
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where g is standard gravity, μ is a coefficient of static friction specific to the
denticle bands and the substrate, μk:s is the ratio of kinetic to static friction, and
μf :b is the ratio of friction in the forward direction to friction in the backward
direction. Fext,i is the total non-frictive force being applied to the i-th mass.

As input to our model we allow time-varying tensions, representing muscle
forces, to develop between neighbouring masses. We denote the vector of muscle
tensions as uT = [u1, u2, · · · , uN ] and impose the constraint 0 ≤ u ≤ d to
represent the fact that muscle forces saturate and are purely tensile in nature.
A gain parameter b ≥ 0 allows scaling of u to an appropriate range for the
model’s passive forces.

Assembling these elements gives the model shown in Figure 2. Isolating the
forces exerted on each mass and applying Newton’s second law gives a system
of N second-order differential equations which must be solved for qi and q̇i

Mq̈ = −kD2q − ηD2q̇ + bD1u + F (2)

where M is the N × N inertia matrix, D2 is an N × N circulant second
difference matrix describing the coupling between the head, tail, and segment
boundaries, and D1 is an N × N circulant backward difference matrix that
describes how a particular muscle tension will pull one segment backwards and
another forwards

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m
m

. . .

m
m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

D2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1

. . .
. . .

. . .

−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

D1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 −1
−1 1

. . .
. . .

−1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3)
By introducing spatial and temporal scaling, we can reduce the dimension-

ality of our parameter space and highlight useful physical relationships.
Letting χ denote the nondimensionalised position vector, the scaled dynamics

may be written

χ̈ = −D2χ − 2ζD2χ̇ + D1u + G(x, u) (4)

where the damping ratio ζ = η/2
√

km ≥ 0 specifies the ratio of viscous to
elastic and inertial forces. G denotes the nondimensionalised friction function

Gi(χ, χ̇,u) =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−γf :bγk:sγ if q̇i > 0 ∨ 1
b Fext,i > γf :bγ

γk:sγ if q̇i < 0 ∨ 1
b Fext,i < −γ

− 1
b Fext,i if q̇i = 0 ∧ −γ ≤ 1

b Fext,i ≤ γf :bγ

(5)

The parameter γ = μmg/b determines the magnitude of static friction in the
backward direction. We have rewritten γf :b = μf :b and γk:s = μk:s for notational
completeness. The details of this non-dimensionalisation process are provided in
the supplementary material [21].
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3 Results

We solved (4) using a fixed-step forward Euler method. Integration accuracy was
assessed by calculating the summed kinetic, potential, and dissipated energy in
our model system over the domain of integration. We tuned the integration
timestep until error in total energy fell below 1%, finding a timestep of 10−3tc
to be sufficient.

3.1 Passive Dynamics of a Single Segment; Role of Model
Parameters

To explore the role of the parameters ζ, γ, γf :b, andγk:s, we first examined the
behaviour of a single segment boundary under the influence of passive mechanical
forces. We simplified our analysis by assuming that all other segment boundaries
were held fixed to the substrate, enforced by the constraint χ̈i�=j = 0, where j
specifies the freely moving segment boundary. To reflect the fact that motion of
an isolated segment boundary would normally occur within the context of an
ongoing peristaltic wave (Figure 1), we set initial conditions such that the free
segment boundary was initially at rest away from equilibrium, in an extreme
posterior or anterior position (Figure 3A, left panel, τ = 0).

Passive viscoelastic and friction forces alone were able to produce trajecto-
ries that qualitatively match movements observed in the real larva (Figure 3A,
left panel). Elastic forces exerted by the cuticle initially accelerate the segment
boundary towards the cuticle’s equilibrium position, which corresponds to the
minimum of the elastic potential energy function shown in Figure 3A (right
panel). Motion of the segment boundary is opposed by viscous damping and
kinetic friction forces, which slow the segment boundary and eventually bring
it to rest. Increasing the parameter ζ causes an increase in the magnitude of
viscous forces, decreasing segment boundary velocity. When ζ < 1, the moving
mass may overshoot the cuticle’s equilibrium position before coming to rest.
Conversely, ζ ≥ 1 implies that the mass will move slowly towards equilibrium
without overshoot (Figure 3A, left panel). Examining (5), we see that γk:sγ sets
the magnitude of kinetic friction when the segment boundary is moving in the
posterior direction, and γf :b scales this quantity to specify the magnitude of
forward kinetic friction. Accordingly, changing γk:s results in directionally sym-
metric scaling of segment boundary velocity and final displacement (Figure 3C),
while changing γf :b allows directionally asymmetric scaling (Figure 3B).

When the segment boundary comes to rest, static friction may hold it in
place. By inspection of (5), γ sets the maximum magnitude of static friction in
the posterior direction while γf :b multiplies this quantity to give the maximum
magnitude in the anterior direction. The expression γf :bγ ≤ χ ≤ γ thus specifies
a stable range of positions in which static friction forces completely oppose elastic
forces. A mass at rest within this region will remain at rest (Figure 3A, B, C).
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Fig. 3. Passive dynamics of a single segment: A (left) evolution of segment bound-
ary position for ζ = 2 (black) or ζ = 0.25 (green), with γ = 0.9, γf :b = 0.4, γk:s = 0.1.
(right) elastic energy stored in the cuticle as a function of segment boundary displace-
ment. Shading indicates the range of positions stabilised by static friction. B (top)
position-velocity phase trajectories for γf :b = 0.1 (green), 0.5) (red), or 1.0 (gray).
Trajectories with negative velocity are unaffected by change in γf :b. (bottom) range of
positions stabilised by static friction for these values of γf :b. C (top) phase trajectories
for γk:s = 0.1 (green), 0.5 (red), or 1.0 (gray). (bottom) range of positions stabilised
by static friction for these values of γk:s.

Though the range of possible values for ζ, γ, γf :b, andγk:s is very large, we
focus on the following cases:

1. γ = 0.9 and γk:s = 0.9 or 0.1, i.e. kinetic friction is either equal to, or far
weaker than, maximum static friction. The first case would correspond to
the larva “dragging” its denticle bands across the substrate; the latter to
lifting the denticles as they move.

2. γf :b = 1.0 or 0.4, i.e. either symmetrical friction, or higher backward than
forward friction, which could result from denticle orientation [15].

3. ζ ∈ [0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0] : a representative set of damping ratios which ranges
from zero viscous damping to heavily overdamped
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Fig. 4. Passive dynamics of the full body model: A segment boundary displace-
ments in the absence of muscle tension, with ζ = 0, γ = 0.9, γf :b = 0.9, γk:s = 0.1.
B elastic energy stored in each cuticle segment (top, U) and kinetic energy of each
segment boundary (bottom, K) during the wave shown in A. C number of discrete
segment boundary movements during a passive peristaltic wave as a function of ζ,
for friction conditions γk:s = 0.1, γf :b = 0.4 (gray), γk:s = 0.9, γf :b = 0.4 (brown),
γk:s = 0.1, γf :b = 1.0 (orange), γk:s = 0.9, γf :b = 1.0 (orange).

3.2 Passive Dynamics of the Whole Body

Using the full model (4), we next examined the role of passive mechanics in
locomotion. We set initial conditions such that the head segment was almost
fully compressed, storing elastic energy. We then integrated our model equations
in the absence of active muscle tensions, and observed the passive response of
the system.

Under particular parameter choices, our model is capable of producing com-
pletely passive peristaltic waves (Figure 4A). In particular, with asymmetric
friction forces (γf :b = 0.4), low kinetic friction (γk:s = 0.1), and low viscous
damping (ζ < 0.6), a wave may propagate from posterior to anterior while mov-
ing the body across the substrate (Figure 4C). The elastic energy stored in the
compressed head segment is converted to kinetic energy as the segment expands.
The asymmetry in our friction function means that expansion occurs through
forward movement of the head, and due to the rigid link constraint (representing
volume conservation of the internal coloemic fluid) this causes compression of
the tail segment. The tail segment in turn expands forward, transferring energy
to the neighbouring segment boundary, and the process continues. Since fric-
tion and viscous damping dissipate an amount of energy each time a segment
boundary moves, the travelling wave is gradually attenuated. Nevertheless, if
dissipative forces are sufficiently low, the energy supplied by compressing the
head segment may propagate through the entire body and even “loop” again
from head to tail (Figure 4A). This phenomenon is possible due to hydrostatic
coupling between the head and tail, and is prevented by removing the rigid link
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Fig. 5. Resonant frequencies: A Frictionless system with ζ ∈ {0.005,
0.025, 0.05, 0.5, 1, 2}; shows peak resonant frequencies with power going lower as damp-
ing ζ increases. Increasing damping ζ drops the peak power and makes the tuning
wider. (In the non-dimensionalized system units are Fdtc

m
) B adding friction does not

affect the location of the resonant frequencies but does reduce the amount of power
absorbed, without broadening the spectrum of peak responses. Friction also adds an
efficient mode close to zero frequency.

constraint in our model. Our analysis suggests a view of the larval body as a ring
of energy storage devices with rectified, dissipative connections (Figure 2B).

3.3 Resonance and Preferred Input Timing

We next examined the response of our system to energy input by applying sinu-
soidal forcing to the tail mass. The work done by a force Fd acting upon a mass
to move it a distance dq is given by dW = Fddq. The rate of this process gives
the power supplied Pd = Fdq̇. Thus, the power provided by applying sinusoidal
forcing to the tail mass in the non-dimensionlized system is

Pd =
Fdtc
m

cos(ωdτ)
dχ

dτ
. (6)

Note that direction and timing of input force are important as power is max-
imised when force is in phase with velocity χ̇. In general the driving force may
add or remove energy during different parts of the cycle and the two may balance,
giving on average 〈Pd(ωd)〉 = 0 for driving frequency ωd.

We predicted that in order to maximise energy input, our stimulation fre-
quency would have to relate to the body’s passive properties, that define χ̇.
Indeed, it is a well known property of n spring-coupled masses to exhibit N
(possibly redundant) resonant frequencies at which energy absorption is max-
imized. Figure 5A shows the average 〈Pd(ωd)〉 power supplied by the driving
force, numerically evaluated over 102 cycles at frequency ωd in the absence of
friction forces. With low damping coefficient ζ, four peaks are evident. The loca-
tion of these peaks has been verified by an analysis of the normal modes of our
system (not shown).
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Fig. 6. Local positive feedback control: A segment boundary displacements under
positive feedback control (gain β = 0.105, parameter choices as in Figure 4A). B elastic
energy stored in each segment (top) and kinetic energy of each segment boundary
(bottom) during A. C muscle tensions produced by the positive feedback control law
(7) during A. Tensions have been normalized and offset for presentation.

In the frictionless case, viscous damping is the only dissipative force. Increas-
ing damping reduces and broadens the peaks of power absorption. Introducing
asymmetric friction decreases the amplitude of the peaks without simultane-
ous broadening, and also adds a peak towards low frequencies (Figure 5B). The
increase in efficiency at low driving frequencies comes due to the reduction of
the higher derivatives making the velocity of the driven mass effectively in phase
with the driving force as it is dragged against the friction. If the driving force is
provided by muscle activation then we can conclude the timing of muscle acti-
vation is important in order to achieve efficient locomotion, and this becomes
even more evident as damping is decreased.

3.4 Generating Locomotion Through Local Positive Feedback

We constructed a control scheme that would exploit our model’s passive dynam-
ics in order to generate forward locomotion. This controller uses segmentally
localised positive feedback of cuticle strain rate to produce muscle tensions
according to the control law:

u = βDT
1 χ̇ 0 ≤ u ≤ d (7)

which can be interpreted as producing muscle tension across a segment in
proportion to the rate at which the segment is shortening, parametrised by the
strain rate-tension gain β. Substituting this definition for u into (4) gives the
closed-loop system

χ̈ = −D2χ − 2ζD2χ̇ + βD1D
T
1 χ̇ + G (8)
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Fig. 7. Tuning feedback gain: A change in total elastic and kinetic energy (ΔE) as
feedback gain β is varied (parameters as in Figure 4A). β may be tuned to achieve zero
change in total energy (blue lines). With non-saturating muscle tensions, ΔE increases
exponentially with β (gray line, d = ∞). Decreasing maximum muscle tension d causes
ΔE to saturate as β increases (red line, d = 0.1). B β required to achieve continuous
locomotion under various damping conditions. Friction varies left to right as (γk:s = 0.1,
γf :b = 0.4), (γk:s = 0.1, γf :b = 1.0), (γk:s = 0.9, γf :b = 0.4), (γk:s = 0.9, γf :b = 1.0). ζ
increases from bottom to top as [0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0]. Conditions are coloured black
if no value of β was able to produce continuous locomotion.

Noting that D1D
T
1 = D2 lets us rewrite this as

χ̈ = −D2χ + (β − 2ζ)D2χ̇ + G (9)

This control can be thought of as actively amplifying any passively occur-
ing segment strain, mitigating the effects of dissipative forces and counteracting
the attenuation of passive waves described above. Inspection of the closed-loop
system (9) shows that as β increases, local positive feedback first acts to can-
cel viscous damping forces. Increasing β further effectively introduces a posi-
tive damping term, which can offset frictional losses. Tuning β allowed us to
produce continuous, naturalistic, wave-like locomotion with near-constant total
body energy across a range of damping and friction conditions (Figures 6, 7).

Note, however, that this controller cannot produce waves in the absence of
passive body motion. If the environment is too frictive, or the head and tail are
decoupled, positive feedback fails to produce continuous locomotion.

4 Discussion

We have constructed the first model of crawling mechanics in larval Drosophila.
The model contains key anatomical features such as a segmentally patterned,
viscoelastic cuticle; a non-segmented hemocoel filled with an incompressible fluid
that enables visceral pistoning; and asymmetrically frictive denticle bands. Under
conditions of light damping and low forward kinetic friction, the passive dynam-
ics of this model naturally produce wave-like motion resembling that of real lar-
vae. Using localised positive feedback of strain rate to produce muscle tensions
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results in a control that is matched to the passive dynamics of the body and
permits an elegant, distributed implementation.

Our model provides insight into the generation of behaviour in larval
Drosophila. For instance, the propagation speed of peristaltic waves and thus the
overall speed of locomotion are highly stereotyped within a given experimental
setup [7,8]. Our model suggests that this is due to the existence of resonant
modes within the larval body that may be exploited to minimize the energetic
costs of locomotion. Locomotion speed has been observed to vary with substrate
composition as well as denticle structure [16,17]. Increase in speed over hard
substrates has been suggested to represent an escape behaviour in response to
undesirable conditions [16], but our model suggests that it may simply represent
a change in the frictive forces experienced by the cuticle and denticle bands.

We stress that it is unlikely that crawling behaviour in the real larva is
entirely controlled by decoupled, local positive feedback, since propagating waves
of motor neuron activity persist in completely isolated nervous system prepa-
rations [10]. Positive feedback may still be used to align ongoing neural motor
control signals with the mechanics of the body and environment. This is consis-
tent with the observation that waves of muscle activation travel slower in larvae
which have been experimentally deprived of mechanosensory input [18,19].

Future work may investigate locomotion in two or three dimensions. This
could be accomplished by adding revolute joints and torsional springs at each
of the masses in the current model. This would enable investigation of turning
in addition to linear crawling, the two key behaviours involved in larval naviga-
tion [20]. Of particular interest is whether positive feedback of strain rate can
produce both behaviours.

The model and control schemes presented in this paper may serve as the
basis for an efficient crawling robot able to exploit its passive dynamics in order
to reduce the energetic and computational burden of control.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL : derivation of

nondimensionalised equations of motion

Cuticles Segment boundaries

To tail

Friction forces

Visceral piston

Figure 1: model schematic and physical parameters

1 Model construction

A schematic of our model’s mechanics is shown in Figure 1. Note that there are N degrees of freedom (DOF), since
the “head” and “tail” masses are connected by a rigid link and thus move identically (see main text). To simplify
our model, we assign equal mass to each DOF. Isolating the forces exerted on each mass and applying Newton’s
second law thus gives a system of N second-order differential equations which must be solved to find positions qi
and velocities q̇i for each DOF :

mq̈1 =− k(2q1 − q2 − qN )

− η(2q̇1 − q̇2 − q̇N
− b(uN − u1)

+ F1(q, q̇,u)

mq̈i =− k(−qi−1 + 2qi − qi+1)

− η(−q̇i−1 + 2q̇i − q̇i+1)

− b(ui−1 − ui)
+ Fi(q, q̇,u)

i ∈ [2, · · · , N − 1]

mq̈N =− k(−q1 − qN−1 + 2qN )

− η(−q̇1 − q̇N−1 + 2q̇N )

− b(uN−1 − uN )

+ FN (q, q̇,u)
(1)

where k and η are the spring constant and coefficient of viscosity of the cuticle, m is the mass associated with a
single segment boundary, u = [u1, u2, · · · , uN ]

T
is a vector of applied tensions, b is input gain, q is the vector of
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segment boundary positions, and q̇ is the vector of segment boundary velocities. The vector-valued function F gives
the friction force experienced by each segment boundary, and is defined as

Fi(q, q̇,u) =





−µf :bµk:sµmg if q̇i > 0 ∨ Fext,i > µf :bµmg

µk:sµmg if q̇i < 0 ∨ Fext,i < −µmg
−Fext,i if q̇i = 0 ∧ −µmg ≤ Fext,i ≤ µf :bµmg

i ∈ [1, 2, · · · , N ] (2)

where g is Standard gravity, µ is the coefficient of static friction in the backward direction, µk:s is the ratio of kinetic
to static friction, and µf :b is the ratio of friction in the forward direction to friction in the backward direction. Fext,i

is the total non-frictive force being applied to the i-th mass, and depends upon the position vector q, velocity vector
q̇, and input vector u.

Our model equations may be written in matrix form as

q̈ = −ηM−1D2q̇− kM−1D2q + bM−1D1u + M−1F (3)

where M is the N × N inertia matrix, D2 is an N × N circulant second difference matrix, and D1 is an N × N
circulant backward difference matrix

M =




m
m

. . .

m
m




(4)

D2 =




2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1

−1 2 −1
. . .

. . .
. . .

−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2




(5)

D1 =




1 −1
−1 1

−1 1
. . .

. . .

−1 1
1 −1




(6)

2 Nondimensionalisation

We introduce the spatial and temporal scaling

qi = χiqc

t = τtc
(7)

where qc and tc are characteristic length and time units, respectively, and are to be determined. Substituting these
definitions into (1) gives
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mqc
t2c

χ̈1 =− kqc(2χ1 − χ2 − χN )

− ηqc
tc

(2χ̇1 − χ̇2 − χ̇N )

− b(uN − u1)

+ F1(χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u)

mqc
t2c

χ̈i =− kqc(−χi−1 + 2χi − χi+1)

− ηqc
tc

(−χ̇i−1 + 2χ̇i − χ̇i+1)

− b(ui−1 − ui)
+ Fi(χqc, χ̇

qc
tc
,u)

i ∈ [2, · · · , N − 1]

mqc
t2c

χ̈N =− kqc(−χ1 − χN−1 + 2χN )

− ηqc
tc

(−χ̇1 − χ̇N−1 + 2χ̇N )

− b(uN−1 − uN )

+ FN (χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u)

(8)

Multiplying each term by mqc
t2c

gives

χ̈1 =− kt2c
m

(2χ1 − χ2 − χN )

− ηtc
m

(2χ̇1 − χ̇2 − χ̇N )

− bt2c
mqc

(uN − u1)

+
t2c
mqc

F1(χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u)

χ̈i =− kt2c
m

(−χi−1 + 2χi − χi+1)

− ηtc
m

(−χ̇i−1 + 2χ̇i − χ̇i+1)

− bt2c
mqc

(ui−1 − ui)

+
t2c
mqc

Fi(χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u)

i ∈ [2, · · · , N − 1]

χ̈N =− kt2c
m

(−χ1 − χN−1 + 2χN )

− ηtc
m

(−χ̇1 − χ̇N−1 + 2χ̇N )

− bt2c
mqc

(uN−1 − uN )

+
t2c
mqc

FN (χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u)

(9)

We next choose to set
kt2c
m = 1, which implies tc =

√
m
k . Setting

bt2c
mqc

= 1 and using our new definition for tc implies

qc = b
k . Further defining the damping ratio ζ = η

2
√
km

allows us to rewrite (9) as

χ̈1 =− (2χ1 − χ2 − χN )

− 2ζ(2χ̇1 − χ̇2 − χ̇N )

− (uN − u1)

+G1(χ, χ̇,u)

χ̈i =− (−χi−1 + 2χi − χi+1)

− 2ζ(−χ̇i−1 + 2χ̇i − χ̇i+1)

− (ui−1 − ui)
+Gi(χ, χ̇,u)

i ∈ [2, · · · , N − 1]

χ̈N =− (−χ1 − χN−1 + 2χN )

− 2ζ(−χ̇1 − χ̇N−1 + 2χ̇N )

− (uN−1 − uN )

+GN (χ, χ̇,u)
(10)

where we have also introduced the nondimensionalised friction function G, defined as

Gi(χ, χ̇,u) =
t2c
mqc

Fi(χqc, χ̇
qc
tc
,u) =





−γf :bγk:sγ if q̇i > 0 ∨ 1
bFext,i > γf :bγ

γk:sγ if q̇i < 0 ∨ 1
bFext,i < −γ

− 1
bFext,i if q̇i = 0 ∧ −γ ≤ 1

bFext,i ≤ γf :bγ
i ∈ [1, 2, · · · , N ]

(11)

γ = µmg
b is a dimensionless parameter specifying the magnitude of static friction in the backward direction, and we

have rewritten γf :b = µf :b and γk:s = µk:s. By introducing the state vector x = [χ1, χ2, · · · , χN , χ̇1, χ̇2, · · · , χ̇N ]
T

,
we may write our nondimensionalised system (10), (11) in state-space form

ẋ =

[
0 I
−D2 −2ζD2

]
x +

[
0
D1

]
u +

[
0
I

]
G (12)
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Chapter 3

A neuromechanical model of

peristalsis, turning, and exploration

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate the mechanics and control of substrate exploration in the

larva.

The chapter is largely comprised of the published research paper, “Modelling the

mechanics of exploration in Drosophila”, published in PLoS Computational Biology

(2019). This paper was co-authored by myself, Konstantinos Lagogiannis, and Barbara

Webb. I was responsible for constructing all models in this paper, analysing them, and

interpreting the results. I completed the majority of the writing for this paper and

prepared all figures. Konstantinos Lagogiannis supervised model development and

analysis, and contributed writing to the discussion section of the paper. Barbara Webb

provided project supervision and contributed writing to the introduction and discussion

sections of the paper.

In this paper I extend the mechanical model detailed in the previous chapter to

include transverse bending and planar motion of the body relative to the substrate.

This is accomplished by introducing damped torsional springs between adjacent body

segments, representing storage of elastic energy in larval tissues during bending.

In contrast to the previous chapter, I formulate the mechanical model within a

Hamiltonian, rather than Newtonian, framework. While these frameworks are equiv-

alent (Hamiltonian and Newtonian mechanics give different yet equivalent mathe-

matical descriptions of the same physics), the Hamiltonian approach has been more

prevalent in the study of dynamical systems, and it provides more powerful tools for
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analysing the dynamics of a mechanical system (see Introduction chapter).

I also extend the neuromuscular model presented in the previous chapter. Firstly,

the local feedback of stretch rate is now passed through a hard nonlinearity, such that

the muscle tension is a binary-valued function of the local stretch rate. This nonlinear-

ity is intended to limit the power flow into the body from the musculature, so that the

closed-loop system is less sensitive to the feedback gain, and the amplitude of motion

cannot grow without bound (power loss due to viscous friction is quadratic in velocity,

while power gained due to muscle tension is now linear in velocity). While differ-

ent forms of nonlinearity could accomplish this, I chose to use a piecewise constant

function in order to minimise the conceptual complexity of the model and limit the

number of model parameters. The second modification to the neuromuscular system is

the addition of inhibitory connections between reflex arcs in distant segments. When

a reflex arc activates within a particular segment, amplifying that segment’s motion, it

simultaneously turns off the reflex arcs in distant This ensures that only a single peri-

staltic wave can propagate through the body at a time, and also ensures that this wave

can cause motion of the body’s centre of mass relative to the substrate by limiting the

number of simultaneously moving segments (this observation will be explained later in

this chapter). In the discussion section, I compare this neuromuscular model to known

larval anatomy.

I also comment on the model’s requirement/assumption of stretch-rate sensitive

mechanoreceptors. As explored within the discussion section, general models of mechan-

otransduction suggest that larval mechanosensory cells may be sensitive to both rate

of stretch as well as absolute stretch (Suslak et al., 2011). Indeed, it has long been ob-

served that mammalian mechanosensory endings as well as insect and other arthropod

proprioceptors may be sensitive to both the rate of stretch, encoded by a phasic sensory

response, and the absolute stretch, encoded by a tonic sensory response, of mechanical

stimuli (Wiersma and Boettiger, 1959; Bush, 1965; Hoyle, 1977; Zill, 1985; Suslak

et al., 2011; Proske and Gandevia, 2012). There are several possible arrangements that

could satisfy the model’s assumption of a signal encoding only the segmental stretch-

rate. Firstly, individual proprioceptors may respond only to stretch-rate, as seen, for

example, in the encoding of joint velocity by the purely phasic responses of some

units within the metathoracic femoral chordotonal organ of the locust hindleg (Zill,

1985). Secondly, there may be central neural processing of a “mixed” tonic-phasic

mechanosensory input (as discussed in the main paper discussion section). Alterna-

tively, the larva may simply utilise a “mixed” phasic-tonic input without any additional
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processing. The effects of such a reflex, producing muscle forces in response to both

absolute stretch as well as stretch-rate, are considered within an appendix to the main

paper.

As before, I proceed by first studying the dynamics of the body in the absence of

driving forces. I also restrict my analysis to the case of conservative motion only (i.e.

no viscous or sliding friction), motivated by the observation in the previous chapter

that a simple control scheme can be used to recover these dynamics in the presence of

friction.

I begin by focusing only on the small-amplitude motions of the body. This is ac-

complished by taking a quadratic approximation to the Hamiltonian. In this case the

axial and transverse motions of the body are energetically isolated and dynamically

uncoupled. The Liouville-Arnold integrability theorem holds, so that the motion of

the body must be (quasi)periodic. Indeed, by transforming to the eigenbasis of the

Hamiltonian I show that the motion can be decomposed into a set of axial travelling

compression waves and transverse standing waves, each of which independently con-

serves energy.

I then re-introduce friction and driving forces. Since the axial and transverse mo-

tions are decoupled in the small-amplitude regime, and the neuromuscular system

transfers power only into axial degrees of freedom, the transverse motion eventually

terminates due to friction under all cases. Considering the axial motion, for low values

of reflex gain frictive power losses dominate and the system gradually loses energy

and comes to a stop at a stable equilibrium configuration (all masses aligned at equal

distances from each other). Beyond a critical value of reflex gain, the axial dynamics

undergoes a pitchfork-like symmetry breaking bifurcation, leading to two stable and

two unstable long-term behaviours. The stable behaviours correspond to the generation

of forward- or backward-propagating compression waves, driving forward or backward

motion relative to the substrate, respectively. The unstable behaviours correspond to

the passive equilibrium state (i.e. all masses stationary and aligned, at equal distances

from each other), or generation of standing waves of compression and expansion with

no overall translation relative to the substrate.

To study the large-amplitude motion of the larva, I restrict analysis to a limited

number of degrees of freedom, namely the bending and stretching of the head seg-

ment, in the absence of friction and driving forces. This facilitates visualisation of the

dynamics by the method of Poincare section, and simplifies the mathematical analysis.

I show that for finite amplitudes, the axial and transverse degrees of freedom become
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coupled, so that each motion no longer independently conserves energy. In this case

the Liouville-Arnold theorem no longer holds, so that the motion is in principle chaotic

for some initial conditions and choices of the model parameters. Through numerical

investigation I show that the motion becomes increasingly chaotic as the amplitude

of motion increases, in line with the KAM theorem (which is technically not directly

applicable to our model). I then confirm that these results translate to the model of the

entire body, not just the restricted model of the head, showing that the overall conser-

vative motion of the body at large amplitudes is indeed chaotic.

I then reintroduce friction and driving forces once more, and analyse the resulting

deformations of the body. Travelling axial compression waves persist in the large-

amplitude regime, but in this case the coupling of axial and transverse motions leads

to ongoing transfer of power from the directly driven axial degrees of freedom into

the passive transverse degrees of freedom. This means that transverse frictive losses

can be counteracted, and transverse motion can be maintained, without direct power

transfer into these degrees of freedom from the musculature. By deploying the same

numerical measures as used in the previous conservative case, I show that the motion

of the body remains chaotic in the presence of friction and driving forces.

Shifting focus to the path of the model larvae (i.e. the motion of the centre of

mass of the larva), I show that the deterministic chaotic deformations of the body are

capable of producing apparently “random” exploration. I characterise this behaviour

using several measures, concluding that the exploration behaviour of the larva may

arise from a deterministic chaotic superdiffusion process grounded in the mechanics

of the body.

In the appendices, I provide a detailed mathematical specification of the mechanical

model, a detailed derivation of the results on small-amplitude motion, and a detailed

derivation of the reduced model of the head’s degrees of freedom (all of which were

too lengthy to be included in the main body of the paper). I provide a mathematical

argument regarding the trade-off between power transfer into the body and force on the

centre of mass, showing that power is most efficiently transferred into low-frequency

axial modes (which have a lower damping ratio), but the production of large forces on

the centre of mass requires the recruitment of high-frequency modes. I also show that

for small amplitude motion, segmentally localised reflex arcs can be decomposed into

a stretch-dependent component and a stretch rate-dependent component, and that these

give rise to an effective mechanical stiffness (stretch-dependent) and viscosity (stretch

rate-dependent).
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Finally, in a section following the published work, I examine the mechanism by

which power is transferred from axial to transverse degrees of freedom. Using a first-

order perturbation analysis of the mechanical dynamics of the head, I show that this can

be understood in terms of parametric excitation and that power transfer should occur

through a 2:1 resonance relationship between axial and transverse degrees of freedom,

matching results on the large-amplitude behaviour of the model and observations of

real larval behaviour.

Main conclusions:

• The mechanical model from the previous chapter has been extended to include

both axial and transverse deformations, and planar translation and rotation of

the larva as a whole. The mechanics has been reformulated in a Hamiltonian

framework in order to facilitate its analysis.

• The neuromuscular model from the previous chapter has been extended to in-

clude a hard nonlinearity within the reflex arc and mutual inhibition between

distant reflex arcs. The nonlinearity serves to model the saturating neuromus-

cular activation and to limit the amplitude of motion (so that solutions can not

grow without bound as in the previous chapter). The long-range inhibitory con-

nections ensure that a single peristaltic wave is propagated at a time, and to

ensure that these waves cause centre of mass motion.

• The modified neuromuscular model shows striking similarities to known larval

anatomy.

• For conservative, small-amplitude motion, the axial and transverse degrees of

freedom are energetically decoupled. The motion of the body can be decom-

posed into a set of axial travelling waves of compression and transverse standing

waves of bending.

• In the presence of friction and driving forces, the closed-loop system produces

stable forward and backward peristalsis.

• For conservative, large-amplitude motion, the axial and transverse degrees of

freedom become energetically coupled. The motion of the body becomes chaotic,

and cannot be decomposed into separate axial and transverse motions.

• Reintroducing friction and driving forces, the closed-loop system now produces

forward and backward axial compression waves in addition to apparently “ran-
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dom” transverse bending. The motion of the system shows signatures of deter-

ministic chaos.

• The chaotic deformations of the body drive an exploratory routine, in which a

population of larvae in similar initial states will spread out over the substrate.

This can be considered as a deterministic superdiffusion process.

Limitations:

• The model does not explicitly include active driving of transverse degrees of

freedom, i.e. the model musculature cannot directly bend the body. While this

helps us illustrate the role of axial-transverse energetic coupling and reduce the

number of parameters in our model, the larva is known to actively bend. I intro-

duce active bending forces in the following chapter.

• The model produces only unbiased exploratory behaviour, and cannot account

for taxis behaviour. I extend the model presented in this chapter to produce taxis

in the following chapter.

• Although the neuromuscular model displays striking similarities to larval anatomy,

it does not reproduce the experimentally observed endogenous waves of activity

in the absence of mechanical input. I will return to this problem in the discussion

chapter.

3.2 Availability of software and supplementary videos

The original code used to produce all figures in this chapter has been made publicly

available (doi 10.5281/zenodo.1432637, github link https://github.com/janeloveless/mechanics-

of-exploration/). The software outputs individual subplots, which were assembled and

labelled prior to publication using Inkscape.

The supplementary videos for this chapter will be available upon publication of the

paper “Modelling the mechanics of exploration in Drosophila” in PLoS Computational

Biology.

3.3 Publication: Modelling the mechanics of exploration

in larval Drosophila
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Abstract

The Drosophila larva executes a stereotypical exploratory routine that appears to
consist of stochastic alternation between straight peristaltic crawling and reorientation
events through lateral bending. We present a model of larval mechanics for axial and
transverse motion over a planar substrate, and use it to develop a simple, reflexive
neuromuscular model from physical principles. The mechanical model represents the
midline of the larva as a set of point masses which interact with each other via damped
translational and torsional springs, and with the environment via sliding friction forces.
The neuromuscular model consists of : 1. segmentally localised reflexes that amplify
axial compression in order to counteract frictive energy losses, and 2. long-range mutual
inhibition between reflexes in distant segments, enabling overall motion of the model
larva relative to its substrate. In the absence of damping and driving, the mechanical
model produces axial travelling waves, lateral oscillations, and unpredictable, chaotic
deformations. The neuromuscular model counteracts friction to recover these motion
patterns, giving rise to forward and backward peristalsis in addition to turning. Our
model produces spontaneous exploration, even though the nervous system has no
intrinsic pattern generating or decision making ability, and neither senses nor drives
bending motions. Ultimately, our model suggests a novel view of larval exploration as a
deterministic superdiffusion process which is mechanistically grounded in the chaotic
mechanics of the body. We discuss how this may provide new interpretations for
existing observations at the level of tissue-scale activity patterns and neural circuitry,
and provide some experimental predictions that would test the extent to which the
mechanisms we present translate to the real larva.

Author summary

We investigate the relationship between brain, body and environment in the exploratory
behaviour of fruitfly larva. A larva crawls forward by propagating a wave of compression
through its segmented body, and changes its crawling direction by bending to one side
or the other. We show first that a purely mechanical model of the larva’s body can
produce travelling compression waves, sideways bending, and unpredictable, chaotic
motions. For this body to locomote through its environment, it is necessary to add a
neuromuscular system to counteract the loss of energy due to friction, and to limit the
simultaneous compression of segments. These simple additions allow our model larva to
generate life-like forward and backward crawling as well as spontaneous turns, which
occur without any direct sensing or control of reorientation. The unpredictability
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inherent in the larva’s physics causes the model to explore its environment, despite the
lack of any neural mechanism for rhythm generation or for deciding when to switch from
crawling to turning. Our model thus demonstrates how understanding body mechanics
can generate and simplify neurobiological hypotheses as to how behaviour arises.

Introduction 1

Exploratory search is a fundamental biological behaviour, observed in most phyla. It 2

has consequently become a focus of investigation in a number of model species, such as 3

larval Drosophila, in which neurogenetic methods can provide novel insights into the 4

underlying mechanisms. However, appropriate consideration of biomechanics is needed 5

to understand the control problem that the animal’s nervous system needs to solve. 6

When placed on a planar substrate (typically, an agar-coated petri dish), the 7

Drosophila larva executes a stereotypical exploratory routine [1] which appears to 8

consist of a series of straight runs punctuated by reorientation events [2]. Straight runs 9

are produced by laterally symmetric peristaltic compression waves, which propagate 10

along the larval body in the same direction as overall motion (i.e. posterior-anterior 11

waves carry the larva forwards relative to the substrate, anterior-posterior waves carry 12

the larva backwards) [3]. Reorientation is brought about by laterally asymmetric 13

compression and expansion of the most anterior body segments of the larva, which 14

causes the body axis of the larva to bend [2]. 15

Peristaltic crawling and reorientation are commonly thought to constitute discrete 16

behavioural states, driven by distinct motor programs [2]. In exploration, it is assumed, 17

alternation between these states occurs stochastically, allowing the larva to search its 18

environment through an unbiased random walk [1, 4–6]. The state transitions or 19

direction and magnitude of turns can be biased by sensory input to produce taxis 20

behaviours [4, 5, 7–13]. The neural circuits involved in producing the larval exploratory 21

routine potentially lie within the ventral nerve cord (VNC), since silencing the synaptic 22

communication within the brain and subesophageal ganglia (SOG) does not prevent 23

substrate exploration [1]. Electrophysiological and optogenetic observations of fictive 24

locomotion patterns within the isolated VNC [14,15] support the prevailing hypothesis 25

that the exploratory routine is primarily a result of a centrally generated motor pattern. 26

As such, much recent work has focused on identifying and characterising the cells and 27

circuits within the larval VNC [16–32]. However, behaviour rarely arises entirely from 28

central mechanisms; sensory feedback and biomechanics often play a key role [33–35] 29

including the potential introduction of stochasticity. Indeed, thermogenetic silencing of 30

somatosensory feedback in the larva leads to severely retarded peristalsis [36] or 31

complete paralysis [37,38]. 32

In line with the ethological distinctions drawn between runs and turns, 33

computational modelling of the mechanisms underlying larval behaviour has so far 34

focused on either peristaltic crawling or turning. An initial model based on neural 35

populations described a possible circuit architecture and dynamics underlying the fictive 36

peristaltic waves observed in the isolated ventral nerve cord [39]. A subsequent model 37

described the production of peristaltic waves through interaction of sensory feedback 38

with biomechanics, in the absence of any centrally generated motor output [40], in a 39

manner similar to earlier models of wave propagation via purely sensory mechanisms in 40

C. elegans [41, 42]. This model produced only forward locomotion as it incorporated 41

strongly asymmetric substrate interaction. Recently, a model combining biomechanics, 42

sensory feedback, and central pattern generation reproduced many features of real larval 43

peristalsis [43]. However, this model only aimed to explain forward locomotion, and 44

accordingly contained explicit symmetry-breaking elements in the form of 45

posterior-anterior excitatory couplings between adjacent segments of the VNC, and 46
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posterior-anterior projections from proprioceptive sensory neurons in one segment into 47

the next segment of the VNC. No biomechanical models of turning in the larva have yet 48

been published, but the sensory control of reorientation behaviour has been explored in 49

more abstract models [4, 5, 8, 11–13,44]. No current model accounts for both peristalsis 50

and reorientation behaviours, and no current model of peristalsis can account for both 51

forward and backward locomotion without appealing to additional neural mechanisms. 52

Here we present a model of unbiased substrate exploration in the Drosophila larva 53

that captures forward and backward peristalsis as well as reorientation behaviours. We 54

provide a deterministic mathematical description of body mechanics coupled to a 55

simple, reflexive nervous system. In contrast to previous models, our nervous system 56

has no intrinsic pattern-generating ability [39,43,44], and does not explicitly encode 57

discrete behavioural states or include any stochasticity [4, 5, 8, 11–13]. Nevertheless, the 58

model is capable of producing apparently random “sequences” of crawling and 59

reorientation behaviours, and is able to effectively explore in a two-dimensional space. 60

We argue that the core of this behaviour lies in the chaotic mechanical dynamics of the 61

body, which result from an energetic coupling of axial (“peristaltic”) and transverse 62

(“turning”) motions. 63

Our choice not to explicitly model navigational decision-making and central pattern 64

generation circuits is motivated by our desire to illustrate the powerful insights offered 65

by focusing upon the mechanics of the body with which the nervous system interacts. 66

The model neuromuscular system we have constructed is based upon simple physical 67

arguments, yet ultimately bears a striking resemblance to known features of the larval 68

nervous system. By starting from the mechanics of the body, and not assuming the 69

existence of particular neural circuits, we are able to provide a new explanatory 70

framework within which to re-interpret existing neurophysiological observations, 71

including observations of central pattern generation within the larval VNC, and also 72

provide unique predictions for future neurophysiological experiments. 73

In what follows, we first outline the key components and assumptions of our model 74

of body mechanics. We then follow simple arguments to guide the construction of a 75

neuromuscular model capable of producing power flow into the body, and motion of the 76

body’s centre of mass relative to the substrate. Crucially, the neuromuscular model 77

neither senses nor drives transverse motions. In analysing the behaviour of our model, 78

we begin by focusing on the small-amplitude, energy-conservative behaviour of the body 79

in the absence of frictive and driving forces. In this case, the motion of the body is 80

quasiperiodic and decomposes into a set of energetically isolated axial travelling waves 81

and transverse standing waves. Reintroducing friction and driving forces, we 82

demonstrate the emergence of a pair of limit cycles corresponding to forward and 83

backward peristaltic locomotion, with no differentiation of the neural activity for the 84

two states. We then shift focus to the behaviour of the model at large amplitudes. In 85

this case the axial and transverse motions of the body are energetically coupled, and the 86

conservative motion becomes chaotic. The energetic coupling allows our neuromuscular 87

model to indirectly drive transverse motion, producing chaotic body deformations 88

capable of driving substrate exploration. Analysis of our model supports a view of larval 89

exploration as an (anomalous) diffusion process grounded in the deterministic chaotic 90

mechanics of the body. 91

Models 92

Mechanics 93

To explore larval crawling and turning behaviours, we choose to describe the motion of 94

the larval body axis (midline) in a plane parallel to the substrate (Fig 1, S1 Fig). The 95
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larval body is capable of more diverse motions including lifting/rearing [21], rolling [45], 96

digging [46], self-righting / balancing, and denticle folding which we have recently 97

observed to occur during peristalsis (S1 Video). However, while exploring flat surfaces, 98

the larva displays fairly little out-of-plane motion (neither translation perpendicular to 99

the substrate nor torsion around the body axis) and only small radial deformations [47]. 100

Furthermore, the majority of ethological characterisations of larval exploration treat the 101

animal as if it were executing purely planar motion [4, 6, 8–13,48]. A planar model is 102

thus a reasonable abstraction for the issues addressed in this paper, i.e., the generation 103

of peristalsis, bending, and substrate exploration. 104

Fig 1. Our model of axial and transverse motion over a planar substrate.
The midline of the larva is modelled as a set of discrete point masses interacting with
each other via linear, damped translational and torsional springs, and with the
environment via Coulomb sliding friction. We model the larva’s incompressible coelomic
fluid by constraining the total length of the midline to remain constant (see main text).
Quantities used to describe deformations of the body, and interaction with the
substrate, are shown in S1 Fig.

The segmented anatomy of the Drosophila larva allows us to focus our description of 105

the midline to a set of N = 12 points in the cuticle, located at the boundaries between 106

body segments and at the head and tail extremities. We assign each point an identical 107

mass, and measure its position and velocity relative to a two dimensional cartesian 108

coordinate frame fixed in the substrate (the laboratory or lab frame). We therefore have 109

NDOF = 2N = 24 mechanical degrees of freedom. We note that our assumption of a 110

uniform mass distribution along the midline is somewhat inaccurate, since thoracic 111

segments are smaller than abdominal segments. However, simulations with non-uniform 112

mass distribution give results which are qualitatively close to those presented here. 113

We assume that the larval body stores elastic energy in both axial 114

compression/expansion and transverse bending, due to the presence of elastic proteins 115

in the soft cuticle. We assume that energy is lost during motion due to viscous friction 116

within the larva’s tissues and sliding friction between the body and the substrate. 117

Sliding friction also allows shape changes (deformations) of the body to cause motion of 118

the larva as a whole relative to the substrate (centre of mass motion). 119

Since the mechanical response of the larva’s tissues is yet to be experimentally 120

determined, we assume a linear viscoelastic model. This is equivalent to placing linear 121

(Hookean) translational and torsional springs in parallel with linear (Newtonian) 122

dampers between the masses in the model, as shown in Fig 1, or to taking quadratic 123

approximations to the elastic potential energy and viscous power loss (as in S1 124

Appendix). We note that the accuracy of the approximation may decrease for large 125

deformations, in which nonlinear viscoelastic effects may become important. 126

As with larval tissue mechanics, there has been little experimental investigation of 127

the forces acting between the larva and its environment. We therefore assume a simple 128

anisotropic Coulomb sliding friction model, in which the magnitude of friction is 129

independent of the speed of motion, but may in principle depend upon the direction of 130

travel. This anisotropy could be thought of as representing the biased alignment of the 131

larva’s denticle bands, or directional differences in vertical lifting or denticle folding 132

motions which are not captured by our planar model. A mathematical formulation of 133

our sliding friction model is given in S1 Appendix. 134

In addition to power losses due to friction, we also allow power flow due to muscle 135

activation. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to allow only laterally symmetric 136

muscle tensions. In this case, the musculature cannot directly cause bending of the 137

midline, and can only explicitly drive axial motions. We will see later that even indirect 138
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driving of bending motion can lead to surprisingly complex behaviour, due to energetic 139

coupling of axial and transverse degrees of freedom. 140

The choice to neglect asymmetric muscle tensions is made in order to simplify our 141

model and provide a clearer illustration of the potential role of body mechanics in 142

generating complex larval behaviour. We note that there is only one way for muscle 143

activations to be symmetric – if we were to allow asymmetry we would have to specify 144

exactly what form that asymmetry should take, and we have little empirical or 145

theoretical grounds on which to do so. Nevertheless, there are some interesting cases 146

which may be considered in passing – the presence of a constant torque about the 147

model’s segment boundaries should cause a shift in the equilibrium posture towards a 148

resting curved shape. The presence of torques which are a linear function of the local 149

body bending angle or local angular velocity should shift the effective transverse 150

stiffness or viscosity of the body S5 Appendix. In this sense the model presented here 151

could be considered to already include the effect of asymmetric muscle tensions, they 152

have simply been incorporated into the passive stiffness and viscosity of the body. We 153

have recently developed an extension of the model presented here which uses a similar 154

local reflex to modulate the body’s effective transverse viscosity in proportion to a 155

stimulus input, allowing the model to exhibit taxis behaviour [49]. 156

Finally, we model the internal coelomic fluid of the larva. Given the extremely small 157

speed of the fluid motion compared to any reasonable approximation to the speed of 158

sound in larval coelomic fluid, we can safely approximate the fluid flow as 159

incompressible [50]. This would ordinarily require that the volume contained within the 160

larval cuticle remain constant. However, since we are modelling only the motion of the 161

midline and neglecting radial deformations, we constrain the total length of the larva to 162

remain constant. We note that this constraint is not entirely accurate to the larva, as 163

the total length of the animal has been observed to vary during locomotion [47]. 164

Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity we will continue with this constraint in place, 165

noting that this approximation has been used with success in previous work focused on 166

peristalsis [40,43], and that there is experimental support for kinematic coupling via the 167

internal fluid of the larva [3]. We note that we satisfy the incompressibility condition 168

only approximately in some sections (Model behaviour – Conservative chaos, Dissipative 169

chaotic deformations, and Deterministic exploration), by introducing an additional 170

potential energy associated with the constraint, which produces an energetic barrier 171

preventing large changes in the total length of the body (see S1 Appendix for details of 172

this approximation along with specifics of the mathematical formulation of our 173

mechanical model). 174

Note that in the absence of transverse bending, the total length constraint causes 175

the head and tail extremities of the larva to become mechanically coupled and move in 176

unison [40,43]. The axial mechanics thus has periodic boundary conditions, and the 177

most anterior (T1) and posterior (A8) segments of the larva may be considered adjacent. 178

This means, for instance, that a compression wave travelling from tail to head will cause 179

motion of the tail on termination at the head, thus initiating a new compression wave. 180

This view also allows us to reason about what should happen if we relax the total 181

length constraint. In particular, if we were to replace the direct coupling of head and 182

tail by a viscoelastic coupling, representing the capacity for storage and dissipation of 183

energy within the internal fluid or in radial expansion of the cuticle, the axial mechanics 184

would still have periodic boundary conditions but would now have a step change in 185

mechanical impedance. Waves hitting such “sudden” impedance boundaries in their 186

transmission media will generally be partially transmitted (i.e. passing directly from 187

head to tail in the larva) and partially reflected (i.e. changing direction and moving 188

backwards from the head extremity), providing one possible cause of transitions 189

between forward and backward locomotion in the animal. As will be seen, however, 190
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these transitions may occur even in the absence of an impedance discontinuity, and we 191

will continue with the total length constraint in place in order to simplify our model. 192

Neuromuscular System 193

Let us now consider how we should use muscle activity to produce locomotion. There 194

are two basic requirements. First, we must have power flow into the body from the 195

musculature, so that the effects of friction may be overcome and the larva will not tend 196

towards its equilibrium configuration. Second, we must be able to produce a net force 197

on the centre of mass of the larva, so that it can accelerate as a whole relative to the lab 198

frame. Note that in this section, we motivate the neural circuits in the model from this 199

purely functional point of view, but will present relevant biological evidence in the 200

discussion. 201

To satisfy the first criterion, let us examine the flow of power into the body due to 202

the action of the musculature 203

P = −
N−1∑

i=1

biMFiq̇i (1)

Here, qi describes the change in length of the i’th body segment away from its 204

equilibrium length, q̇i is the rate of expansion of the i’th body segment, bi is a (positive) 205

gain parameter, MFi is a (positive) dimensionless control variable representing muscle 206

activation, and the product biMFi is the total axial tension across the i’th body segment. 207

From this expression, it is clear that if we produce muscle tensions (MFi > 0) only while 208

segments are shortening (q̇i < 0), we will always have positive power flow into the body 209

(P > 0). This is a mathematical statement of the requirement for the larva’s muscles to 210

function as motors during locomotion, rather than as springs, brakes, or struts [33]. 211

A simple way to fulfil this condition is to introduce a segmentally localised reflex 212

circuit (Fig 2, [40]). We place a single sensory neuron in each segment which activates 213

when that segment is compressing (q̇i < 0). Each sensory neuron then projects an 214

excitatory connection onto a local motor neuron, which in turn projects to a muscle 215

fibre within the same segment. Assuming for now that there are no other influences on 216

the motor neurons, so that sensory activation implies local motor neuron activation, 217

segmental shortening will produce an immediate muscle tension serving to amplify 218

compression of the segment and thus counteract frictive energy losses. 219

Fig 2. The neuromuscular model. A local reflex amplifies motion via positive
feedback : sensory neurons SN activate during segmental shortening, exciting motor
neurons MN, and causing muscle fibre activation MF which accelerates shortening.
Reflexes in distant segments i and i+ j (|j| > 1) mutually inhibit one another via
interneurons IN. This limits the number of moving segments to allow centre of mass
motion (see text).

Let us now consider the second criterion for peristaltic locomotion. Assuming all 220

segment boundaries are of equal mass, the force on the centre of mass of the larva is 221

proportional to the sum of the forces acting on each segment boundary, i.e. 222

FCOM ∝
N−1∑

i=1

Fsegment (2)

Newton’s third law tells us that any forces of interaction between segment 223

boundaries (i.e. viscoelastic and muscle forces) must be of equal magnitude and 224

opposite direction, so that they cancel in this summation and we are left only with 225
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contributions arising from substrate interaction. If the motion of the body is such that 226

some number nf of segments move forward at a given time, against a frictional force 227

−µf , while nb segments remain anchored or move backward, experiencing a frictional 228

force µb, then the summation becomes 229

FCOM ∝ nbµb − nfµf (3)

In the limiting case of isotropic (direction-independent) substrate interaction we 230

have µb = µf , and this expression tells us that the centre of mass will accelerate in the 231

forward direction only when there are less segments moving forward than are moving 232

backward or anchored to the substrate. Similarly, moving a small number of segments 233

backward while the others remain anchored will result in backward acceleration of the 234

centre of mass. Therefore, if the animal is to move relative to its substrate, it must 235

ensure that only a limited number of its segments move in the overall direction of travel 236

at a given time (indeed, this matches observations of the real larva [3, 22]). A more 237

lengthy exposition of this requirement on limbless crawling behaviours can be found 238

in [51]. 239

We fulfil the requirement for a small number of moving segments by introducing 240

mutually inhibitory interactions between the segmentally localised reflex circuits (Fig 2). 241

We add a single inhibitory interneuron within each segment. When the sensory neuron 242

within the local reflex activates, it excites this interneuron, which then strongly inhibits 243

the motor neurons and inhibitory interneurons in non-adjacent segments, effectively 244

turning off the local reflexes in distant neighbours. Adjacent segments do not inhibit 245

each other in our model, allowing reflex activity to track mechanical disturbances as 246

they propagate from one segment to the next. We comment on the plausibility of this 247

feature of our model, given the experimental observation of nearest-neighbour inhibitory 248

connections in the larval ventral nerve cord [28], in the discussion. Similarly, the head 249

and tail segments do not inhibit each other, which permits peristaltic waves to be 250

(mechanically) reinitiated at one extremity as they terminate at the other (see 251

discussion at the end of the previous subsection). This effectively introduces a ring-like 252

topology into the neural model, matching our model of axial mechanics which couples 253

head and tail motion through the total length constraint [40]. 254

We now have a neuromuscular model consisting of four cell types repeated in each 255

segment – sensory neurons, inhibitory interneurons, motor neurons, and muscle fibres. 256

For the sake of simplicity we model all neurons as having a binary activation state 257

governed by the algebraic relation 258

Vi =

{
1
∑
j wjVj > θi

0 otherwise
(4)

where Vi is the activation of the i’th cell, θi is its activation threshold, Vj is the 259

activation of the j’th presynaptic cell, and wj is the associated synaptic weight. 260

Numerical values for the weights and thresholds used in our model are given in S1 Table, 261

supplemental. Note that the muscle tension over a segment either vanishes (when the 262

muscle fibre is in the inactive state) or has fixed magnitude bi (when the muscle fibre is 263

activated by local sensory feedback). For this reason we refer to bi as the reflex gain. 264

Our choice to neglect neural dynamics is based on the large difference in timescales 265

between the neural and mechanical dynamics. Typical motor neuron spiking occurs 266

with a timescale on the order of 10−3 seconds. Spiking is observed to be significantly 267

“averaged out” by the graded (non-spiking) muscle fibre responses, and respond on the 268

order of ∼ 10−1 seconds to prolonged motor neuron spiking [52, 53]. During locomotion, 269

segmental compressions are driven by several longitudinal muscle fibres activating 270

simultaneously [3, 14,29] in response to largely independent motor neuron 271
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populations [54,55] which are unlikely to spike with identical timing. This spatial 272

integration should further “mask” the effects of neural dynamics. Note that the lack of 273

neural dynamics in our model immediately rules out central pattern generation. 274

However, this does not prevent our model from producing complex, larva-like behaviour, 275

and we consider how our model could account for observations of central pattern 276

generation in the discussion. 277

To summarise, the neural model we have constructed can be seen as consisting of 278

two parts, a segmentally repeating local reflex and a mutual inhibition circuit acting 279

between non-adjacent reflexes. The local reflex is constructed so that muscles will act as 280

motors, amplifying segmental compressions and counteracting friction. The mutual 281

inhibition circuit couples distant reflexes to allow only localised amplification. By 282

limiting the number of moving segments, this should ensure that the model larva can 283

produce a net force on its centre of mass. 284

Results 285

Larva-like axial compression waves and lateral oscillations result 286

from conservative mechanics 287

One of the advantages of grounding our model of larval exploration in the body’s physics 288

is that we are now able to apply powerful analytical results from classical mechanics in 289

order to understand the model’s behaviour. In this section we attempt to elucidate the 290

naturally preferred motions of the larva by focusing our attention on the conservative 291

mechanics of the body while neglecting friction forces, which would cause all motion to 292

stop, and driving forces, which might impose a particular pattern of motion. 293

In this case, the general character of motion is specified by the Liouville-Arnold 294

integrability theorem. This theorem asks us to look for a set of conserved quantities 295

associated with a mechanical system, which remain unchanged as the system moves 296

(energy, momentum, and angular momentum are examples of some commonly conserved 297

quantities). If we can find a number of these quantities equal to the number of 298

mechanical degrees of freedom in our model, then the theorem tells us that the motion 299

of the body is integrable – it can be expressed analytically, and must be either periodic 300

or quasiperiodic. If there are not enough conserved quantities, then the system is said 301

to be nonintegrable. In this case the motion is much more complicated and will be 302

chaotic for some initial conditions. These chaotic motions do not permit analytical 303

expression and must be approximated through simulation. 304

In this section, we explicitly seek a case for which there is a “full set” of conserved 305

quantities (we provide only major results here, for detailed derivations see S2 306

Appendix). We begin by restricting ourselves to considering only small deformations of 307

the larval midline, in the case where all segments are of identical axial stiffness ka, 308

transverse stiffness kt, mass m, and length l. Under these assumptions, the total 309

mechanical energy of the body may be written 310

H(x,y,px,py) =
1

2

[
pTxpx + ω2

ax
TD2x

]
+

1

2

[
pTy py + ω2

t y
TD4y

]
(5)

where x and y are vectors giving the displacement of each segment boundary along 311

the body axis and perpendicular to the body axis, respectively, px and py give the 312

translational momentum associated with each direction, D2 and D4 are difference 313

matrices arising from a Taylor series expansion of our model’s potential energy (see S2 314

Appendix), and ωa =
√
ka/m and ωt =

√
kt/ml2 are characteristic axial and transverse 315

frequency scales. By making a linear change of coordinates 316
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{x,y,px,py} → {X,Y,pX ,pY } to the eigenbasis of D2 and D4 (see S2 Appendix) this 317

simplifies to 318

H(X,Y,pX ,pY ) =

N−1∑

i=1

1

2

[
p2X,i + ω2

aλa,iX
2
i

]
+

N∑

i=1

1

2

[
p2Y,i + ω2

t λt,iY
2
i

]
(6)

where λa,i and λt,i are eigenvalues associated with the coordinate transformation. 319

This expression is a sum of component energies, each of which is independently 320

conserved. The Liouville-Arnold theorem immediately tells us that the motion of the 321

body must be (quasi)periodic in the case of conservative small deformations. Indeed, 322

the energy associated with each of the new coordinates Xi, Yi is in the form of a 323

harmonic oscillator, and each coordinate executes pure sinusoidal oscillations. By 324

transforming back to the original coordinates x,y we obtain a set of collective motions 325

(modes) of the body which are energetically isolated and have a sinusoidal time 326

dependence, corresponding to axial and transverse standing waves. We will refer to the 327

Xi, Yi as modal coordinates since they describe the time dependence of each of the 328

collective motions. 329

Each transverse standing wave corresponds to a periodic lateral oscillation of the 330

body, with a unique frequency given by ωt,i = ωt
√
λt,i. We determined these 331

frequencies numerically, along with the spatial components of the lowest frequency 332

standing waves (Fig 3A). These can be seen to match the eigenmaggot shapes extracted 333

from observations of unbiased larval behaviour [56]. 334

Fig 3. Conservative, small-amplitude motions of the body decompose into
a set of axial and transverse standing waves. A: spatial component of first four
transverse standing waves (top, black) compared to first four experimentally determined
eigenmaggots [56] (top, blue), with natural frequencies of oscillation (bottom). B:
spatial component of first four axial standing waves (top), with natural frequencies of
oscillation (bottom). Note that axial standing waves come in pairs with identical
frequency. C: Pairs of axial standing waves can be combined to produce
forward-propagating (top, solid black line) and backward-propagating (bottom, solid
black line) travelling waves. Head and tail extremities move in phase (dashed black line)
due to our total length constraint (see text), reminiscent of the “visceral pistoning”
observed in the real animal [3].

The axial standing waves correspond to oscillating patterns of segmental 335

compression and expansion. While each transverse standing wave had its own unique 336

frequency of oscillation, the axial standing waves come in pairs with identical frequency 337

but different spatial components – each member of the pair corresponds to a different 338

spatial pattern of segmental compression/expansion spread across the body, but these 339

patterns oscillate in time with the same frequency. We were able to analytically 340

determine the frequency of oscillation of the i’th pair of axial standing waves to be 341

ωa,i = ωa
√
λa,i = 2ωa

∣∣∣∣sin
(

πi

N − 1

)∣∣∣∣ , i ∈ [0, N/2− 1] (7)

The spatial components of the axial standing waves could also be determined 342

analytically 343

xk,i =
1√
N − 1

cos

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
, or xk,i =

1√
N − 1

sin

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
, i ∈ [0, N/2− 1]

(8)
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Where xk,i is the displacement of the k’th segment boundary for the i’th pair of 344

standing waves. We plot the axial frequencies ωa,i and spatial components xk,i in 345

Fig 3B. 346

The fact that the axial oscillation frequencies come in identical pairs allows us to 347

combine the axial standing waves with a ±90◦ relative phase shift to form pairs of 348

forward and backward travelling wave solutions (see S2 Appendix for the full derivation) 349

xk,i(t) = cos

(
ωa,it± 2πi

k

N − 1

)
, i ∈ [0, N/2− 1] (9)

where xk,i(t) gives the displacement of the k’th segment boundary as a function of 350

time for the i’th pair of travelling waves. The choice of a plus or minus sign corresponds 351

to the choice between forward or backward wave propagation. These solutions 352

correspond to propagating waves of segmental compression and expansion similar to 353

those seen during larval peristalsis. We plot the lowest frequency pair of axial travelling 354

wave solutions in Fig 3C, and directly visualise the synthesis of travelling wave solutions 355

from standing wave solutions in S2 Video. 356

To summarise, in this section we have shown that for the case of conservative, small 357

oscillations, the motion of the body may be decomposed into a combination of 358

transverse standing waves and axial travelling waves. This is of clear relevance to 359

understanding the behaviour of the larva, which moves across its substrate by means of 360

axial peristaltic waves while reorienting using lateral oscillations. Indeed, the transverse 361

modes of oscillation that we have derived here match principal components of bending 362

computed from actual larval behaviour [56]. Our results can be interpreted as providing 363

a physical basis for these observations – the principal components extracted from real 364

larval data correspond to a “natural” coordinate basis that is grounded in the animal’s 365

mechanics. Furthermore, the proportion of postural variance explained by each 366

principal component of the experimental data decreases with increasing modal 367

frequency in our model (and thus increasing energy). We can therefore help to explain 368

the observed ordering of principal components, as this corresponds to the larva 369

“preferring” to occupy low-frequency, low-energy modes during most of its behaviour. 370

We comment further on this observation in S3 Appendix in the context of axial modes. 371

We will now focus on the small-amplitude motion of the body in the presence of energy 372

dissipation due to friction and driving forces. 373

Forward and backward peristaltic locomotion can be obtained 374

from simple reflexes 375

Reintroducing friction will clearly lead the motions described above to eventually 376

terminate due to energy dissipation, unless opposed by transfer of power. In a previous 377

section (Models – Neuromuscular system, see also S1 Appendix), we introduced a 378

neuromuscular system to produce power flow into the body, but as described, it can 379

only directly transfer power into the axial degrees of freedom. In the small deformation 380

model we have just analysed, the axial and transverse degrees of freedom are 381

energetically decoupled. It follows that transverse friction is unopposed and any 382

transverse motion must eventually terminate in the case of small deformations. In this 383

section we will therefore focus only on the axial degrees of freedom, which correspond to 384

the peristaltic locomotion of the larva. 385

In Fig 4, we show the effect of coupling our neuromuscular model to the axial 386

mechanics. For small reflex gains, the power flow into the body from the musculature is 387

too low to effectively counteract frictive losses and the larva tends towards its passive 388

equilibrium state, in which there is complete absence of motion. However, increasing 389

reflex gain past a certain critical value leads to the emergence of long-term behaviours 390
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in which the larva remains in motion, away from its passive equilibrium. These motions 391

correspond to forward and backward locomotion, driven by forward and backward 392

propagating compression waves (see below), as predicted from our earlier description of 393

the conservative motions of the body, and as observed in the real larva [3]. The 394

qualitative changes in behaviour that occur as reflex gain is varied are depicted in 395

Fig 4A, where we have measured the long-term centre of mass momentum of the larva, 396

along with the long-term relative phase of the lowest frequency modal coordinates. 397

The exact value of reflex gain required for onset of locomotion depends on the 398

particular mechanical parameters used in our model (see table S2 Table for parameters 399

used in Fig 4). In principle, this bifurcation point of the dynamics should be amenable 400

to analytical investigation by studying the stability of the linearised model dynamics 401

around the passive equilibrium state [57, 58]. In practise, however, the presence of hard 402

nonlinearities in the sliding friction model makes such an approximation inaccurate. 403

Fig 4. Emergence of limit cycles for forward and backward locomotion in
the dissipative, small-amplitude model. A: as reflex gain is increased past a
critical point, the model larva attains a positive or negative long-term average centre of
mass momentum (top, red and blue lines), signifying continuous forward or backward
motion relative to the substrate, and a ±π/2 relative phase difference between the two
lowest frequency axial standing wave modes (bottom, red and blue lines), signifying the
presence of forward- or backward-propagating axial travelling waves. B: trajectories of
individual point masses in the model for forward (top) or backward (bottom)
locomotion (see S2 Fig for corresponding neural state). C: projection of model
trajectories onto the lowest frequency axial modes and the centre of mass momentum
reveals a pair of (putative) stable limit cycles for forward (blue) and backward (red)
locomotion. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S2 Table.

For low reflex gains the centre of mass momentum tends to 0 as the body comes to a 404

stop and enters a passive equilibrium state. The relative phase of the low frequency 405

modal coordinates tends to either 0 or 180 degrees, which also corresponds to a loss of 406

momentum. For larger values of reflex gain, the total momentum is either positive, zero, 407

or negative. Positive and negative total momentum represent forward and backward 408

locomotion, respectively, while zero momentum corresponds to two unstable cases which 409

we discuss below. The relative phase of the lowest frequency modal coordinates tends to 410

±90◦ at high reflex gains, corresponding to the presence of forward- or 411

backward-propagating compression waves (see previous section). As in the larva [1, 3], 412

forward-propagating waves drive forward locomotion while backward-propagating waves 413

drive backward locomotion (Fig 4B). 414

We believe that these behaviours arise from the production of a pair of limit cycle 415

attractors in the system’s phase space, which we visualise in figure Fig 4C by projecting 416

the system state onto the lowest frequency pair of axial modes, and plotting the 417

associated modal coordinates along with the centre of mass momentum. Since wave 418

motion implies that pairs of modal coordinates should perform pure sinusoidal 419

oscillations with equal amplitude and frequency, and a ±90◦ relative phase shift (see 420

previous section and S2 Appendix), the travelling wave trajectories of the system 421

become circles in this coordinate system (see discussion of Lissajous figures, [59]). 422

Forward and backward locomotion can then be distinguished by the momentum of the 423

centre of mass. 424

In this model, the speed of forward and backward locomotion are equal for a fixed 425

value of reflex gain, while in the real larva the speeds are known to differ [15]. We 426

comment on some possible explanations for this difference in the discussion. 427

In S2 Fig we show the neural state of the model larva during forwards and 428

backwards locomotion. As expected given our previous exposition, we observe waves of 429
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activity in the nervous system which track the mechanical waves propagating through 430

the body. Our sensory neurons also show a second, brief period of activation following 431

propagation of the mechanical wave caused by a slight compression that occurs as 432

segments return to equilibrium. This activity is “cancelled out” by the mutual 433

inhibition circuit, so that motor neurons do not exhibit a secondary burst of activity. 434

The larva has zero long-term total momentum in the presence of large reflex gain in 435

only two cases, both of which are highly unstable. First, if we start the larva so that it is 436

already in its passive equilibrium state, so that no relative motion of segment boundaries 437

occurs, it is obvious that there will be no activation of local reflexes and the larva will 438

not spontaneously move out of equilibrium. The second case corresponds to a pure axial 439

standing wave. In this case the larva is divided into two regions by nodal points where 440

the axial displacement is zero. During the first half-cycle of the standing wave, one 441

region will experience compression while the other experiences expansion, and in the 442

second half-cycle these roles will reverse. The neural circuit we have constructed can 443

amplify compression during both half-cycles since they are separated by a configuration 444

in which no compression or expansion occurs, and this allows the entire nervous system 445

to become inactive and “reset”. Since these behaviours are extremely unstable and 446

require very specific initial conditions to be observed, we have not visualised them here. 447

While the mutually inhibitory connections in our model are not required for the 448

propagation of locomotor waves, which can be maintained entirely by local reflexes [40], 449

these connections do greatly enhance stability. In the absence of the mutual inhibition 450

circuit, small mechanical disturbances in any stationary body segments can be 451

amplified, giving rise to multiple compression waves which travel through the body 452

simultaneously . If this instability produces an equal number of forward and backward 453

moving segments then overall motion of the larva relative to the substrate will stop, in 454

line with the argument presented earlier. We have also observed that roughly 455

symmetrical substrate interaction is required to produce both forward and backward 456

locomotion in our model. If friction is too strongly anisotropic, then locomotion can 457

only occur in one direction regardless of the direction of wave propagation . 458

It is worth noting that the axial model presented in this section does display discrete 459

behavioural states. However, there are no explicit decisions regarding which behavioural 460

states to enter, since the particular neural states occupied during forwards and 461

backwards locomotion are indistinguishable. Rather, both the apparent decision and the 462

eventual direction of travel can only be understood by examining the dynamics and 463

mechanical state of the body. 464

Conservative chaos from mechanical coupling 465

Having successfully produced peristaltic locomotion using our model, we will now turn 466

our attention to the larva’s turning behaviours. As before, we will start from physical 467

principles. In a previous section (Results – Conservative axial compression waves and 468

transverse oscillations) we showed that, for the case of conservative small oscillations, 469

transverse motions of the body were energetically decoupled from axial motions, and 470

could be decomposed into a set of periodic standing waves. We will first extend our 471

previous analysis to the case of energy-conservative, large amplitude motions in the 472

absence of damping and driving; and then in the following section consider the impact 473

of energy dissipation and the neuromuscular system on transverse motion, 474

To keep our presentation simple and allow visualisation of model trajectories, we will 475

focus on a reduced number of the mechanical degrees of freedom. Namely, we will 476

examine the bending angle φ and axial stretch q of the head segment (Fig 5A). We 477

introduce an amplitude parameter ε by making the substitutions q → εq and φ→ εφ, so 478

that the total mechanical energy of the head may be written in nondimensional form as 479

(see S4 Appendix) 480
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H =
1

2

[
p2q +

1

(1 + εq)2
p2φ + q2 + λ2φ2

]
(10)

where pq, pφ are the radial and angular momentum of the head mass, and we have 481

scaled the time axis of the model so that the natural frequency of axial oscillation is 482

unity. The parameter λ = ωt/ωa = kt/kal
2 is the ratio of transverse and axial 483

frequencies. 484

Fig 5. A reduced model of large amplitude motion. A: we focus on the
conservative dynamics of the head’s strain q and bend φ coordinates as amplitude ε is
varied. B: head trajectories are visualised by Poincare section, in which the head’s
configuration q, φ is plotted at successive turning points of the transverse bending
motion (at which angular velocity vanishes, dφ/dt = 0).

In the case of small oscillations, i.e. ε→ 0, the mechanical energy reduces to the 485

simpler expression 486

H =
1

2

[
p2q + q2

]
+

1

2

[
p2φ + λ2φ2

]
(11)

which is clearly a sum of independent axial and transverse energies. These energies 487

are individually conserved, so that the Liouville-Arnold theorem applies, and the motion 488

of the head is integrable and (quasi)periodic. This is in clear agreement with our earlier 489

results. For the more general case of large amplitude motion (ε > 0), we may have in 490

principle only a single conserved quantity – the total energy of the system. Indeed, it 491

should be clear from the presence of a “mixed” term in the mechanical energy (Eq 10) 492

that the axial and transverse motions are energetically coupled at large amplitudes, so 493

that the individual energies associated with each motion are no longer independently 494

conserved. Given that we have only one conserved quantity for a two degree of freedom 495

system, we can no longer rely on the Liouville-Arnold theorem to prove 496

(quasi)periodicity of the motion, and must accept that the system’s behaviour may be 497

chaotic. 498

To investigate this possibility further, we first note that conservation of energy 499

implies that flow within the four dimensional phase space must be constrained to lie on 500

the energy surface given implicitly by the relation H(q, φ, pq, pφ) = E. Therefore, given 501

a particular value E for the total energy, the system dynamics becomes three 502

dimensional. This allows us to visualise the behaviour of the system by plotting the 503

points at which trajectories intersect a two-dimensional Poincare section [57,58]. We 504

define our Poincare section by the condition that the angular momentum vanishes 505

pφ = 0 (equivalently, angular velocity vanishes dφ/dt = 0), and plot successive crossings 506

of the section as points in the q, φ plane. This allows us to intuitively interpret points 507

in the Poincare section as configurations of the head at successive turning points 508

(extrema) in the transverse motion (Fig 5B). 509

In what follows, we set the total energy to be E = 1
2 so that when ε = 1 we can in 510

principle obtain complete compression of the head (q = −1). We choose to set 511

λ = e
6 ≈ 0.45, giving an irrational frequency ratio. This loosely matches observations of 512

the real larva in which the frequency of transverse oscillations is approximately half that 513

of axial oscillations but does not satisfy an exact (rational) resonance relationship [44]. 514

The results we obtain with these parameters do not differ much from results for other 515

energies or other frequency ratios, including resonant relationships . 516

Poincare plots for the cases ε→ 0 and ε ∈
{

1
3 ,

2
3 , 1
}

are shown in Fig 6. When ε→ 0 517

(Fig 6A), conservation of transverse energy implies that the turning points of the 518

transverse motion must remain constant. The fact that the frequency ratio λ is 519
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irrational implies that the overall motion is quasiperiodic, and the values of q obtained 520

at successive transverse turning points should not repeat. In accordance with these 521

observations, the Poincare section for ε→ 0 consists of a series of verticle lines 522

(Fig 6Ai). For ε = 1
3 the Poincare plot becomes distorted, but the majority of 523

trajectories still trace out one-dimensional curves in the section (Fig 6Bi), which is 524

indicative of persistent quasiperiodic behaviour. At ε = 2
3 the Poincare plot appears 525

qualitatively different. There is now a large region of what appears to be “noise”, 526

indicating that the configuration of the head at successive transverse turning points has 527

become unpredictable. This is a clear signature of deterministic chaos. There are, 528

however, several regions of the section indicative of (quasi)periodic behaviour. These 529

appear as one-dimensional curves or discrete points in the Poincare section (Fig 7Ai). 530

At ε = 1, the region of the Poincare plot occupied by chaos has expanded, although 531

there still appear to be some regions corresponding to (quasi)periodic behaviour 532

(Fig 7Bi). These results qualitatively agree with the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser 533

theorem [59], which tells us that quasiperiodic behaviour should persist under small 534

nonintegrable (chaotic) perturbations of an integrable Hamiltonian, and that the region 535

of phase space corresponding to chaotic behaviour should grow with the perturbation 536

size (in our case, the perturbation size corresponds to the amplitude of motion ε). 537

However, our model as presented here does not formally meet the requirements of this 538

theorem (see S4 Appendix). 539

Fig 6. Emergence of deterministic chaos in the conservative head dynamics
as amplitude of motion is increased. A, B: for small amplitudes (ε→ 0, ε = 1/3),
Poincare section shows quasiperiodic head oscillations (i), while the maximum
Lyapunov characteristic exponent (MLCE), which quantifies the dominant rate of
separation of nearby phase trajectories, converges to ∼ 0bits s−1 (ii), the power spectra
of head stretch q and bend φ coordinates show clear peaks with little “noise”
component (iii), and autocorrelations of these variables decay linearly (iv). These
results betray non-chaotic, quasiperiodic oscillations for small amplitudes. MLCE,
power spectra, and autocorrelations were computed for initial conditions shown by black
dot in panel i. Parameters used to generate this figure are detailed in the main text,
and reported in S3 Table.

Fig 7. (continued from Figure 6) Emergence of deterministic chaos in the
conservative head dynamics as amplitude of motion is increased. A, B: for
large amplitudes (ε = 2/3, ε = 1), the Poincare section contains a large chaotic sea (i),
while the MLCE converges to a positive value (ii), power spectra become “noisy” (iii),
and autocorrelations decay rapidly (iv). These results strongly suggest the existence of
deterministic chaotic head dynamics for large amplitudes. MLCE, power spectra, and
autocorrelations were computed for initial conditions shown by black dot in panel i.
Parameters used to generate this figure are detailed in the main text, and reported in
S3 Table.

Analysis by Poincare section provides an invaluable method to determine the 540

character of overall system behaviour by direct visualisation of trajectories, but cannot 541

be applied to higher dimensional systems. This is problematic, since we would like to 542

assess the existence of chaos beyond our reduced model of the larva’s head. We 543

therefore deployed a series of other methods which are possibly less reliable than the 544

method of Poincare section but can be applied equally well to higher dimensional 545

systems. These included estimation of the maximal Lyapunov characteristic exponent 546

(MLCE) for the dynamics along with calculation of the power spectrum and 547

autocorrelation of internal variables [57,58,60]. The MLCE can be thought of as 548
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quantifying the rate of separation of nearby trajectories, or, equivalently, the rate at 549

which information is generated by the system being analysed [61]. A positive MLCE is 550

generally considered a good indicator of chaotic behaviour. The power spectrum of a 551

periodic or quasiperiodic process should consist of a “clean” set of discriminable peaks, 552

whereas that of a chaotic process should appear “noisy” and contain power across a 553

wide range of frequencies. Meanwhile, the autocorrelation of a periodic or quasiperiodic 554

process should show a strong oscillatory component with an envelope that decays 555

linearly with time, while that of a chaotic process should show a much quicker decay, 556

similar to a coloured noise process. In Fig 6 we plot these measures at each value of ε, 557

for a trajectory starting with initial conditions indicated on the corresponding Poincare 558

plot by a filled black circle. These measures confirm increasingly chaotic behaviour as 559

the amplitude ε increases, in agreement with our Poincare analysis. In Fig 8 we show a 560

solution including all degrees of freedom in our conservative mechanical model (i.e. not 561

just those of the head). The trajectory of individual segments relative to the substrate 562

appears qualitatively irregular, while the indirect measures we introduced above (MLCE, 563

power spectrum, autocorrelation) are all indicative of deterministic chaotic behaviour. 564

Fig 8. Conservative planar motion of the body is chaotic at large
amplitudes. A: trajectories of individual segment boundaries appear qualitatively
irregular, B: our estimate of the maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent converges
to a positive value, C: power spectra of head stretch q and bend φ show a strong “noise”
component, and D: their autocorrelations decay rapidly. All are indicators of
deterministic chaos. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S4 Table.

Spontaneous turning and reversals require no additional control 565

We will now reintroduce dissipative effects into our model of larval motion in the plane. 566

We previously saw that conservative mechanics predicted axial travelling waves and 567

transverse oscillations. These were lost in the presence of friction, but the axial 568

travelling waves could be recovered with the addition of a neuromuscular system 569

designed to selectively counteract frictive effects. We have now seen that conservative 570

mechanics predicts chaotic planar motion. Although our neuromuscular model transfers 571

power only into the axial degrees of freedom, we recall from the previous section that 572

axial and transverse motions are energetically coupled at large amplitudes. We therefore 573

tentatively expect that we may be able to recover the complete chaotic planar motion 574

without requiring any additional mechanism for direct neuromuscular power transfer 575

into tranverse motion. 576

To investigate whether our dissipative planar model shows chaotic behaviour, we ran 577

n = 1000 simulations starting from almost identical initial conditions (euclidean 578

distance between initial mechanical state vectors < 10−7, with no initial neural activity) 579

and identical parameters (see S5 Table). We can indeed observe that the simulated 580

larva perform peristalsis with interspersed bending of the body (turns), and that the 581

fully deterministic system produces apparently random turning such that the 582

simulations rapidly diverge (S3 Video). Since most working definitions of chaos require 583

strictly bounded dynamics, we here restrict our analysis to the coordinates describing 584

deformation of the body (segmental stretches and bending angles), ignoring motions of, 585

or overall rotations about, the centre of mass (i.e., the trajectory through space of the 586

body, which we will analyse in the following section). 587

Qualitatively, the deformations of the large amplitude dissipative model appear 588

irregular (Fig 9A). However, there are persistent features reminiscent of the ordered 589

small-amplitude behaviour described in previous sections. In particular, there are clear 590

axial travelling waves and lateral oscillations. However, whereas forward- and 591
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backward-propagating axial waves previously corresponded to stable limit behaviours, 592

the large amplitude system appears to go through occasional “transitions” between 593

these behaviours . In addition, apparently spontaneous large bends appear occasionally, 594

suggesting that the neuromuscular system is effectively driving transverse motion. 595

Fig 9. Dissipative planar motion is chaotic. A: representative segmental stretch
(left) and bend (right) time series (see S3 Fig for corresponding neural state). Note the
occurence of a large bend starting at ∼ 1–2 seconds at the larva’s head, which appears
to propagate backwards along the body while triggering a “transition” from forward to
backward wave propagation at ∼ 3.5 seconds. Forward wave propagation resumes at
∼ 6 seconds. B: power spectra of the head stretch q (top) and bend φ (bottom) showing
significant “noise” component. C: Autocorrelations of q and φ rapidly decay. D:
probability density of correlation dimension estimates for 1000 mechanical trajectories.
The dimension of the system’s limit set is estimated as ∼ 3.5 (median, vertical blue
line). E: maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent estimates converge to a positive
value. All measures suggest the presence of deterministic chaotic dynamics. Parameters
used to generate this figure are given in S5 Table.

The irregularity of the axial motion is reflected in the pattern of sensory neuron 596

activation (S3 Fig). However, the mutual inhibitory interactions in our model act to 597

filter this input, allowing only a small window of excitability within the central nervous 598

system. As a result, interneuron and motor neuron activity appears fairly ordered, 599

tracking and reinforcing axial compression waves. 600

We used four measures to assess whether our qualitative observation of irregular 601

motion betrays the existence of deterministic chaos. First, we analysed the power 602

spectrum of individual cooordinates (Fig 9B). The power spectra of all degrees of 603

freedom showed consistent harmonic peaks along with a strong “noisy” non-harmonic 604

component, a pattern consistent with chaos and incommensurate with (quasi)periodicity 605

(Fig 9B shows data for head bending angle and stretch Next, we computed the 606

autocorrelation of the same degrees of freedom. The autocorrelations of all degrees of 607

freedom showed a periodic pattern with a peak at 0 seconds time lag followed by a rapid 608

decay (Fig 9C). This is characteristic of oscillatory chaotic behaviour, and the 609

exponential loss of information regarding initial conditions that chaotic systems display. 610

We then estimated the correlation dimension (Dc) of the limit set of our model’s 611

dynamics. Note that we did not apply this measure to the conservative models in the 612

previous section since the Liouville theorem rules out attracting limit sets for these 613

systems. The distribution of correlation dimension estimates for our dissipative system 614

across all 1000 trials is shown in Fig 9D. Estimates were clustered around ∼ 3.5 615

(median dimension 3.46), with 93% of estimates lying in the range [3–4]. These results 616

are suggestive of a limit set with fractal dimension, which is a signature of “strange” 617

chaotic attractors. Finally, we computed an estimate of the maximal Lyapunov 618

characteristic exponent (MLCE). As in the previous section, we estimated the MLCE 619

for our system to be positive (∼ 13textrmbitss−1, Fig 9D), a very strong indicator of 620

chaotic behaviour. All of these results point to the presence of a chaotic dynamical 621

regime in our dissipative large amplitude model. 622

Exploration emerges without decisions or stochasticity 623

As the coupled biomechanical and neuromuscular system produces both forward and 624

backward peristalsis and lateral oscillations, each simulated larva will trace out a 2D 625

trajectory over time. As shown in Fig 10A, the chaotic deformations characterised in 626

the previous section caused the larvae to disperse across their two-dimensional substrate, 627

following paths reminiscent of the real animal’s exploratory behaviour. 628
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Fig 10. Deterministic exploration. A: dispersion of the centres of mass of 1000
simulated larvae, starting from almost identical mechanical initial conditions (overlayed
in inset). B: tortuosity and fractal (box-counting) dimension for all 1000 paths indicate
plane-filling behaviour (blue line = mean tortuosity, red line = mean dimension, see
text; see S4 Fig for power law analysis of trajectory curvature and angular speed). C:
mean-squared displacement (black line) shows transient quadratic growth (blue line)
followed by asymptotic linear growth (red line, asymptotic diffusion constant
≈ 144segs2s−1; see also log-log plot, S5 Fig). D: distribution of body bends (black) with
maximum likelihood von Mises (red) and wrapped Cauchy (blue) fits. E: distribution of
run lengths with maximum likelihood exponential fit (red). Run lengths were calculated
as duration between successive crossings of a threshold body bend (20◦), indicated by
blue lines in panel D. See S6 Fig for analysis of tail speed and head angular velocity.
Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S5 Table.

To characterise the trajectories of our model, we first investigated them at a global 629

level, based on the centre of mass (COM) trajectory of each simulated larva, computing 630

the tortuosity and fractal dimension of the paths (Fig 10B) [62]. We defined our 631

tortuosity measure as 632

T = 1− D

L
(12)

where D is the net displacement of the COM between initial and final times, and L 633

is the total distance travelled by the COM along its path. Note that if the COM travels 634

in a straight line between initial and final times we will have D = L so that T = 0. In 635

the limit L→∞, corresponding to the COM taking an extremely long path between its 636

initial and final states, we have D
L → 0 so that T → 1. We calculated the mean 637

tortuosity of our COM trajectories to be 〈T 〉 = 0.43, with a variance of 638

〈(T − 〈T 〉〉)2 = 0.05. The lowest (highest) tortuosity observed was T = 0.05 (T = 0.95). 639

We estimated the fractal dimension Db of the COM trajectories using a 640

box-counting algorithm. The minimum expected dimension Db = 1 would correspond to 641

curvilinear paths (e.g. straight line or circular paths), while the maximum expected 642

dimension of Db = 2 corresponds to plane-filling paths (e.g. brownian motion). We 643

calculated the mean dimension of the COM trajectories to be 〈Db〉 = 1.37, with 644

variance 〈(Db − 〈Db〉)2〉 = 0.01. The lowest (highest) path dimension observed was 645

Db = 1.17 (Db = 1.95). We have plotted the tortuosity and fractal dimension of every 646

path in Fig 10B. These results show that the trajectories of the model differed markedly 647

from straight lines (tortuosity T > 0 and box-counting dimension Db > 1), and 648

displayed a good ability to cover the planar substrate (box-counting dimension 649

1 < Db < 2). We also note that our COM trajectories display the power-law 650

relationship between angular speed and curvature reported by [63], with a scaling 651

exponent (β ≈ 0.8) falling within the range reported for freely exploring larvae (S4 Fig). 652

We next investigated the rate at which the simulated larvae explored their 653

environment. To do this, we calculated the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of the 654

COM over time (Fig 10C). This is a standard measure used to characterise diffusion 655

processes, and is defined as 656

〈d2〉(t) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(Ri(t)−Ri(0))2 (13)

where Ri(t) is the position of the i’th larva’s COM at time t and n = 1000 is the 657

number of trials being averaged over. We observed an initial transient, lasting on the 658

order of 10 seconds, during which the MSD grew as ∼ t2 (blue line, S5 Fig), after which 659
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growth slowed and tended to ∼ t (linear fit for t > 80 seconds shown by red line, 660

Fig 10C and S5 Fig, r2 = 0.99, diffusion constant D = 144segs2s−1). The initial 661

transient was not due to our particular initial conditions, since it remained even after 662

discarding > 60s of initial data . These results therefore tell us that, although on long 663

timescales our model appears to execute standard Fick diffusion or a Brownian random 664

walk (linear growth of MSD), on short timescales the model’s behaviour is 665

superdiffusive (approximately quadratic growth of MSD) [64,65]. This is in good 666

agreement with observations of the real larva [6,48]. The superdiffusive behaviour of the 667

larva was previously explained in terms of a persistent random walk [6], in which the 668

larva’s current and previous headings are highly correlated during straight runs so that 669

the animal follows an approximately ballistic trajectory on short timescales. We believe 670

that persistence effects arise in our model due to the finite time required for the 671

deterministic chaotic dynamics to destroy information regarding initial conditions. 672

We next calculated some other standard measures found in the larva literature. To 673

do so, we built a two-segment representation of each simulated larva by drawing vectors 674

from the tail extremity to the A2-A3 segment boundary (the tail vector, T), and from 675

the A2-A3 boundary to the head extremity (the head vector, H). We then defined the 676

body bend, θ, to be the angle between tail and head vectors, 677

θ = atan(Hy/Hx)− atan(Ty/Tx). The head angular velocity ν was computed as the 678

cross-product of the head vector and the head extremity’s translational velocity ṙhead 679

measured relative to the lab frame, ν = H× ṙhead, while the tail speed v was taken to 680

be the magnitude of the tail extremity’s translational velocity ṙtail measured relative to 681

the lab frame, v =
√
ṙtail · ṙtail. The tail speed and head angular velocity both show a 682

strong oscillatory component, which can be seen in the time and frequency domains (S6 683

Fig). The power spectra of these variables contains considerable “noise” over a wide 684

spread of frequencies, in accordance with the results of the previous section. The 685

distribution of tail speeds for our model is bimodal, similar to that of the real larva [44]. 686

The body bend angle was observed to be symmetrically distributed (Fig 10D), with 687

roughly zero mean (〈θ〉 = 0.005), small variance (〈(θ − 〈θ〉)2〉 = 0.13), slight positive 688

skew (SK(θ) = 0.23), and high excess kurtosis KU(θ) = 7.9. The kurtosis of our data 689

precludes a good fit by the von Mises distribution (maximum likelihood estimate shown 690

by red line in Fig 10D). Our data appears to be better fitted by a wrapped Cauchy 691

distribution, though this overestimates the central tendency of our data (maximum 692

likelihood estimate shown by blue line in Fig 10D). The high excess kurtosis of the body 693

bend distribution gives a quantitative measure of the rare large bending events 694

mentioned at the beginning of the previous section, and qualitatively matches 695

experimentally observed distributions of real larval bends [44,66]. Our model also 696

reproduces the observed overall speed of larval locomotion (median model speed= 0.26 697

body lengths s−1, real larval range ∼ 0.1−−0.35 body lengths s−1), the turn rate 698

(median model turn rate = 2.08 turns min−1, real larval range ∼ 0−−4.5 turn min−1, 699

threshold body bend for turn classification = 30deg to match relevant literature), and 700

the relative distance gained during free locomotion (median model distance gained 701

= 0.14 body lengths s−1, real larval range ∼ 0−−0.2), with our results being more 702

consistent with observations of third instar than first instar larvae [66]. 703

Finally, we computed a run-length distribution by setting a threshold body bend 704

angle θturn = 20◦ (as in [13]) and calculating the length of time between successive 705

crossings of this threshold. The distribution we obtained appears approximately linear 706

on a log-linear plot (Fig 10E, linear fit r2 = 0.99 with slope λ = −0.075), and is better 707

fit by an exponential than a power law distribution (maximum likelihood estimates, log 708

likelihood ratio = 5281, p < 0.01). Together with our observation of asymptotic linear 709

growth of MSD, the exponential distribution of run lengths suggests that the model can 710

be considered to be effectively memoryless on long timescales [65]. This again agrees 711
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with the observed rapid loss of information from the system due to its chaotic dynamics, 712

as quantified by the Lyapunov exponent and autocorrelation analysis of the previous 713

section. 714

Ultimately, the analysis of our model supports a view of the larval exploratory 715

routine as an (anomalous) diffusion process arising from the deterministic chaotic 716

dynamics of the body. The model nervous system functions purely to recover these 717

dynamics from the effects of frictive energy dissipation, and to ensure centre of mass 718

motion, rather than explicitly directing exploration. 719

Discussion 720

The intrinsic capabilities of an organism’s body determine the field of possibilities that 721

neural circuits for behaviour can exploit. Here, by focusing first on the biomechanics of 722

Drosophila larva, we find that its body already contains an inherent exploratory routine. 723

This is demonstrated through a combined biomechanical and neuromuscular model that 724

is the first to be able to generate both forward and backward peristalsis and turning, 725

allowing 2D motion in the plane to be simulated. We show that, in the absence of 726

friction, the body’s conservative mechanics alone supports both axial travelling waves 727

and transverse standing waves. These are energetically coupled at larger amplitudes, 728

such that no driving, sensing, or control of body bend is required for the system to start 729

producing spontaneous coordinated bending motions. Frictional losses can be recovered, 730

to maintain axial waves, by a neuromuscular system consisting of only simple local 731

sensorimotor reflexes and long-range inhibitory interactions. This is sufficient to produce 732

emergent crawling, reversal and turning that resembles larval exploratory behaviour, 733

and which is chaotic in nature. At a population level, we observe a deterministic 734

anomalous diffusion process in which an initial superdiffusive transient evolves towards 735

asymptotic Fickian/Brownian diffusion, matching observations of real larvae [6, 48]. We 736

therefore propose that the role of biomechanical feedback in Drosophila larvae goes 737

beyond the periphery of basic neuromuscular rhythms [40,43], to provide the essential 738

“higher order” dynamics on which exploratory behaviour is grounded. 739

Most existing models of larval exploration abstract away from the mechanics 740

underlying the production of runs and reorientations [4–6,8, 11–13]. The larva is often 741

described as executing a stochastic decision-making process which determines which 742

state (running or turning) should be occupied, and when to initiate a change of 743

behavioural state. In contrast, our model produces the entire exploratory routine 744

without making any decisions (the transverse motion is neither sensed nor driven by the 745

nervous system) nor introducing any stochastic process (neural or otherwise). Similarly, 746

transient “switching” is seen to occur between forward and backward peristalsis even 747

though there is no neural encoding or control of the direction of wave propagation. In 748

other words, the body dynamics generate the basis of a chaotic exploratory routine 749

which only needs to be amplified by the neural circuitry, making the search for 750

underlying stochastic or state switching circuitry superfluous for this behaviour. 751

The work presented here also stands in contrast to previous models of larval 752

peristalsis [39, 43] and the prevailing hypotheses regarding this phenomenon [15,67] by 753

eschewing any role for intrinsic neural dynamics. Such stereotyped and rhythmic 754

locomotion is widely assumed to be the signature of a central pattern generator (CPG), 755

that is, a neural circuit that intrinsically generates a rhythmic output, and thus 756

determines a particular mechanical trajectory to be followed by the body [68–70]. 757

However it is recognised that systems vary in the degree to which coordinated behaviour 758

is independent of biomechanical and sensory feedback [70]. Indeed, evidence from 759

studies employing genetic manipulations to disrupt sensory neuron input suggest that 760

proprioceptive feedback is necessary for correct larval locomotive patterns [16,36–38,71]; 761
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although in some cases coordinated waves of forward and backward peristalsis can be 762

produced, in both intact [16,36,71] and isolated VNC preparations [14,15], these are 763

reported as abnormal with the most evident defects being time-dilation [15,36,71] and 764

abnormal frequency in polarity changes [71]. 765

In fact, our intent is not to adjudicate between the roles of intrinsically generated 766

activation sequences vs. biomechanical feedback in this system, but rather to note that 767

we should expect neural circuits of locomotion to adhere to the dynamical modes of the 768

associated body, instead of working against them. Thus it should be unsurprising if 769

these dynamics also exist (potentially in a latent form) in the neural circuitry. For 770

example, a simple modification of the neural circuit presented here could produce 771

instrinsic ‘peristaltic’ waves. Recall that the long-range global inhibition pattern in our 772

model treats head and tail segments as ‘neighbouring’ nodes (see Models – 773

Neuromuscular system). If local constant input or recurrent feedback were added to 774

each segment, the circuit would then resemble a ring attractor [72–74] and a stable 775

activity bump would be formed. Breaking the forward/backward symmetry of the 776

circuit, e.g., by introducing asymmetric nearest-neighbour excitatory connections [75], 777

would cause the activity bump to move along the network, giving rise to intrinsic 778

travelling waves. This would complement any mechanical compression waves travelling 779

through the body, i.e., remain consistent with the principles set out in this paper. 780

Would such a network be a CPG? The answer is unclear. On the one hand, it would 781

show spontaneous rhythmic activity in the absence of sensory input. On the other, 782

sensory feedback would do much more than simply correct deviations from the CPG 783

output or provide a “mission accomplished” signal [36]. Rather, feedback would play a 784

crucial role in orchestrating motor output to ensure power flow into the body, 785

consistently with its dynamical modes. 786

It is important to note that the emergence of rhythmic peristalsis and spontaneous 787

turns in our model is not strongly dependent on the specific assumptions made in our 788

mechanical abstraction. For example, the observation for small amplitude motions of 789

sinusoidal axial travelling waves, along with transverse standing waves whose shapes 790

match the experimentally observed “eigenmaggots” [56], is a direct result of the 791

second-order Taylor series approximation of the model Hamiltonian (S2 Appendix). The 792

small-amplitude model is thus non-unique, since many different mechanical models 793

could have identical second-order approximations. Similarly, we expect that the 794

deterministic chaotic behaviour derived from our conservative model for large amplitude 795

motions will hold for other models of the larval body, given that it is conjectured that 796

the majority of Hamiltonian systems are nonintegrable. This may also mean that our 797

results can be applied to other animals with body morphologies and mechanics similar 798

to the Drosophila larva. 799

In our model we constrain the total length of the larva to be constant. This 800

constraint is intended to represent the fact that there is minimal observable radial 801

deformation of the larva’s body during behaviour, yet its body is filled with fluid which 802

should conserve volume. We were further motivated by the experimental observation of 803

“visceral pistoning” [3] in which the head and tail extremities of the larva appear to be 804

mechanically coupled via the coelomic fluid during peristalsis. However, the total length 805

of the real larva is known to change during behaviour [47], and it is therefore important 806

to consider the effect of weakening the length constraint in our model. When restricted 807

to small-amplitude motion, the total length constraint appears as periodic boundary 808

conditions in the axial mechanics, allowing waves of compression to propagate from 809

head to tail and vice versa. In the complete absence of the length constraint, these 810

waves will instead be reflected back from the head and tail extremities, leading to 811

alternating forward and backward waves. Alternatively, replacing the constraint with a 812

simple linear viscoelastic model to represent energy storage and dissipation within the 813
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internal fluid and in radial cuticle deformation leads to the presence of a new 814

mechanical impedance between the head and tail. It is well known that sudden 815

impedance changes in wave transmission media lead to simultaneous reflection and 816

transmission of waves – in our model, this means that some amount of the axial 817

compression wave will be transmitted between head and tail while some will be 818

reflected. Since our neural model cannot sustain two peristaltic waves concurrently due 819

to the presence of mutual inhibition between distant segments, this causes occasional 820

“switching” between forward and backward peristalsis. If the extent of radial 821

deformations is under neural control in the larva, this could provide a potential route 822

for control or biasing of transitions between forward and backward peristalsis. 823

As a consequence of exploiting body mechanics, our model explains a wider range of 824

behaviour than previous models, using a simpler nervous system. The properties 825

included in the neuromuscular circuitry were derived from basic physical considerations, 826

i.e., what was necessary and sufficient to produce exploration, rather than from known 827

neuroanatomy or neurophysiology. However, it is useful to now examine what insights 828

and predictions regarding this circuitry can be derived from our model. 829

Firstly, we consider the connections between segments. Unlike the model from [43], 830

we did not require assymmetric connections to obtain forward (or backward) waves as 831

these (and spontaneous switching between them) arise inherently in the mechanics. 832

Rather, obtaining centre of mass motion of the entire body required the “ring attractor” 833

layout of mutual inhibition between distant segments described above. The model thus 834

predicts that motor output should be strongly inhibited (by signalling from other 835

segments) the majority of the time, so that motor neurons only activate as the 836

(mechanical) peristaltic wave passes through the corresponding body segment. This is in 837

contrast to previous models which appealed only to local, nearest-neighbour inhibitory 838

connections [39,43]. 839

What might be the neural substrate for the proposed inhibition? There are two 840

currently known intersegmental inhibitory pathways in the larva. GVLI premotor 841

inhibitory neurons synapse onto motor neurons within the same segment but extend 842

their dendritic fields several segments further anterior along the VNC. Accordingly, the 843

GVLIs inhibit motor neurons at a late phase during the local motor cycle [22]. Our 844

model predicts that there should be a larger set of GVLI-like neurons within each 845

segment, with dendritic fields tiling distant segments. Although in our model the 846

mutual inhibition is (for simplicity) arranged to act on all non-adjacent segments, we 847

would in practice expect that active compression is actually spread across more 848

segments [3, 22] to transfer power to the body more efficiently (S3 Appendix), and this 849

should be reflected in the inhibitory connection pattern. The second inhibitory pathway 850

involves GDL inhibitory interneurons, which receive input from the excitatory premotor 851

neuron A27h in the nearest posterior segment, and synapse onto A27h within the same 852

segment while simultaneously disinhibiting premotor inhibitory neurons in distant 853

segments [28]. Thus, GDL effectively produces both local and long-range inhibition of 854

motor output. However, GDL receives axo-axonic connections from vdaA and vdaC 855

mechanosensory cells within the same segment, so local inhibition is likely gated by 856

sensory input. This would match our model, in which sensory activation within a 857

segment should be sufficient to produce motor output when one of the neighbouring 858

segments is active. We thus predict that simultaneous experimental suppression of GDL, 859

GVLI, and all other long-range inhibition in the VNC should allow the propagation of 860

several, concurrent locomotor waves in response to mechanical input. 861

Secondly, within a segment, our model highlights the importance of the timing of 862

neuromuscular forces relative to body motion. Specifically, during locomotion, the 863

larva’s muscles should act primarily as motors rather than as springs, brakes, or struts 864

(see [33] for a discussion of these differences), and thus should activate in phase with the 865
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segmental stretch rate. This hypothesis could be tested by performing work-loop 866

experiments, for which we predict the existence of a counterclockwise cycle in a plot of 867

muscle force (potentially measurable by calcium imaging) over segment length during 868

locomotion. 869

Can our model’s requirement that neurons sensing stretch-rate provide a direct 870

excitatory connection to motor neurons, within the same segment, be mapped to 871

identified pathways in the larva? One possible monosynaptic implementation of such a 872

link are the dda mechanosensory cells which have been observed to make synapses onto 873

aCC and RP2 motor neurons [23]. However, synapse counts show high variability both 874

within and across individuals, so it seems unlikely to be a core component of the 875

locomotor circuitry. A more promising candidate is the excitatory premotor interneuron 876

A27h, which receives input from vpda and vdaC and sends bilaterally symmetric 877

outputs to aCC and RP5 [28]. It is known that A27h activation is sufficient to activate 878

downstream motor neurons, but it remains unknown whether proprioceptive sensory 879

input is sufficient to activate A27h. Additionally, we hypothesise that A02 (PMSI) 880

interneurons [20], which have been recently shown to form an inhibitory sensory-motor 881

feedback pathway between dbd mechanosensory cells and motor neurons [27], could play 882

a role in filtering this signal to obtain the necessary stretch-rate activation 883

independently of stretch. General models of mechanotransduction suggest that larval 884

mechanosensory cells may be sensitive to both rate of stretch as well as absolute stretch, 885

depending upon the mechanical properties of the sensory dendrites and the biophysics 886

of the relevant mechanosensitive ion channels [76]. If PMSIs have a slow-activating, 887

integrator dynamics that encodes stretch, while A27h activate quickly in response to 888

proprioceptive sensory input to encode stretch and stretch-rate, the combined input to 889

motor neurons would be only stretch-rate dependent excitation, as our model requires. 890

This could explain the observation that optogenetic disturbance of PMSIs [20] slows the 891

timescale of peristaltic waves, as the inclusion of absolute stretch in this feedback loop 892

would produce muscle forces that not only counteract friction but also decrease the 893

effective stiffness of the cuticle, slowing peristalsis (see S5 Appendix). 894

It is clear the real larval nervous system exhibits many complexities not reflected in 895

our model, and likewise that the real larva performs many more behaviours than 896

exploration. These include appropriate (directed) reactions to sensory stimuli such as 897

stopping, withdrawal and reverse in response to touch stimuli [38]; differences in the 898

speed of forward and backward locomotion [15]; and modulation of the frequency and 899

direction of (large) turns in response to sensory gradients such as odour, heat or 900

light [4, 8–10,12,13, 77–82] to produce positive or negative taxis. In a previous model of 901

taxis [44] we have shown that by a continuous coupling of the amplitude of a regular 902

lateral oscillation to the experienced change in stimulus strength in a gradient, a 903

larva-like response to gradients can emerge, again without requiring active switching 904

between states. In the current model, this could be effected by incorporating direct 905

neuromuscular driving of bending degrees of freedom, since the real larva can likely use 906

asymmetric activation of its lateralised muscles to produce active bending torques to 907

influence the transverse motion. Alternatively, the degree of bend could be influenced 908

indirectly by altering the stiffness and viscosity of segments (as explored in our 909

upcoming paper [49]), or their frictional interaction with the substrate. We note that 910

the effective viscoelasticity of body segments can be neurally controlled by local reflex 911

arcs (see S4 Appendix and [40]). Indeed, this could partially explain the experimental 912

observation of increased bending on perturbation of a contralateral segmental reflex 913

mediated by Eve+ interneurons [24]. The muscle activation caused by this reflex should 914

produce bending torques which are proportional to current bend or bending rate, thus 915

effectively modulating transverse stiffness or viscosity, respectively. Notably, in the taxis 916

model of [44], it is not required that the descending signal that alters turn amplitude is 917
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lateralised, but rather that it has the right temporal coordination, which itself is 918

naturally created by the interaction of body and environment. 919

Backward locomotion is observed to be slower than forward locomotion in the real 920

larva [15], yet in our model both behaviours are of equal speed for a fixed value of reflex 921

gain. We believe that this is due to the preservation of mechanical symmetry between 922

forward and backward motion in our model. The real larva likely experiences 923

asymmetric substrate interaction forces. For instance, this could be due to the exact 924

coordination of denticle folding/lifting during forward and backward locomotion (S1 925

Video) or due to the geometry of the larva’s denticle bands, which display a degree of 926

anisotropy [83]. Alternatively, there may be asymmetries within the larva’s neural 927

circuitry responsible for this difference. Indeed, there do appear to be neurons in the 928

larval VNC which are only active specifically during forwards or backwards locomotion, 929

and these may be functionally asymmetric [28]. 930

The model presented in this paper does occasionally produce stops (cessation of 931

peristalsis) during exploration, but this only occurs in concert with a large body bend 932

(this stored transverse energy can subsequently and spontaneously restart the 933

peristalsis); whereas in larva slowing, stopping and resumption of peristalsis (or 934

transition from a stop to a large bend) can occur while the body is relatively 935

straight [2, 10]. As for ‘directed’ turning, this suggests that additional neural control 936

might be needed to terminate or initiate movement in response to sensory stimuli. It is 937

worth noting that our model predicts that peristalsis can be restarted by almost any 938

small disturbance of the physical equilibrium provided the local feedback gain is high 939

enough; similarly, lowering the gain means that energy losses due to friction are not 940

compensated and the animal will stop. In general, we have found that altering 941

assumptions about the sliding friction forces by which the model interacts with the 942

substrate can often have unexpected and subtle effects on the motion produced, thus it 943

would be interesting to further explore the functions provided by segmental 944

lifting [3, 84], folding of the denticle bands (S1 Video), and extrusion of the 945

mouth-hooks [3, 85] during locomotion. Indeed, detailed experimental characterisation 946

of the substrate interaction forces experienced by the larva would be a major advance in 947

understanding how the animal behaves. Inspiration for approaches to this problem 948

could perhaps be taken from the literature on C. elegans substrate interaction (see for 949

instance [42, 86–90], though this list is not exhaustive). In the more extreme case, larva 950

are capable of burrowing through a soft substrate, and it is clear that a complex 951

interaction of forces, mechanics, sensing and neural control must be involved that go 952

well beyond the scope considered here. 953

Supporting information 954

S1 Fig. Coordinate system and substrate interaction schematics. Internal 955

coordinate system used to describe deformations of the larval body (left), and quantities 956

used to describe substrate interaction (right). The friction force Ffriction acting on the 957

i’th segment boundary is directed opposite to that boundary’s velocity vector vi, and 958

has a magnitude which depends only upon the direction θi of the velocity vector relative 959

to a unit vector n̂i aligned with the local body axis (see text). Note that v̂i = vi/‖vi‖ 960

denotes a unit vector aligned with the boundary’s velocity vector. 961

S2 Fig. Neural activation during peristalsis. (from top to bottom) stretch rate, 962

sensory neuron, interneuron, and motor neuron activation during forwards (left) and 963

backwards (right) peristalsis. 964
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S3 Fig. Neural activation during planar locomotion. (from top to bottom) 965

stretch, stretch rate, sensory neuron, interneuron, and motor neuron activation during 966

planar motion. 967

S4 Fig. Relationship between path curvature and angular velocity. A: 968

representative time-series of angular velocity and curvature. B: model data from all 969

trials (grey points) compared to fit by a power law with scaling exponent β ≈ 0.8 (blue 970

line, r2 ≈ 0.94). 971

S5 Fig. log-log plot of mean-squared displacement. Initial quadratic growth 972

(blue line, slope=2) leads to asymptotic linear growth (red line, slope=1). 973

S6 Fig. tail speed v and head angular velocity ν during planar motion. A: 974

representative time series for v and ν. B: probability density of v and ν across all 1000 975

trials. C: individual (faint) and mean (bold) power spectra of v and ν 976

S1 Video. Denticle bands fold into the larval cuticle during peristalsis. 977

The larva was placed on its side, on a Sylgard 184 PDMS plate, beneath a 978

dissection microscope. The video was taken at 45x magnification with an 979

Allied Vision Technologies Marlin F131B digital camera. Denticle bands 980

are visible as repeated “rough” patches on the ventral surface of the larval 981

cuticle, towards the top-left of the video frame. As the peristaltic wave 982

passes a denticle band, the denticles visibly “fold” or are “squeezed” into 983

the cuticle. 984

S2 Video. Synthesis of travelling wave solutions from standing wave 985

solutions. 986

S3 Video. Simulated larval exploratory behaviour. 987

S1 Appendix. Detailed model specification. 988

S2 Appendix. Detailed small-amplitude analysis. 989

S3 Appendix. A trade-off between power flow into the body and force on 990

the centre of mass. 991

S4 Appendix. Modelling and analysis of head motion. 992

S5 Appendix. Effective body physics arising due to relationship of 993

neuromuscular action to body motion. 994

S6 Appendix. Computer algebra and numerical methods. 995

S1 Table. Neural parameter values. All segments are identical. Values given in 996

larval units (seg = resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single segment 997

boundary, nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional). 998
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S2 Table. Mechanical parameters for Fig 4 – emergence of limit cycles for 999

forward and backward locomotion in the dissipative, small-amplitude 1000

model . All segments are identical. Values given in larval units (seg = resting segment 1001

length, segmass = mass of a single segment boundary, nondim = 1002

dimensionless/nondimensional). 1003

S3 Table. Mechanical parameters for Fig 6 and Fig 7– emergence of 1004

deterministic chaos in the conservative head dynamics as amplitude of 1005

motion is increased.. Values given in larval units (seg = resting segment length, 1006

segmass = mass of a single segment boundary, nondim = 1007

dimensionless/nondimensional). 1008

S4 Table. Mechanical parameters for Fig 8 – conservative planar motion 1009

of the body is chaotic at large amplitudes. All segments are identical. Values 1010

given in larval units (seg = resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single segment 1011

boundary, nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional). 1012

S5 Table. Mechanical parameters for Fig 9 – dissipative planar motion is 1013

chaotic and Fig 10 – deterministic exploration . Values given in larval units (seg 1014

= resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single segment boundary, nondim = 1015

dimensionless/nondimensional). 1016
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Figure 3.1: Our model of axial and transverse motion over a planar substrate (Fig-

ure 1 main text). The midline of the larva is modelled as a set of discrete point masses

interacting with each other via linear, damped translational and torsional springs, and

with the environment via Coulomb sliding friction. We model the larva’s incompressible

coelomic fluid by constraining the total length of the midline to remain constant (see

main text). Quantities used to describe deformations of the body, and interaction with

the substrate, are shown in S1 Fig.

Figure 3.2: The neuromuscular model (Figure 2 main text) A local reflex amplifies mo-

tion via positive feedback : sensory neurons SN activate during segmental shortening,

exciting motor neurons MN, and causing muscle fibre activation MF which accelerates

shortening. Reflexes in distant segments i and i+ j (| j| > 1) mutually inhibit one an-

other via interneurons IN. This limits the number of moving segments to allow centre

of mass motion (see text).
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Figure 3.3: Conservative, small-amplitude motions of the body decompose into a

set of axial and transverse standing waves (Figure 3 main text) A: spatial component

of first four transverse standing waves (top, black) compared to first four experimentally

determined eigenmaggots (Szigeti et al., 2015) (top, blue), with natural frequencies

of oscillation (bottom). B: spatial component of first four axial standing waves (top),

with natural frequencies of oscillation (bottom). Note that axial standing waves come

in pairs with identical frequency. C: Pairs of axial standing waves can be combined to

produce forward-propagating (top, solid black line) and backward-propagating (bottom,

solid black line) travelling waves. Head and tail extremities move in phase (dashed black

line) due to our total length constraint (see text), reminiscent of the “visceral pistoning”

observed in the real animal (Heckscher et al., 2012).
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Figure 3.4: Emergence of limit cycles for forward and backward locomotion in

the dissipative, small-amplitude model (Figure 4 main text). A: as reflex gain is in-

creased past a critical point, the model larva attains a positive or negative long-term

average centre of mass momentum (top, red and blue lines), signifying continuous for-

ward or backward motion relative to the substrate, and a ±π/2 relative phase differ-

ence between the two lowest frequency axial standing wave modes (bottom, red and

blue lines), signifying the presence of forward- or backward-propagating axial travelling

waves. B: trajectories of individual point masses in the model for forward (top) or back-

ward (bottom) locomotion (see S2 Fig for corresponding neural state). C: projection of

model trajectories onto the lowest frequency axial modes and the centre of mass mo-

mentum reveals a pair of (putative) stable limit cycles for forward (blue) and backward

(red) locomotion. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S2 Table.
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Figure 3.5: A reduced model of large amplitude motion (Figure 5 main text). A: we

focus on the conservative dynamics of the head’s strain q and bend φ coordinates as

amplitude ε is varied. B: head trajectories are visualised by Poincare section, in which

the head’s configuration q,φ is plotted at successive turning points of the transverse

bending motion (at which angular velocity vanishes, dφ/dt = 0).
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Figure 3.6: Emergence of deterministic chaos in the conservative head dynam-

ics as amplitude of motion is increased. (Figure 6 main text) A, B: for small ampli-

tudes (ε→ 0,ε= 1/3), Poincare section shows quasiperiodic head oscillations (i), while

the maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent (MLCE), which quantifies the dominant

rate of separation of nearby phase trajectories, converges to ∼ 0bits s−1 (ii), the power

spectra of head stretch q and bend φ coordinates show clear peaks with little “noise”

component (iii), and autocorrelations of these variables decay linearly (iv). These re-

sults betray non-chaotic, quasiperiodic oscillations for small amplitudes. MLCE, power

spectra, and autocorrelations were computed for initial conditions shown by black dot

in panel i. Parameters used to generate this figure are detailed in the main text, and

reported in S3 Table.
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Figure 3.7: (continued from Figure 6) Emergence of deterministic chaos in the

conservative head dynamics as amplitude of motion is increased. (Figure 7 main

text) C, D: for large amplitudes (ε = 2/3,ε = 1), the Poincare section contains a large

chaotic sea (i), while the MLCE converges to a positive value (ii), power spectra become

“noisy” (iii), and autocorrelations decay rapidly (iv). These results strongly suggest the

existence of deterministic chaotic head dynamics for large amplitudes. MLCE, power

spectra, and autocorrelations were computed for initial conditions shown by black dot

in panel i. Parameters used to generate this figure are detailed in the main text, and

reported in S3 Table.
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Figure 3.8: Conservative planar motion of the body is chaotic at large amplitudes

(Figure 8 main text). A: trajectories of individual segment boundaries appear quali-

tatively irregular, B: our estimate of the maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent

converges to a positive value, C: power spectra of head stretch q and bend φ show a

strong “noise” component, and D: their autocorrelations decay rapidly. All are indicators

of deterministic chaos. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S4 Table.
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Figure 3.9: Dissipative planar motion is chaotic (Figure 9 main text). A: representa-

tive segmental stretch (left) and bend (right) time series (see S3 Fig for corresponding

neural state). Note the occurence of a large bend starting at ∼ 1–2 seconds at the

larva’s head, which appears to propagate backwards along the body while triggering

a “transition” from forward to backward wave propagation at ∼ 3.5 seconds. Forward

wave propagation resumes at ∼ 6 seconds. B: power spectra of the head stretch q

(top) and bend φ (bottom) showing significant “noise” component. C: Autocorrelations

of q and φ rapidly decay. D: probability density of correlation dimension estimates for

1000 mechanical trajectories. The dimension of the system’s limit set is estimated as

∼ 3.5 (median, vertical blue line). E: maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent esti-

mates converge to a positive value. All measures suggest the presence of deterministic

chaotic dynamics. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S5 Table.
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Figure 3.10: Deterministic exploration (Figure 10 main text). A: dispersion of the

centres of mass of 1000 simulated larvae, starting from almost identical mechanical

initial conditions (overlayed in inset). B: tortuosity and fractal (box-counting) dimension

for all 1000 paths indicate plane-filling behaviour (blue line = mean tortuosity, red line =

mean dimension, see text; see S4 Fig for power law analysis of trajectory curvature and

angular speed). C: mean-squared displacement (black line) shows transient quadratic

growth (blue line) followed by asymptotic linear growth (red line, asymptotic diffusion

constant ≈ 144segs2s−1; see also log-log plot, S5 Fig). D: distribution of body bends

(black) with maximum likelihood von Mises (red) and wrapped Cauchy (blue) fits. E:

distribution of run lengths with maximum likelihood exponential fit (red). Run lengths

were calculated as duration between successive crossings of a threshold body bend

(20◦), indicated by blue lines in panel D. See S6 Fig for analysis of tail speed and head

angular velocity. Parameters used to generate this figure are given in S5 Table.



Table S1: neural parameter values. All segments are identical. Values given in
larval units (seg = resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single segment
boundary, nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional).

symbol description value

θSN sensory neuron threshold 1/100 seg s−1

θIN interneuron threshold 1/2 (nondim.)
θMN motor neuron threshold 1/2 (nondim.)
wSN→MN sensory neuron → motor neuron synaptic weight 1 (nondim.)
wMN→MF motor neuron → muscle fibre synaptic weight 1 (nondim.)
wSN→IN sensory neuron → interneuron synaptic weight 1 (nondim.)
wIN→MN interneuron → motor neuron synaptic weight −2 (nondim.)
wIN→IN interneuron → interneuron synaptic weight −2 (nondim.)
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Table S2: mechanical parameters for Fig 4. Emergence of limit cy-
cles for forward and backward locomotion in the dissipative, small-
amplitude model. All segments are identical. Values given in larval units
(seg = resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single segment boundary,
nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional).

symbol description value

b reflex gain varies (see figure) segmass seg s−2

l equilibrium segment length 1 seg
m segment mass 1 segmass
ka axial stiffness (2π)2 segmass s−2

ηa axial coefficient of viscosity 2π segmass s−1

µ coefficient of friction 1 segmass seg s−2
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Table S3: mechanical parameters for Fig 6 and Fig 7. Emergence of deter-
ministic chaos in the conservative head dynamics as amplitude of motion
is increased. Values given in larval units (seg = resting segment length, segmass
= mass of a single segment boundary, nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional).

symbol description value

ε amplitude varies (see figure) (nondim.)
λ ratio of transverse and axial frequencies e/6 (nondim.)
E total mechanical energy 1/2 (nondim.)
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Table S4: mechanical parameters for Fig 8. Conservative planar motion of
the body is chaotic at large amplitudes. All segments are identical. Values
given in larval units (seg = resting segment length, segmass = mass of a single
segment boundary, nondim = dimensionless/nondimensional).

symbol description value

l equilibrium segment length 1 seg
m segment mass 1 segmass
ka axial stiffness 3.15 segmass s−2

kt transverse stiffness 8.45 segmass seg2 s−2 rad−1

kc incompressibility constraint stiffness 1000 segmass s−2
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S1 Appendix – Detailed model specification

In this appendix we provide a mathematical specification of our neuromechanical model. We will describe
our mechanical model using the framework of Hamiltonian mechanics, since this is the natural setting for
discussions of deterministic chaos within classical mechanics. To specify our model, we provide descriptions
of the mechanical energy stored in the body and the power flow through the body. First, the total kinetic
energy of the body is given by

T =
1

2

N∑

i=1

miṙ
2
i (1)

where mi is the mass of the i’th segment boundary and ṙi is its velocity measured relative to the substrate.
We assume that the cuticle stores elastic potential energy in both axial compression/expansion and in

transverse bending. We further assume that there exists some equilibrium state where the potential energy is
at a minimum, and at which point the length of the i’th body segment (bounded by masses mi and mi+1)
is li. Axial deformation can then be conveniently described by a set of axial stretches, which measure the
difference between each segment’s current length and its equilibrium length

qi = ‖ri+1 − ri‖ − li, i ∈ [1, N − 1] (2)

where the double bars indicate the standard Euclidean norm. We assume that the transverse potential
energy is at a minimum when the masses are arranged in a straight line (i.e. when the midline is not curved).
In this case it is convenient to measure transverse deformation by the bending angle made between successive
body segments

φi = cos−1 [ri − ri−1]
T
[ri+1 − ri]

‖ri − ri−1‖‖ri+1 − ri‖
, i ∈ [2, N − 1] (3)

The internal coordinate system qi, φi which we have constructed is shown in S1 Fig. We use these
coordinates to define quadratic approximations to the axial and transverse potential energies around the
equilibrium state. The axial potential is given by

Ua =
1

2

N−1∑

i=1

ka,iq
2
i (4)

where ka,i is the axial stiffness of the i’th body segment. The transverse potential may be written similarly
as

Ut =
1

2

N−1∑

i=2

kt,iφ
2
i (5)

where kt,i is the transverse (bending) stiffness about the i’th segment boundary. We account for dissipation
of mechanical energy due to viscous friction within the tissues of the larva by approximating axial and
transverse power losses by negative definite, quadratic forms in the generalised velocities associated with our
internal coordinate system. The axial power loss is then given by

Pa = −
N−1∑

i=1

ηa,iq̇
2
i (6)

1
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where ηa,i is the coefficient of viscosity of the i’th body segment. The transverse power loss is

Pt = −
N−1∑

i=2

ηt,iφ̇
2
i (7)

where ηt,i is the coefficient of viscosity associated with bending about the i’th segment boundary. We
allow the larva to interact with its substrate via Coulomb kinetic friction, which causes negative definite
power losses from the body. During our investigation of small-amplitude dissipative motion, we assume
isotropic (direction independent) substrate interaction, with power loss given by

Pf = −
N∑

i=1

µi‖ṙi‖ (8)

where µi is a parameter characterising the magnitude of sliding friction forces, and is related to the
terrestrial gravitational acceleration g and the coefficient of kinetic friction µkinetic of the i’th mass by
µi = µkineticmig. During our investigation of large-amplitude dissipative motion, we allow anisotropic
substrate interaction. In this case, the i’th mass is acted upon by a force Ffriction,i which is directed opposite
to its velocity vector vi and has a magnitude which depends upon the angle θi between the velocity vector
and the local body axis (see S1 Fig),

Ffriction,i = −F (θi)
vi
‖vi‖

(9)

with

F (θi) = µf,i + (µb,i − µf,i)
[
1− cos θi

2

]µp,i

(10)

where µf,i sets the magnitude of friction opposing motion forward along the body axis (θi = 0), µb,i sets
the magnitude of friction opposing motion backward along the body axis (θi = π), and µp,i > 0 sets the
directional “focus” of the friction force.

We also allow for flow of power due to muscle activation

Pu = −
N−1∑

i=1

biuiq̇i (11)

where bi is a (positive) gain parameter, ui is a dimensionless control variable (identified with muscle
activation MFi in the main text), and the product biui is the total axial tension across the i’th body segment.
As described in the main text, the internal coelomic fluid of the larva gives rise to a constraint on the total
length of the larval midline,

N−1∑

i=1

(li + qi) = L (12)

where the summands on the left are the time-dependent lengths of the individual segments of the midline,
and L is a constant. Noting that in equilibrium (qi = 0) we must have

∑
i li = L, we can rewrite the constraint

as

N−1∑

i=1

qi = 0 (13)

It is easy to enforce the total length constraint directly in the case of small amplitude motion or purely
axial motion, but in the general case of large amplitude axial and transverse motion this constraint can be
difficult to enforce. We therefore attempt to satisfy the constraint only approximately, by introducing an
additional potential energy

2
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Uc = kc

[
N−1∑

i=1

qi

]2
(14)

where the constraint stiffness kc is chosen to be very large relative to the other stiffness parameters ka
and kt. Numerically, we satisfy this condition by setting kc = max(ka, kt)× 103.

To derive the dynamics for our system in a form suitable for simulation, we start by using the coordinate
transformations 2 and 3 and the definition of the linear momenta pi = miṙi to write the Hamiltonian function

H(r,p) = T (p) + Ua(r) + Ut(r) + Uc(r) (15)

which corresponds to the total mechanical energy of the body. We then construct the Rayleigh dissipation
function R, which is the sum of the expressions for power transfer into the body, weighted by the inverse
homogeneity of each expression [1]. This must also be expressed in terms of the lab frame coordinates and
momenta by means of the transformations (2) and (3) and their time derivatives, so that we have

R(r,p;u) =
1

2
Pa(r,p) +

1

2
Pt(r,p) + Pf (r,p) + Pu(r,p;u) (16)

From these two functions, the entire body dynamics can be derived as a system of 2NDOF first order
differential equations using the dissipative Hamilton’s equations

ṙi =
∂H

∂pi
(17)

ṗi = −
∂H

∂ri
+
∂R

∂pi

dpi
dṙi

(18)

Where our expression for anistropic friction (9) must be added to the right hand side of (18) where
appropriate. These differential equations can be solved to find the positions ri and momenta pi of the masses
in the lab frame.

For the sake of brevity we will not write out H(r,p), R(r,p), or the dissipative Hamilton’s equations
in full here. We stress, however, that our model is entirely specified by the expressions for the kinetic and
potential energy and the power transfer into the body, along with the transformations between the lab frame
and internal coordinates, and the anistropic friction function. We manipulate these expressions in practise
using a computer algebra system (SymPy). For simulation, we numerically integrate the dissipative Hamilton’s
equations with pre-specified initial conditions and parameters.
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S2 Appendix – Detailed small-amplitude analysis

In this appendix we present an analysis of the conservative, small oscillations of the larval body. We will
attempt to apply the Liouville-Arnold integrability theorem, which tells us that the motion of a mechanical
system must be (quasi)periodic if there exist a number of conserved quantities equal to the number of degrees
of freedom, and which are in involution (a condition we will define later) [1]. We will find conserved quantities
by separating the Hamiltonian describing our small-amplitude model. To illustrate this method, suppose
we have a Hamiltonian H(q, p) which depends upon a set of generalised coordinates q (not necessarily the
axial stretches defined earlier) and their canonically conjugate momenta p, and that this Hamiltonian can be
separated into a sum of independent Hamiltonians

H(q, p) = H1(q1, p1) +H2(q2, p2) (1)

where q1, q2 are non-intersecting subsets of q, and p1, p2 are the momenta conjugate to these coordinates.
Taking the derivative of H1 and H2 with respect to time, we find

Ḣ1 =
∂H1

∂q1
q̇1 +

∂H1

∂p1
ṗ1 (2)

and

Ḣ2 =
∂H2

∂q2
q̇2 +

∂H2

∂p2
ṗ2 (3)

meanwhile, the (conservative) Hamilton’s equations tell us that

q̇1 =
∂H

∂p1
=
∂H1

∂p1
(4)

q̇2 =
∂H

∂p2
=
∂H2

∂p2
(5)

ṗ1 = −∂H
∂q1

= −∂H
1

∂q1
(6)

ṗ2 = −∂H
∂q2

= −∂H
2

∂q2
(7)

substitution into the expressions above then gives

Ḣ1 = −ṗ1q̇1 + ṗ1q̇1 = 0 (8)

Ḣ2 = −ṗ2q̇2 + ṗ2q̇2 = 0 (9)

which shows that both H1 and H2 are conserved quantities. To test whether these quantities are in
involution, we must check that their Poisson bracket vanishes [1, 2], i.e. we must check that

{H1, H2} =
∑

k

(
∂H1

∂pk

∂H2

∂qk
− ∂H1

∂qk

∂H2

∂pk

)
= 0 (10)

Noting that qk ∈ q1 implies pk ∈ p1, we see that the partial derivates ∂H2

∂qk
and ∂H2

∂pk
vanish. Similarly, if

qk ∈ q2 then pk ∈ p2 so that the partial derivatives ∂H1

∂qk
and ∂H1

∂pk
also vanish. Therefore, every term of the

1
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summation must be equal to zero, so that the Poisson bracket of H1 and H2 vanishes, and the quantities are
in involution. The above argument can be applied recursively to show that if a Hamiltonian is separable into
more than two parts, then those parts are conserved quantities which are in mutual involution.

Let us now begin our investigation of the small-amplitude motions of the larval body. We will do this by
taking a Taylor series approximation to the Hamiltonian about the body’s equilibrium state, and keeping
only terms up to second order. Since the Hamilton’s equations give us the dynamics of the larval body by
differentiating the Hamiltonian, this second-order approximation is equivalent to linearising the dynamics
about the equilibrium.

We first align the midline along the x-axis of the lab frame, with all segment boundaries in their equilibrium
positions (i.e. separated by distances li along the x-axis). We then construct a new coordinate system such
that the variables xi and yi denote the displacement of the i’th mass along the x and y axes of the lab
frame, respectively, relative to the equilibrium configuration. The canonical momenta px,i, py,i conjugate to
these coordinates are then simply the x and y components of the lab frame momenta pi. Expanding the
Hamiltonian as a Taylor series about the equilibrium x = y = px = py = 0, and keeping terms up to second
order, we obtain the small oscillation Hamiltonian

HSO(x,y,px,py) =
1

2

[
pT
x px + ω2

ax
TD2x

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ha(x,px)

+
1

2

[
pT
y py + ω2

t y
TD4y

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ht(y,py)

(11)

where we have further assumed that all segments of the body are identical, i.e. mi = m, li = l, ka,i = ka,
kt,i = kt, and we have scaled the coordinates x → x/

√
m, y → y/

√
m to simplify the kinetic energy and

absorb all of the mechanical parameters into the potential energy, so that ω2
a = ka/m and ω2

t = kt/ml
2. D2

is the (N − 1)× (N − 1) circulant second difference matrix

D2 =




2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1

. . .
. . .

. . .

−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2




(12)

and D4 is the N ×N fourth difference matrix with free boundary conditions

D4 =




1 −2 1
−2 5 −4 1
1 −4 6 −4 1

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

1 −4 6 −4 1
1 −4 5 −2

1 −2 1




(13)

For the case of small oscillations the full Hamiltonian is clearly separable into an axial and a transverse
Hamiltonian, which we labelled Ha and Ht above. These terms correspond to the total axial and transverse
mechanical energy in the larval body, respectively. Our earlier investigation of separable Hamiltonians tells
us that each term is an independently conserved quantity, so that no energy transfer may occur between
small amplitude axial and transverse motions. Let us now attempt to further separate these Hamiltonians.
We will do this by introducing a new set of coordinates X,Y, called modal coordinates, which are linearly
related to the axial and transverse coordinates x,y by

x = ΦaX, y = ΦtY (14)

The canonical momenta conjugate to X,Y are denoted pX ,pY and are given by the relations px = ΦapX

and py = ΦtpY . Using these transformations, we may write the axial and transverse Hamiltonians in terms
of the modal coordinates and their canonically conjugate momenta as

Ha(X,pX) =
1

2

[
pT
XΦT

a ΦapX + ω2
aX

TΦT
a D2ΦaX

]
(15)

2
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Ht(Y,pY ) =
1

2

[
pT
Y ΦT

t ΦtpY + ω2
t Y

TΦT
t D2ΦtY

]
(16)

If the coordinate transformations described by Φa and Φt are to separate the axial and transverse
Hamiltonians into sums of independent terms, we see that the results of the matrix products ΦT

a Φa, ΦT
a D2Φa

and ΦT
t Φt, ΦT

t D4Φt must be diagonal. We may use this condition to find the form of the transformation
matrices Φa and Φt. To do this, we first note that D2 and D4 are real and symmetric, and that each can
therefore be factored by eigendecomposition into a product of an orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and a
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Therefore, we can write

D2 = AΛaA
T , D4 = BΛtB

T (17)

where A is the orthogonal eigenvector matrix and Λa the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of D2. Similarly, B
is the orthogonal eigenvector matrix and Λt the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of D4. We choose to identify the
axial coordinate transformation with the axial eigenvector matrix, so that Φa = A, and identify the transverse
coordinate transformation with the transverse eigenvector matrix, so that Φt = B. By the orthogonality of
these matrices, we then have ΦT

a = Φ−1a and ΦT
t = Φ−1t . Effecting the eigendecomposition of D2, the axial

Hamiltonian becomes

Ha(X,pX) =
1

2

[
pT
XΦ−1a ΦapX + ω2

aX
TΦ−1a ΦaΛaΦ

−1
a ΦaX

]
=

1

2

[
pT
XpX + ω2

aX
TΛaX

]
(18)

or, denoting the i’th eigenvalue of D2 as λa,i,

Ha(X,pX) =
N−1∑

i=1

1

2

[
p2X,i + ω2

aλa,iX
2
i

]
(19)

Effecting the eigendecomposition of D4, the transverse Hamiltonian similarly decouples to give

Ht(Y,pY ) =
N∑

i=1

1

2

[
p2Y,i + ω2

t λt,iY
2
i

]
(20)

where λt,i denotes the i’th eigenvalue of D4. These final expressions show that the axial and transverse
Hamiltonians are reduced to sums of independent terms, each of which contains just one modal coordinate
and its conjugate momentum. Each term corresponds to the total mechanical energy associated with that
mode, and is independently conserved according to our earlier results on separable Hamiltonians. This means
that no energy transfer can occur between modal coordinates in the case of small oscillations. Given that we
now have a number of conserved quantities equal to the number of degrees of freedom of our system, and
these quantities are involution with one another, we can invoke the Liouville-Arnold integrability theorem
to tell us that our mechanical system must execute periodic or quasiperiodic motion in the case of small
oscillations. Indeed, the Hamilton’s equations for the i’th modes are

Ẋi =
∂H

∂pX,i
= pX,i, Ẏi =

∂H

∂pY,i
= pY,i (21)

and

ṗX,i = − ∂H
∂Xi

= −ω2
a,iXi, ṗY,i = −∂H

∂Yi
= −ω2

t,iYi (22)

where we have introduced the parameters ωa,i = ωa

√
λa,i = (ka/m)

√
λa,i and ωt,i = ωt

√
λt,i = (kt/ml

2)
√
λt,i.

These are harmonic oscillator equations in first order form. We can recover the familiar second-order harmonic
oscillator equation by differentiating the first equation with respect to time, finding ṗX,i = Ẍi, ṗY,i = Ÿi,
before substituting into the second equation to give

Ẍi + ω2
a,iXi = 0, Ÿi + ω2

t,iYi = 0, (23)

The solution to the harmonic oscillator problem is well known [3], and in this case tells us

3
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Xi = Aa,isin (ωa,it+ θa,i) , Yi = At,isin (ωt,it+ θt,i) (24)

These solutions tell us that the modal coordinates execute sinusoidal oscillations with constant amplitude
Aa,i, At,i, phase shift θa,i, θt,i, and frequency ωa,i and ωt,i. To relate this back to our original small oscillation
coordinates x and y we need to find the eigenvectors Φa, Φt, and the corresponding eigenvalues λa,i, λt,i, of
D2 and D4. We can find both Φa and Λa analytically by noting that D2 is a circulant matrix. Indeed, the
i’th eigenvector of an arbitrary circulant matrix is given by [4]

Φa,i =
1√
N − 1

[
1, zi, z

2
i , · · · , zN−2i

]T
(25)

where we have used Φa,i to denote the i’th column of the eigenvector matrix Φa, and zi = e
2πij
N−1 is the

i’th element of the (N − 1)’th roots of unity, with j =
√
−1 the imaginary unit. Using Euler’s complex

exponential formula the k’th element of the i’th axial mode shape may be written

Φa,k,i =
1√
N − 1

[
cos

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
+ jsin

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)]
(26)

The real and complex parts of each vector can be considered as independent mode shapes, so that the
modes thus come in pairs with identical spatial frequency,

Φa,k,i =
1√
N − 1

cos

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
, or Φa,k,i =

1√
N − 1

sin

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
, i ∈ [0, N/2− 1] (27)

For an arbitrary (N − 1)× (N − 1) circulant matrix with entries

A =




c0 cN−2 · · · c2 c1
c1 c0 cN−2 c2
... c1 c0

. . .
...

cN−3
. . .

. . . cN−2
cN−2 cN−3 · · · c1 c0




(28)

the eigenvalue corresponding to the i’th eigenvector is given by [4]

λi = c0 + cN−2zi + cN−3z
2
i + · · · + c1z

N−2
i (29)

In the case of D2 we have c0 = 2 and c1 = cN−2 = −1, so that this reduces to

λi = 2− zi − zN−2i (30)

However, the N − 1’th roots of unity satisfy zN−2i = z̄i, where the bar indicates the complex conjugate.
Therefore,

λi = 2− 2Re[zi] (31)

the real part of zi can be found by using Euler’s complex exponential formula, yielding

λi = 2− 2cos

(
2πi

N − 1

)
(32)

By using the trigonometric identity
√

2− 2cos (x) = 2sin
(
x
2

)
we may now calculate the frequency of

oscillation of the i’th axial mode to be

ωa,i = 2ωa

∣∣∣∣sin
(

πi

N − 1

)∣∣∣∣ (33)

It is marked that the axial modes come in pairs with identical temporal and spatial frequencies. This
property allows us to construct travelling wave solutions for the axial motion by combining sinusoidal
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oscillations within a pair of modes with equal magnitude and a 90◦ temporal phase shift relative to each
other. To see this mathematically, we re-examine our expression for the axial mode shapes (27). We multiply
these vectors by modal coordinates oscillating with unity amplitude, identical temporal frequency ωa,i and
a ±90◦ phase shift, and sum the result, so that the k’th segment boundary displacement for the i’th axial
mode can be written

xk = cos (ωa,it) cos

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
+ cos

(
ωa,it±

π

2

)
sin

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
(34)

where we have dropped the normalising factor 1√
N−1 in (27). This is equivalent to

xk = cos (ωa,it) cos

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
± sin (ωa,it) sin

(
2πi

k

N − 1

)
(35)

Using the identity cos (a) cos (b)± sin (a) sin (b) = cos (a± b), this further simplifies to

xk = cos

(
ωa,it± 2πi

k

N − 1

)
(36)

Interpreting 0 ≤ k
N−1 ≤ 1 as a spatial coordinate ranging over the undeformed configuration of the body,

this is in the form of a sinusoidal travelling wave, and the choice of a minus or plus sign in the argument
corresponds to the choice of a forward- or backward-propagating wave, respectively.
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S3 Appendix – A trade-off between power flow into the body and

force on the centre of mass

The neural model we have constructed in this paper was motivated by the requirement for power flow
from the musculature to the body, and by the requirement that a small number of segments should move
in the direction of centre of mass motion at any given time. There is in fact an inherent trade-off between
the need to transfer power into the body and the need to move only a small number of segments, as we will
now show by extending the modal analysis of the previous appendix to the dissipative axial mechanics. The
Hamiltonian and Rayleigh dissipation function in this case reduce to

Ha(x,px) =
1

2

[
pT
x px + ω2

ax
TD2x

]
(1)

Ra(x,px) = −ζaωap
T
x D2px + bpT

x D1u (2)

where we have again assumed that all segments have identical parameters and we have neglected sliding
friction for simplicity, and we have defined the axial damping ratio ζa = ηa/2

√
kam. D1 is the circulant first

difference matrix

D1 =




1 −1
−1 1

. . .
. . .

−1 1


 (3)

We now move to the axial modal basis X, pX defined in the previous appendix by x = ΦaX, px = ΦapX ,
and introduce modal control variables U defined by u = ΦaU, finding

Ha(X,pX) =
1

2

[
pT
XpX + ω2

aX
TΛaX

]
(4)

Ra(X,pX) = −ζaωap
T
XΛapX + bpT

XΣU (5)

where we have used the fact that the matrix D1 is circulant and is therefore diagonalised by the eigenvector
matrix Φa of D2, since all circulant matrices have the same eigenvectors. We write the diagonal eigenvalue
matrix of D1 as Σ, with the i’th eigenvalue being Σi,i = σi. The dissipative Hamilton’s equations for the
i’th axial mode are then

Ẋi =
∂Ha

∂pX,i
= pX,i (6)

ṗX,i = −
∂Ha

∂Xi
+

∂Ra

∂pX,i

dpX,i

dẊi

= −ω2
aλa,iXi − 2ζaωaλa,ipX,i + bσiUi (7)

Where we have used the first equation to tell us that dpX

dẊ
= 1 in the second equation. We now convert

this system of first-order equations to a single second order equation by using the first equation to write
Ẋi = pX,i and Ẍi = ṗX,i in the second, finding

Ẍi + 2ζaωaλa,iẊi + ω2
aλa,iXi = bσiUi (8)

1
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Finally, if we introduce the modal frequencies as ωa,i = ωa

√
λa,i, the modal damping ratios as ζa,i =

ζa
√
λa,i, and the modal gain factors as bi = bσi, we obtain the equation of motion for a damped, driven,

harmonic oscillator in standard form

Ẍi + 2ζa,iωa,iẊi + ω2
a,iXi = biUi (9)

The ratio of energy stored to energy dissipated per cycle of oscillation for a damped harmonic oscillator is
given by the Q-factor, defined as Q = 1/2ζ. The lower frequency modes, corresponding to small eigenvalues
λa,i, will have lower damping ratios ζa,i and therefore higher Q-factors. In other words, energy is more
efficiently transferred into the low-frequency modes. However, solely driving the lowest frequency modes
would fail to produce any force on the centre of mass, because the resulting peristaltic wave would involve
equal numbers of segments moving forward and backward, and the resulting frictive forces would cancel out.
This necessitates some involvement of higher-frequency modes in order to localise segmental motion and
allow overall acceleration of the body. Thus, there is a trade-off between efficiently transferring power into
low-frequency modes and producing large forces on the centre of mass.

2
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S4 Appendix – Modelling and analysis of head motion

In this appendix we will consider bending and compression/expansion of the head segment, as viewed
from a coordinate frame fixed at the posterior end of the head segment and aligned with the local body
axis (the head frame). To simplify our notation we will drop indices, denoting the head’s bending angle as
φ = φN−1 and the head’s stretch as q = qN−1. The potential energy of the head segment in this frame of
reference is then simply

Uh =
1

2
kaq

2 +
1

2
ktφ

2 (1)

Meanwhile, the kinetic energy takes the form

Th =
1

2m
p2q +

1

2m(l + q)2
p2φ +m(l + q) [Wxcos(φ) +Wysin(φ)]− Ωpφ (2)

where Wx,Wy give the translational acceleration, and Ω the angular velocity, of the head frame relative
to the lab frame. The first two terms in this expression can be seen as the kinetic energy obtained by treating
the head frame as an inertial reference frame, while the second two terms involving Wx, Wy, and Ω are a
correction accounting for non-inertial effects (i.e. fictitious forces) arising in the head frame. Aiming to
simplify our analysis as far as possible, we choose to neglect the non-inertial effects, so that the Hamiltonian
of the system becomes

Hh =
1

2m
p2q +

1

2m(l + q)2
p2φ +

1

2
kaq

2 +
1

2
ktφ

2 (3)

We can simplify this expression further by choosing to measure length, mass, and time in convenient
units, such that m = 1, l = 1, and ωa =

√
ka/m = 1. In this case, the Hamiltonian becomes

Hh =
1

2

[
p2q +

1

(1 + q)2
p2φ + q2 + λ2φ2

]
(4)

where λ = ωt/ωa is the ratio of transverse to axial frequencies. We can also introduce an explicit amplitude
scale by multiplying all dynamical variables by a parameter ε. The head Hamiltonian then becomes

Hh =
1

2

[
ε2p2q +

1

(1 + εq)2
ε2p2φ + ε2q2 + ε2λ2φ2

]
(5)

or, dividing through by ε2,

H∗
h =

Hh

ε2
=

1

2

[
p2q +

1

(1 + εq)2
p2φ + q2 + λ2φ2

]
(6)

We can see immediately that for the case of small oscillations, i.e. ε→ 0, the head Hamiltonian reduces
to the simpler expression

H∗
h,SO =

1

2

[
p2q + q2

]
+

1

2

[
p2φ + λ2φ2

]
(7)

which is clearly separable into an axial and a transverse Hamiltonian. By our investigation of separable
Hamiltonians (S2 Appendix) theorems we know that these are both conserved quantities, and that they are
in involution with one another. Furthermore, this tells us that the motion of the head has a closed-form
solution and must be (quasi)periodic. Indeed, the Hamilton’s equations in this case tell us

1
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q̇ =
∂H∗

h,SO

∂pq
= pq, φ̇ =

∂H∗
h,SO

∂pφ
= pφ (8)

and

ṗq = −
∂H∗

h,SO

∂q
= −q, ṗφ = −

∂H∗
h,SO

∂φ
= −λ2φ (9)

which are harmonic oscillator equations in first order form. As before (S2 Appendix), we can recover the
familiar second-order harmonic oscillator equation by differentiating the first equations with respect to time,
finding ṗq = q̈, ṗφ = φ̈, before substituting this result into the second equations to find

q̈ + q = 0, φ̈+ λ2φ = 0 (10)

The solution to the harmonic oscillator problem is well known [1], and in this case tells us

q(t) = Aqcos(t+ θq), φ(t) = Aφcos(λt+ θφ) (11)

where the A’s are constant amplitudes and the θ’s are constant phase shifts. It should be clear from
this solution that if λ is rational, the head motion will be periodic while for irrational λ the motion will be
quasiperiodic.

To gain insight into the more general case of large amplitude head motion, we attempt to apply the
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem, a key result in classical mechanics [2]. The KAM theorem tells
us that for sufficiently small conservative perturbations of an integrable Hamiltonian the motion remains
quasiperiodic for a majority of initial conditions, while the region of phase space occupied by chaotic behaviour
increases in size with the magnitude of perturbation. The KAM theorem first requires that we write the head
Hamiltonian as a sum of an integrable unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 and a small conservative perturbation
εH1, i.e.

H∗
h = H0 + εH1 (12)

There are in principle several ways of accomplishing this. We proceed by taking a Taylor series expansion
in ε,

H∗
h = H0 + ε

∂H∗
h

∂ε
+
ε2

2

∂2H∗
h

∂ε2
+ · · · = H0 + ε

[
∂H∗

h

∂ε
+
ε

2

∂2H∗
h

∂ε2
+ · · ·

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1

(13)

where we have identified H0 with the zero’th order term in the expansion, which is simply the small
oscillation head Hamiltonian H0 = H∗

h(ε = 0) = H∗
h,SO, which we know to be integrable. Unfortunately, this

means that the unperturbed system is governed by a harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian (see above), which fails
to meet the isoenergetic nondegeneracy condition of the KAM theorem [2]. We therefore cannot formally
apply the KAM theorem to the problem of head motion. Nevertheless, numerical experiments do suggest
that quasiperiodic behaviour persists for small perturbations, while larger perturbations imply that a greater
region of phase space will be occupied by chaos (see main text).
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S5 Appendix – Effective body physics arising due to relationship of

neuromuscular action to body motion

In this appendix we describe how the action of the neuromuscular system can effectively alter physical
properties of the body. Consider an arbitrary segment of the larval body, whose kinematics are described by
an axial stretch q and a transverse bending angle φ. This segment’s contributions to the elastic potential
energy and Rayleigh dissipation function are

U =
1

2
kaq

2 +
1

2
ktφ

2 (1)

R = −1

2
ηaq̇

2 − 1

2
ηtφ̇

2 (2)

Suppose the nervous system activates the local musculature so as to exert upon the segment an axial
tension ua and a bending torque ut, both having a fixed relationship to the local mechanical state, so that
we may write ua = ua(q, q̇), ut = ut(φ, φ̇). This could correspond to the action of local reflex arcs or to the
action of a central pattern generator which has been entrained to the body’s motion. The total generalised
axial and transverse forces Qa, Qt due to viscoelastic body mechanics and muscular activation are then given
by

Qa = −∂U
∂q

+
∂R

∂q̇
+ ua(q, q̇) = −kaq − ηaq̇ + ua(q, q̇) (3)

Qt = −∂U
∂φ

+
∂R

∂φ̇
+ ut(φ, φ̇) = −ktφ− ηtφ̇+ ut(φ, φ̇) (4)

Expanding the muscular terms as Taylor series up to first order gives

ua(q, q̇) ≈ ua(0, 0) +
∂ua
∂q

(0, 0)q +
∂ua
∂q̇

(0, 0)q̇ (5)

ut(φ, φ̇) ≈ ut(0, 0) +
∂ut
∂φ

(0, 0)q +
∂ut

∂φ̇
(0, 0)φ̇ (6)

We neglect the leading constant terms, since these correspond only to shifts of the equilibrium stretch
and bending angle. Keeping only the linear terms, and labelling the coefficients by α and β as shown, the
generalised forces become

Qa = −(ka − αa)q − (ηa − βa)q̇ (7)

Qt = −(kt − αt)φ− (ηt − βt)φ̇ (8)

From which it should be clear that stretch- or bend-dependent muscle activation gives an effective shift in
the axial or transverse stiffness (and therefore also the natural frequencies of axial and transverse motion, see
earlier appendices), while stretch rate- or bend rate-dependendent muscle activation gives an effective shift in
the axial or transverse coefficient of viscosity.

1
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S6 Appendix – Computer algebra and numerical methods

In preparing this paper we have made use of the SymPy computer algebra package for Python. In particular,
we used SymPy to convert our mathematical expressions for kinetic and potential energies, power losses,
and friction forces into a consistent cartesian coordinate system (the lab frame), before combining them to
form expressions for the Hamiltonian and Rayleigh dissipation function (see S1 Appendix for definitions of
these quantitites). We then used SymPy to derive our mechanical equations of motion using the dissipative
Hamiltons equations (see S1 Appendix for definitions of these equations).

We carried out our modal analysis using a combination of manual methods and SymPy, and used the
NumPy function numpy.linalg.eig to numerically estimate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of D4.

We also formulated our neuromuscular model in SymPy. In order to avoid algebraic inconsistencies
associated with the mutual inhibitory connections in our model, we used a fast switching dynamics. We
replaced the algrebaic binary activation function (Eq 4, main text) with the first-order dynamics

V̇i =

{
r − rVi

∑
j wjVj > θi

−rVi otherwise
(1)

where r is a switching rate constant. We set r = 1 ms−1, so that neural state changes occured on a far
faster timescale than the evolution of the mechanics.

Having assembled the dynamical equations for our model in SymPy, we then used the sympy.fcode function
to generate equivalent FORTRAN source code, and called the odespy package to compile this source code and
numerically integrate our model equations via the LSODES solver. We chose timesteps and absolute/relative
tolerances for LSODES by requiring that integration of our conservative equations lead to a change in total
energy of less than 0.1%. Following simulation, we scaled the time axis so that the fundamental frequency
of tail segment length oscillations was 1 Hz, to roughly match observations of the real larva. Note that
this is equivalent to scaling the axial and transverse natural frequencies of our model, via stiffness or mass
parameters (see S2 Appendix). After scaling, we downsampled to a 30 Hz sampling rate to match typical
video recording apparatus.

Given the time series of a quantity x obtained from a simulation run of duration T with timestep ∆t, we
computed the power spectral density of x as

S [x] (ω) =
∆t2

T
|F [x] (ω)|2 (2)

where ω is frequency and F is the fast Fourier transform of x, obtained via the scipy.fftpack.fft

function in SciPy. We computed the autocorrelation of x as

A [x] (t) = x(t) ∗ x(−t) (3)

where the star denotes convolution, which we achieved via the scipy.fftpack.fftconvolve function. At
several points in the paper we were required to fit data by known distributions or curves. We performed linear
least-squares fitting of mean-squared displacement (Fig 10, S5 Fig) and log angular speed (S4 Fig) using
the sympy.stats.linregress function. We computed maximum-likelihood von Mises and wrapped Cauchy
fits to the body bend distribution (Fig 10) using sp.stats.vonmises.fit and sp.stats.wrapcauchy.fit,
respectively. We compared exponential and power law fits to the run length distribution (Fig 10) using the
powerlaw Python package.

To examine the putative chaotic behaviour of our model we calculated the maximal Lyapunov characteristic
exponent (MLCE). The MLCE is defined as

1
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λ = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln
‖δx(t)‖
‖δx(0)‖ (4)

where δx(0) is some initial separation distance between two mechanical trajectories of the system and
δx(t) is the separation distance at a time t in the future. Technically, limit sets of an N -dimensional system
will have a spectrum of N Lyapunov exponents, but the dynamics on the set will be dominated by the largest
(maximal) exponent.

We estimated the MLCE using a standard “pullback” algorithm in which two trajectories of the system
are numerically integrated in parallel while periodically resetting one to be a distance d0 away from the other.
This procedure can be described as follows :

1. choose some initial conditions for the model and numerically integrate until transient behaviour has
diminished; call the final state x0

2. pick a random vector y0 which is a distance δx(0) from x0

3. numerically integrate the model dynamics starting from x0 and y0 over some time t until reaching
states x1 and y1

4. calculate the distance between x1 and y1 using any vector norm (we use the standard Euclidean norm);
denote this distance δx(t)

5. compute and store a finite time estimate of the MLCE by substituting into the definition above

6. reset x0 → x1 and y0 → x1 + δx(0) (y1−x1)
‖y1−x1‖ ; i.e. “pull back” y1 along the vector from x1 to y1 until a

distance δx(0) from x1

7. repeat steps 3–6 for some fixed number of iterations

8. average over the stored finite time estimates of the MLCE to obtain a single MLCE estimate; some
of the initial stored estimates may be discarded first to ensure the y trajectory has aligned along the
direction with the largest Lyapunov exponent

2
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3.4 Axial-transverse power transfer via parametric res-

onance

Next we will investigate the transfer of energy between axial and transverse degrees

of freedom. To do so we will focus on an intermediate amplitude scale. In particular,

we note that the head Hamiltonian can be expanded in a perturbation series in the

amplitude parameter ε,

H∗h = [H∗h ]ε→0 + ε

[
∂H∗h
∂ε

]

ε→0
+ ε

2
[

∂2H∗h
∂ε2

]

ε→0
+ · · · (3.1)

To keep our focus on the simplest model demonstrating axial-transverse coupling,

we will keep only the terms H0 = H∗h,SO and εH1, finding

H1 =

[
∂H∗h
∂ε

]

ε→0
=−qp2

φ (3.2)

so that the intermediate amplitude Hamiltonian becomes

Hh,IA∗=
1
2

[
p2

q +(1−2εq)p2
φ +q2 +λ

2
φ

2
]

(3.3)

Since this coupled system is still fairly difficult to analyse, we choose to focus

only on the transfer of energy from axial to transverse degrees of freedom. To do so,

we will set the axial motion q to a prescribed function of time. We choose for this

purpose q = cos(ωt), which represents both the axial solution to the small amplitude

model (see previous section), as well as a first-order approximation of the Fourier series

expansion of a more complicated periodic function. Since the terms in p2
q and q2 in the

Hamiltonian do not effect the transverse dynamics, they can be discarded, leaving us

with

Hh,IA∗=
1
2
[1−2εcos(ωt)] p2

φ +
1
2

λ
2
φ

2 (3.4)

In order to simplify this Hamiltonian, we next take a canonical transformation to

new phase space coordinates given by Φ = pφ/λ, P = −λφ, which allows us to group

all parameters in one term and interpret the axial-transverse interaction as a sinusoidal

modulation of frequency

Hh,IA∗=
1
2

P2 +
1
2

λ
2 [1−2εcos(ωt)]Φ2 (3.5)
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Finally we derive the intermediate amplitude transverse dynamics via the Hamil-

ton’s equations, finding

Φ̇ =
∂H∗h,IA

∂P
= P, (3.6)

and

Ṗ =−
∂H∗h,IA

∂Φ
=−λ

2 [1−2εcos(ωt)]Φ (3.7)

or, converting to second-order form by differentiating the first equation with respect

to time and substituting into the second, we can write the dynamics in momentum space

as

Φ̈+λ
2 [1−2εcos(ωt)]Φ = 0 (3.8)

which is in the form of the Matthieu equation (McLachlan, 1947). It is well known

that this equation exhibits the phonemenon of parametric resonance, in which the

passively stable equilibrium at Φ = 0 becomes unstable for certain values of ε and ω,

giving rise to solutions which grow with time.

For infinitesimal parametric perturbations (i.e. ε→ 0), resonance occurs when the

axial forcing frequency ω is exactly an even multiple of the natural frequency λ (i.e.

ω = 2λ, ω = 4λ, etc.). For larger perturbations (ε > 0), resonance occurs for a larger

spread of frequencies centred on the even multiples of the natural frequency (Landau

and Lifshitz, 1976; McLachlan, 1947).

In the presence of friction, larger perturbations are required to produce resonance,

and the magnitude of the required perturbation grows with the forcing frequency,

so that only the lower-order frequencies are practically accessible (Landau and Lif-

shitz, 1976; McLachlan, 1947). The most readily excited resonance is therefore the

2 : 1 axial-transverse resonance. This matches experimental observations showing a

roughly 2 : 1 frequency ratio between peristaltic (axial) and lateral (transverse) mo-

tions in the larva (Wystrach et al., 2016).
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Figure 3.11: Coordinate system and substrate interaction schematics. Internal

coordinate system used to describe deformations of the larval body (left), and quantities

used to describe substrate interaction (right). The friction force Ff riction acting on the

i’th segment boundary is directed opposite to that boundary’s velocity vector vi, and

has a magnitude which depends only upon the direction θi of the velocity vector relative

to a unit vector n̂i aligned with the local body axis (see text). Note that v̂i = vi/‖vi‖
denotes a unit vector aligned with the boundary’s velocity vector.
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Figure 3.12: Neural activation during peristalsis. (from top to bottom) stretch rate,

sensory neuron, interneuron, and motor neuron activation during forwards (left) and

backwards (right) peristalsis.
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Figure 3.13: Neural activation during planar locomotion. (from top to bottom)

stretch, stretch rate, sensory neuron, interneuron, and motor neuron activation during

planar motion.
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Figure 3.14: Relationship between path curvature and angular velocity. Model data

(grey points) compared to fit by a power law with scaling exponent β ≈ 0.8 (blue line,

r2 ≈ 0.94).
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Figure 3.15: log-log plot of mean-squared displacement. Initial quadratic growth

(blue line, slope=2) leads to asymptotic linear growth (red line, slope=1).
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Figure 3.16: tail speed v and head angular velocity ν during planar motion. A:

representative time series for v and ν. B: probability density of v and ν across all 1000

trials. C: individual (faint) and mean (bold) power spectra of v and ν



Chapter 4

A neuromechanical model of

chemotaxis

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate larval chemotaxis. The chapter is largely comprised of the

published research paper, “A Neuromechanical Model of Larval Chemotaxis”, pub-

lished in Integrative and Comparative Biology (2018). This paper was co-authored by

myself and Barbara Webb. I was responsible for constructing all models in this paper,

analysing them, and interpreting the results. I completed the majority of the writing

for this paper and prepared all figures. Barbara Webb provided project supervision and

contributed writing to the introduction and discussion sections of the paper.

In this paper, I use the same neuromechanical model as was used in the previous

chapter to investigate substrate exploration, but incorporate an additional transverse

reflex circuit that operates to either reinforce or counteract the effects of transverse

viscosity. Taxis is achieved by modifying the action of this reflex according to an in-

stantaneous perception input, modelled as the logarithmic time derivative of the stimu-

lus intensity experienced at the head, which is positive when the head is travelling up a

sensory gradient, and negative when the head is travelling down gradient. For positive

taxis, a positive perception input causes the transverse reflex to increase the effective

transverse viscosity of the body, so that lateral bending motions and thus reorientation

are suppressed, and the larva will tend to travel in a roughly straight line up the sen-

sory gradient. A negative perception input causes the transverse reflex to decrease the

effective transverse viscosity, facilitating lateral bending motions and reorientation, so

that the larva will turn and eventually travel back up the sensory gradient. For negative

115
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taxis, this situation is reversed – positive perception input causes the transverse reflex

to decrease the effective transverse viscosity of the body, while negative perception

input causes an increase in the transverse viscosity, leading to promotion of rectilin-

ear motion when travelling down the sensory gradient and turning when travelling up

gradient.

The key parameter influencing taxis behaviour in our model is referred to as per-

ception gain, denoted symbolically as γ. To get a feel for the behaviour of the model,

I first produce several representative trajectories for different values of the perception

gain. For γ > 0 the model larvae reliably demonstrate negative taxis, while for γ < 0

the model produces positive taxis.

I then produce N = 1000 trajectories for each of the cases γ = ±200, since these

parameter choices correspond to strong attraction (γ =−200) or aversion (γ = 200) be-

haviour, allowing the differences in these behaviours to be clearly observed. I subject

the trajectories for each parameter choice to the same measures developed in the pre-

vious chapter – tortuosity, fractal dimension, and mean-squared displacement. Com-

bined with the results from the previous chapter, our analysis ultimately suggests that

our modelled taxis reflex can be interpreted as biasing an ongoing deterministic anoma-

lous diffusion process into either superdiffusive (aversion) or subdiffusive (attraction)

regimes.

I next analyse the behaviour using common measures in the literature on larval

taxis, namely the body bend distribution, run length distribution, bearing-to-stimulus

distribution, turn probability as a function of absolute bearing, and left-turn probability

over bearing. All measures give results matching the real larva, with the exception

of left-turn probability over bearing, which demonstrates a very slight preference for

turning towards the stimulus during avoidance behaviour in our model, while in real

larvae there is no preference.

In the discussion, I compare the model behaviour to that of the real larva and com-

ment on the similarities between our modelled reflex circuit and the experimentally

observed Eve+ interneuron circuit.

The approach taken in this chapter bears some similarity to an earlier model of

Drosophila chemotaxis in which a descending sensory input innervated a half-center

oscillator CPG driving lateral oscillatory reorientation movements (Wystrach et al.,

2016), with the descending input essentially adjusting the amplitude of ongoing os-

cillations to produce taxis. Both the model presented in this chapter, as well as this

earlier model, stand in contrast to other existing models of larval chemotaxis in which
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the behaviour is produced by a decision-making architecture which biases the stochas-

tic transition between discrete behavioural states (a review of this literature is provided

in the main paper of this chapter).

More broadly, the model presented here bears similarities to a large family of earlier

taxis models in which simple reflexive coupling of sensory input to motor output drives

motion towards or away from a stimulus. This idea was beautifully embodied in the

“Tortoise” robots, Elmer and Elsie, developed by neurobiologist William Grey Walter

in the 1940’s (Walter, 1953; Holland, 2003). These robots were capable of phototaxis

thanks to a simple analogue coupling of a single light sensor to two drive motors.

Valentino Braitenberg later discussed his hypothetical Vehicles 2a and 2b (Braitenberg,

1986), which would be capable of driving towards or away from a stimulus according

to the simple connection scheme between lateralised pairs of sensors and drive motors.

If the sensor on a given side of the body was wired to speed up the motor on the same

side of the Vehicle and/or slow down the motor on the opposite side (configuration 2a),

an increase in stimulus intensity on the side of the sensor should cause the Vehicle to

turn to the opposite side, away from the stimulus. Meanwhile, if the sensor was wired

to slow down the motor on the same side of the body and/or speed up the motor on

the opposite side (configuration 2b), an increase in stimulus intensity on the side of

the sensor should cause the Vehicle to turn towards that side, bringing it towards the

stimulus.

Taxis arising from sensorimotor coupling has also been observed in biological sys-

tems, with particularly large bodies of work describing taxis behaviour in the bacteria

E. Coli and the nematode worm C. elegans. In E. Coli, alternation between “tum-

ble” events, which reorient the bacterium in a random new direction, and relatively

straight “runs” is controlled by setting the flagellar motor in either a clockwise (tum-

ble) or counterclockwise (run) motion according to changes in sensory input (chemical,

pH, temperature, etc.). A decrease in favourable sensory input, or an increase in un-

favourable sensory input, promotes clockwise rotation of the flagellum and thus biases

the bacterium towards reorientation, while an increase in favourable input or decrease

in unfavourable input promotes counterclockwise flagellar rotation and therefore bi-

ases the bacterium towards straight-line running. In this way the bacterium makes

longer runs in the preferred direction, thus accomplishing taxis. A large body of work

has detailed not only the trajectories taken by E. coli bacteria during taxis but also the

intracellular pathways involved in the behaviour (Adler, 1966; Berg and Brown, 1972;

Macnab and Koshland, 1972; Sherman et al., 1982; Qi and Adler, 1989; Greer-Phillips
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et al., 2003; Hu and Tu, 2014; ?). In C. elegans, a similar pattern is commonly thought

to drive taxis. The nematode undergoes relatively straight movement which is inter-

rupted by “pirouettes”, in which the worm reverses and/or produces a series of sharp

turns, according to sensory input (Ward, 1973; Rutherford and Croll, 1979; Pierce-

Shimomura1999, 1999), producing taxis through a mechanism which is functionally

very similar to that used by E. coli. However, on average, the nematode is observed

to be pointing in the preferred direction following a pirouette manuevre, in contrast to

E. coli in which the reorientation direction is essentially uniformly random (Berg and

Brown, 1972; Pierce-Shimomura1999, 1999). Furthermore, recent work has demon-

strated that the behavioural repertoire of the nematode may be better understood as a

continuum rather than a discrete set of behavioural states (Szigeti et al., 2015).

In some sense the model of larval chemotaxis presented in this chapter resembles

the models of E. coli and C. elegans taxis, in that a detected increase (decrease) in

favourable (unfavourable) sensory input promotes rectilinear motion (reorientation).

In contrast to E. coli, and similar to C. elegans, the larva and the model of taxis that

I present is biased towards reorienting towards the stimulus source rather than pro-

ducing unbiased reorientations. Furthermore, the model larva has a continuous be-

havioural state space, unlike those existing models of taxis in E. coli, C. elegans, and

the Drosophila larva which rely on switching between discrete “run” and “reorienta-

tion” states. In this sense the model presented here is closer to William Grey Walter’s

Tortoises, Braitenberg’s Vehicles, and the oscillator model of larval chemotaxis.

My choice of modelling early sensory processing by taking the logarithmic deriva-

tive of stimulus intensity is common within the literature on Drosophila olfaction and

chemotaxis (Gomez-Marin et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2015; Kadakia and Emonet,

2019) as well as the broader sensation and taxis literature (Adler et al., 2014). Indeed,

this approach is grounded in some of the earliest models developed in the field of psy-

chophysics – the Weber-Fechner law, and in particular the Weber constrast (Fechner,

1860). The Weber constrast specifies the relationship between the perceived change in

stimulus dp and the actual change in stimulus dS as

d p =
dS
S

(4.1)

More recent models of Drosophila chemotaxis have used more realistic models of

olfactory receptor neuron dynamics (which nevertheless provides a normalised deriva-

tive output which is functionally similar to that of the Weber-Fechner model) (Schulze

et al., 2015). I chose to use the simpler Weber-Fechner model in order to more clearly
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demonstrate the effectiveness of simple sensorimotor reflexes, and their interaction

with body mechanics, for driving taxis.

In conclusion, the main contribution of this chapter is to show that a simple senso-

rimotor reflex is capable of driving taxis behaviours in the larva through the interaction

with body mechanics and the sensory environment. The model in this chapter stands in

constrast to those existing models of chemotaxis in the larva and other animals which

rely on decision-making architectures and (biased) stochastic transitions between dis-

crete behavioural states. The model in this chapter is closest to the previous work of

Wystrach et al. (2016), the Vehicles of Braitenberg (1986), and the Tortoises of William

Grey Walter, since these models rely on sensory input continuously driving, and being

driven by, ongoing dynamical behaviour to produce a continuum of behavioural states.

However, in contrast to the model presented by Wystrach et al. (2016), the model pre-

sented here produces taxis without requiring central pattern generation to drive lateral

oscillations, and is instead thoroughly grounded in the chaotic mechanics of the larval

body.

Main conclusions:

• The neuromuscular model from the previous chapter has been extended to in-

clude direct transverse driving forces.

• A simple reflex which modifies the local transverse viscosity of the body in

response to a perception input is capable of producing negative and positive taxis.

• The transverse reflex model shows striking similarity to the experimentally ob-

served Eve+ interneuron circuit.

Limitations:

• As in the previous chapter, the neuromuscular model does not reproduce the

experimentally observed endogenous waves of activity in the absence of me-

chanical input, or endogenous asymmetrical activity in the thorax. I will return

to these problems in the discussion chapter.

• In the real larva, sensory preferences may be learned. Our model does not in-

clude the neural circuitry required to produce learning.
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4.2 Availability of software and supplementary videos

The original code used to produce all figures in this chapter has been made publicly

available in a github repository (https://github.com/janeloveless/neuromech). This repos-

itory contains a multitude of projects and experiments at various degrees of completion

– the scripts most relevant to this chapter are E23 SPC taxis.py, D4 taxis analysis.py,

and D5 taxis animations SICB.py. I am happy to answer questions regarding this

codebase, its dependencies, and how to install and run it on a target machine.

Supplementary videos for this chapter are available on vimeo (unbiased behaviour:

https://vimeo.com/344054728, negative and positive taxis behaviour: https://vimeo.com/344067082).

4.3 Publication: A Neuromechanical Model of Larval

Chemotaxis
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Synopsis

Larval Drosophila move up attractive chemical gradients, and down aversive ones.

Although their movement is often characterised as a series of runs and directed

turns, it can also be modelled as a continuous modulation of turning extent by the

detected change in stimulus intensity as the animal moves through the gradient.

We show that a neuromechanical model of peristaltic crawling and spontaneous

bending in the larva can be adapted to produce taxis behaviour by the simple

addition of a local segmental reflex to modulate transverse viscosity (or ‘bendiness’)

proportionally to the intensity change detected in the head. Altering the gain

produces weaker or stronger, negative or positive taxis, with behavioural statistics

that qualitatively match the larva.
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1 Introduction

For many animals, oriented movement along sensory gradients (taxis) is an important

behaviour to locate key resources such as food or mates. Research into the underlying

mechanisms often focusses on how taxis can be generated by the animal’s nervous system,

e.g., through a combination of inherent locomotion patterns for propulsion, and decisions

to alter direction based on sensory information. An alternative view is to consider the

whole animal, embedded in its environment, as a closed loop dynamical system that can

maintain a consistent output but also be biased by inputs. Importantly, in this view,

the biophysical system is not just the mechanical ‘plant’ used by the animal to execute

its actions but can be a crucial part of establishing the right dynamics, by exploiting

physical interactions. Similarly, this view stresses the role of the output in shaping the

sensory input, potentially in just such a way as to provide the requisite input when it is

needed for control.

Larval Drosophila exhibit a typical, and widely studied, taxis behaviour: moving

up attractive chemical gradients, and down aversive ones (Gomez-Marin et al., 2011;

Gershow et al., 2012; Khurana and Siddiqi, 2013; Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2014). They

also orient with respect to light gradients, gravity and even electrical fields (Gepner

et al., 2015); and in the absence of any clear stimulus directionality, perform exploratory

behaviour, with apparently spontaneous changes of direction interrupting approximately

straight runs (Lahiri et al., 2011; Berni, 2015). We have previously suggested that taxis

could be controlled through a simple mechanism that couples the change in experienced

stimulus strength directly to the amplitude of oscillation in heading direction (Wystrach

et al., 2016). In the larva, this oscillation is the result of bending in the head and body

segments, which alters the direction of propulsion caused by the peristaltic crawling.

The larva senses odour primarily through its dorsal organ on the head (Cobb, 1999),

which is thus actively propelled through the gradient. In our abstracted model, we

assumed the animal maintains a constant forward speed, and has a regular left/right

oscillation in heading direction. The sensed change in odour concentration due to forward

or lateral movement alters the subsequent oscillation amplitude. For example, an increase

in concentration, indicating motion up the gradient, decreases the oscillation so the larva

maintains this heading direction; whereas a concentration decrease causes it to make

larger bends and hence turn back towards the source. Notably, in this control mechanism,

neither the sensing or its effect on the output is lateralised, so the ‘perception’ of the

gradient only emerges from the animal’s underlying motor pattern, and subsequently

shapes this pattern, in a tightly coupled feedback loop.

Although this model suggests there may be no neural correlate of ‘decisions to turn’

in the larva, it nevertheless assumed the underlying locomotor pattern is produced by

inherent control, e.g., a central pattern generator (CPG) circuit for the lateral oscillation.

3
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More recently, we have used a biomechanical model of the larva’s segmented body to

explore how peristaltic crawling and lateral bending might emerge without explicit neural

generation of the underlying patterns (Loveless et al., in review). We treat the segments

as discrete point masses interacting via damped translational and torsional springs, and

show that using simple local reflexes to enhance the passive mechanics of the system

leads to the emergence of coordinated peristaltic crawling (forward or backward) and

spontaneous (chaotic) body bending. The resulting system, given frictional interaction

with a substrate, produces behaviour that closely resembles exploratory crawling in the

larva.

In this paper, we augment this biomechanical model with a taxis reflex, following the

same simple control concept as the previous abstracted model. That is, we use the change

of sensory input at the head segment to influence, with a particular gain, the amplitude

of the ongoing bend in each segment. The production of bends remains a purely emergent

property of the mechanics without any neural control. We show that this is sufficient

to produce positive or negative taxis in the simulated agent, depending on the sign of

the gain, and stronger or weaker taxis depending on the size of the gain. We discuss

similarities and differences from taxis behaviour in real larva.

2 Methods

2.1 Neuromechanical model

The work presented here builds on an existing model of larval crawling, described in

detail in (Loveless et al., in review). We here provide an overview of the model, but

refer readers to that paper for detailed specification (see appendix S1), justification and

analysis. The model describes the motion of the midline of the larval body in the plane

using 12 points that represent the boundaries between body segments and the head and

tail extremities. Each point is treated as an identical mass, and each is linked to adjacent

points with linear translational and torsional springs in parallel with linear dampers in a

Kelvin-Voigt arrangement (Fung, 1993), to represent elasticity in the soft cuticle of the

larva (Figure 1. The current body configuration can thus be expressed as a set of axial

stretches qi (the difference in length of the ith segment from its length at equilibrium)

and transverse bending angles between segments φi. The head and tail are additionally

linked, representing the effect of the incompressible internal coelemic fluid of the larva,

by maintaining a constant overall length. Without friction, the passive mechanics of

this system produce axial and transverse standing waves, i.e., coordinated motions of the

segments that resemble peristalsis and body bends.

We assume there is sliding friction between the larval body and the substrate, and en-

ergy is also lost to viscous friction within the body during both axial compression/extension

4
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and transverse bending. We allow power flow due to muscle activation, controlled by two

reflexes (figure 1). The first is local to each segment and acts to overcome the effects of

friction, by activating whenever a segment is compressing, producing a muscle tension

that amplifies the compression. The axial tension Qi in the i’th segment produced by

this reflex is given in terms of the local stretch rate q̇i and local axial reflex gain bi as

Qi =




−bi, if q̇i < 0

0, if q̇i ≥ 0
(1)

The second neural circuit is a mutual inhibition between non-adjacent segments (the

head and tail are treated as adjacent) that restricts the active compression to a small

number of segments at any time. This enables acceleration of the center of mass relative

to the substrate, i.e., peristaltic crawling (Ross et al., 2015; Alexander, 2003; Loveless

et al., in review). Due to energetic coupling of axial and transverse motion, through the

body mechanics, the model also produces spontaneous body bending, which reorients the

crawling direction, i.e., turning occurs without any explicit neural control.

This emergent turning produces a ‘random’ (actually a deterministically chaotic) ex-

ploration of the 2D plane. To convert the resulting exploration into taxis, we note that

the larva should travel in a roughly straight line while going up an attractive gradient,

or while going down an aversive gradient, and that the larva should tend to reorient

when it is going down an attractive gradient, or going up an aversive gradient. In other

words, the extent of the body bending should be linked to the changing perceptual expe-

rience. We can affect bending by altering the effective physics of the body: specifically,

we reason that an effective increase in transverse viscosity should lead to a damping of

transverse motion and a corresponding tendency towards straight line motion, while an

effective decrease in transverse viscosity should reduce the damping of transverse motion

and therefore tend to encourage bending and reorientation. We thus posit the following

local segmental reflex for transverse motion:

τi = citanh(βφ̇i)tanh(γP (t)) (2)

where τi is the torque applied about the i’th segment boundary, P (t) is the time-

varying perception input (defined below), β is an angular velocity gain, γ is a perception

gain, and ci is an overall reflex gain for the i’th segment boundary. We limit the choice

of parameters by setting β > 0 and ci > 0, so that the sign of the torque is determined

by γ.

The rationale of our reflex model can be understood by splitting it into two factors.

The first factor citanh(βφ̇i) represents (saturating) feedback of the local angular velocity.

The torque resulting from this first factor only should act in the same direction as the an-

gular velocity, opposing the torque produced by transverse friction, and thereby reducing
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the effective transverse viscosity of the body. Following this line of reasoning, we choose

to set the local reflex gain ci to be dependent upon the local transverse viscosity ηt,i

ci = c
ηt,i

maxi ηt,i
(3)

where normalisation by maxi ηt,i is intended to nondimensionalise the transverse vis-

cosity, allowing the new global reflex gain parameter c to have dimensions of torque. In

practise we set c = 1 for simplicity, leaving

ci =
ηt,i

maxi ηt,i
(4)

so that the reflex torque becomes

τi =
ηt,i

maxi ηt,i
tanh(βφ̇i)tanh(γP (t)) (5)

The second factor tanh(γP (t)) acts to modulate the change in effective transverse

friction based on perception. If this factor is positive, the overall effect of the reflex is

to reduce effective transverse viscosity, while if it is negative the effect is reversed and

effective transverse viscosity increases. If the overall feedback torque is small (e.g. if β, γ,

or c are relatively close to zero) then the perception input will have a small effect on the

transverse viscosity, while if the overall feedback torque is large there is the possibility for

the perception input to have a large effect on the transverse viscosity. This provides an

interpretation of the perception gain γ as a preference parameter – if the absolute value

of γ is large, the model larva should show a strong behavioural response to the stimulus,

while for small γ the behavioural response may be weak. Furthermore, following our

arguments above, if γ > 0 we expect an aversive response, while for γ < 0 we expect an

attractive response. We note a further expectation that the strength of the behavioural

response when γ � 1 may be diminished due to saturation of the second factor in Eq.

2 and a corresponding inability to distinguish small changes in perception – in this case,

the second factor can only detect whether the head is travelling up or down gradient, but

not how strong the local gradient is.

2.2 Perceptual model

We model the larva as moving within an exponential stimulus field centred on the origin

of our cartesian coordinate frame

S = Ase
−λs‖r‖ (6)

where As is a parameter which sets the absolute intensity of the stimulus field, and

λs sets the rate at which the stimulus decays away from the origin, while r is the radius

6
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vector from the origin to the site of measurement of the stimulus. In practice, we take r

to be the radius vector from the stimulus source to the model larva’s head, since this is

the location of most of the sensory organs involved in taxis.

The early stages of sensory processing in the larva tend to respond strongly to changes

in stimulus intensity more than to the absolute stimulus intensity, and show a normalised

response across a range of absolute stimulus intensities. Following (Davies et al., 2015),

we model the output of the early stages of sensory processing as a “perception” signal

given by

P =
1

S

dS

dt
(7)

Denoting the coordinates of the larva’s head as r = [x, y]T and the linear velocity of

the larva’s head as ṙ = [ẋ, ẏ], this becomes

P =
1

S

(
∂S

∂x
ẋ+

∂S

∂y
ẏ

)
=

1

S
∇S · ṙ (8)

substituting the expression for the exponential stimulus field given above, we find

∇S = − Asλs√
x2 + y2

[x, y]T (9)

so that

P = −λs
xẋ+ yẏ√
x2 + y2

= −λs
r · ṙ
‖r‖ = λs‖ṙ‖cosθ (10)

where θ is the angle between the head’s velocity vector ṙ and the vector pointing from

the head position to the origin −r. As expected, P is positive when the larva is travelling

up the sensory gradient (‖θ‖ < π/2), negative when the larva is travelling down the

sensory gradient (‖θ‖ > π/2), and has a magnitude which depends on both the speed

at which the head is travelling and on the bearing of the head to the odor source. Note

that due to normalisation of the sensory input, the absolute intensity parameter As has

no effect on the perception signal.

Substituting this definition of P into to the transverse reflex equation 2, we have

τi =
ηt,i

maxi ηt,i
tanh(βφ̇i)tanh(γλs‖ṙ‖cosθ) (11)

which makes it clear that there is some redundancy in the parameters γ and λs, so

that we may set λs = 1 without loss of generality. This leaves two free parameters in

the transverse reflex model, β and γ. We choose to set β = 1000� 1 so that the factor

tanh(βφ̇i) saturates to ±1, matching our binary-valued axial reflex (Equation 1). This

leaves us to explore possible values of the perception gain / preference parameter γ.

We set all mechanical parameters and the parameters for the axial reflex circuits to

7
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the values chosen in our previous paper (Loveless et al., in review), with the exception

of the transverse viscosity ηt,i which has been set to twice its previous value. This choice

was made in order to more clearly demonstrate the action of the transverse reflex on the

model behaviour.

3 Results

In figure 3 we show some representative trajectories generated by our taxis model (see

also supplementary videos). In each case the larva starts at the peak of the gradient.

For positive gains it crawls away, eventually exiting the space. For negative gains, it

consistently loops back towards the peak, with the extent of excursions decreasing as the

strength of the gain is increased.

To analyse the behaviour of our taxis model, we generated N = 1000 trajectories for

each of the cases γ = ±200. As expected the larvae with γ = −200 showed a strong

approach behaviour, remaining localised near the peak of the stimulus field (Fig 4A),

while larvae with γ = 200 showed strong avoidance behaviour, following fairly direct

paths away from the peak (Fig 4B).

We first quantified the paths of the simulated larvae using the same methods we ap-

plied to the unbiased exploratory paths presented in our previous paper Loveless et al.

(in review). Paths in the approach group (γ = −200) had a high tortuosity and frac-

tal dimension (mean tortuosity = 0.72, mean fractal dimension = 1.51) relative to the

avoidance group (γ = 200, mean tortuosity = 0.11, mean fractal dimension = 1.22;

Fig 4C), indicating that approach paths tended to be plane-filling and less linear than

avoidance paths (Benhamou, 2004). In accordance with these results, the mean-squared

displacement measured within the avoidance group followed an approximately quadratic

growth across the duration of the entire experimental trial, typical of rectilinear motion,

whereas the approach group showed an initial quadratic growth followed by linear and

then sub-linear growth (Fig 4D). We previously found that our model of unbiased explo-

ration produced initially quadratic growth of the mean-squared displacement, followed

by asymptotic linear growth (Loveless et al., in review), as has also been observed during

unbiased exploration in the real larva (Jakubowski et al., 2012; Gunther et al., 2016).

This suggests that our modelled taxis reflex can be interpreted, at the population level,

as biasing an ongoing deterministic anomalous diffusion process into either superdiffusive

(γ > 0, quadratic growth) or subdiffusive (γ < 0, sub-linear growth) regimes.

The distribution of body bending angles (Fig 4E) shows that the modelled larvae

take on “straighter” configurations during avoidance behaviour (mean = 4.6× 10−3 deg,

variance = 75.5 deg2, kurtosis = 13.17) , and tend to take on larger curvatures during

approach behaviour (mean = 0.11 deg, variance = 853.52 deg2, kurtosis = 1.94) , in

accordance with the rationale for our taxis reflex model and in agreement with the shape
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of paths taken by the two groups. During both avoidance and approach, the body bend

distribution is symmetric (avoidance skewness = 0.02, approach skewness = 0.07) and

centred around 0 (avoidance mean = 4.6×10−3 deg, approach mean = 0.11 deg), demon-

strating that larvae are not, on aggregate, biased towards bending either to the left or

the right.

The run length distribution of both avoidance and approach groups is well fit by an

exponential, but avoidance behaviour is biased towards longer runs when compared to

approach behaviour (avoidance time constant = 44.49 seconds, approach time constant

= 10.67 seconds; Fig 4F), as is also seen in the real larva during thermotaxis (Luo et al.,

2010).

We also analysed the behaviour of our model using three measures which are common

in the extant literature on taxis behaviour. These measures depend upon the bearing

angle between our larva’s centre of mass velocity and the local gradient of the stimulus

field.

First, we examined the overall distribution of bearing angles for our simulated larvae

(Fig 4G). Similar to results for the real larva (Wystrach et al., 2016), the bearing distri-

bution for avoidance behaviour was unimodal, symmetric, and centred on 180◦, and fell

to zero outside of the range [90◦, 270◦], corresponding to travel directly away from the

stimulus peak. In contrast, the bearing distribution for approach behaviour was trimodal,

with a pair of large, symmetric peaks centred close to 90◦ and 270◦ and a single shallow

peak at 180◦. This corresponds to a large amount of time spent “spiralling” towards the

stimulus peak, with the peak located directly to the left or right of the animal.

Next, we computed the probability density of turns (defined to occur at the onset of a

body bend > 20◦) across absolute bearing angle (Fig 4H). Both approach and avoidance

behaviours showed a monotonic increase in turn probability as absolute bearing increased

from 0◦ (bearing towards stimulus peak) to 180◦ (bearing away from stimulus peak). Sim-

ilar to the real larva (Davies et al., 2015), the turn probability for approach behaviour

in our model showed a roughly sigmoid shape, with greater probability assigned to in-

termediate bearings (∼ 90◦) and less to large bearings (∼ 180◦) than during avoidance

behaviour, which followed a roughly exponential distribution.

Finally, we measured the probability of the larva turning to the left rather than right

side, across bearing angles (Fig 4I). The model larvae exhibiting approach behaviour

showed a strong bias for turning towards the stimulus peak (probability of left turn < 0.5

for bearing ∈ (0◦, 180◦), probability of left turn > 0.5 for bearing ∈ (180◦, 360◦)), which

is similar to results for the real larva (Davies et al., 2015). Model larvae exhibiting

avoidance behaviour showed a much weaker bias, though perhaps surprisingly, in the

same direction. For real larvae this curve appears flat for aversive behaviour.
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4 Discussion

Behaviour emerges from the coupling of brains and bodies. We have combined a model

of segmented larval biomechanics with a simple, non-lateralised reflex and shown this

can produce directed taxis up or down a sensory gradient. The key mechanism is to

modulate spontaneous mechanically-driven bending by adjusting transverse viscosity in

each segment proportionally to the immediately perceived change in stimulus intensity.

By altering the gain factor, the behaviour produced can be stronger or weaker attraction

(with negative gain) or stronger or weaker aversion (with positive gain). That is, if an

increase in the sensory signal is coupled to a damping of transverse motion, the larva

will tend to go straight when going up a gradient and reorient more when going down it,

ultimately leading it towards the sensory source, and vice versa for the opposite signal-

damping coupling.

We note that, for the values of negative gain examined here, this mechanism tends

to produce ‘orbiting’ behaviour with the sensory source predominantly at around 90

degrees to the larva, while for positive gain larvae display dispersive behaviour with the

source remaining behind the larva. Similar distributions of bearing angles are observed

for real larva (Wystrach et al., 2016). Indeed, our model also qualitatively reproduces the

distribution of run durations observed during approach and avoidance (Luo et al., 2010),

as well as the experimentally observed distributions of turn probability and left-turn

probability over bearing angle (Davies et al., 2015)

Several of these characteristics have been captured in previous models of larval chemo-

taxis. In (Davies et al., 2015), the probability of transition from a ‘run’ to a ‘turn’ was

altered by the change in odour intensity, and a similar approach coupled to a more real-

istic model of olfactory sensory neuron responses in (Schulze et al., 2015). In (Wystrach

et al., 2016) it was proposed that the distinction between runs and turns be replaced by

a continuum of smaller or larger oscillations in heading direction, and shown that this

could replicate many aspects of the behaviour without requiring ‘decisions’ to turn. The

current model is in the spirit of this latter approach, but dispenses with any need to

posit an underlying CPG to generate body bends, as these emerge spontaneously from

the inherent dynamics of forward crawling in coupled segments (Loveless et al., in re-

view). As such, if ‘turns’ are identified with larger bends, then their chaotic generation

can replace the probabilistic approach of the earlier models and the distinction between

these explanations becomes less marked.

Although the presented model uses direct control of torque to counter or reinforce the

effects of transverse viscosity, a biologically plausible means to achieve this effect would

be a neural reflex circuit that couples the muscles on one side of a body segment to

proprioceptive sensory neurons on the opposite side (see figure 2). The effective transverse

viscosity will be increased if muscles on one side of the body contract while the opposite
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side is shortening, while the effective viscosity will be decreased if muscles contract while

the opposite side is lengthening. The EL neurons reported in (Heckscher et al., 2015)

appear to be a possible substrate for this function. We then need only add a general

signal (to all segments) that modulates the action of this local reflex. Neurons that

run throughout the ventral nerve cord and connect the brain to all segments have been

identified (Fushiki et al., 2016). It is also of interest that a small set of neurons in

the brain’s premotor subesophgeal zone appear to directly affect the production of large

reorientations (high head angular speeds) in larva, with the same effects observed for taxis

in odour, light and temperature gradients (Tastekin et al., 2015). Finally, we note that

the action of the local reflex could be enhanced by the presence of reciprocal inhibition,

acting to relax the muscles on one side of the body while those on the other side contract

– such inhibitory pathways are a common feature in the spinal reflexes of jointed animals,

including humans (Purves et al., 2004).
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Figure 1: (reprinted from ) The larva is represented by a mechanical model
(top) of its midline with 11 segments. The boundaries between segments are
treated as point masses linked by linear translational and torsional springs
in parallel with linear dampers in a Kelvin-Voigt arrangement Fung (1993).
The controller (bottom) uses positive feedback within each segment (green)
to counteract friction and distant inhibition (blue) between non-adjacent seg-
ments to create a coherent peristaltic wave of contraction capable of driving
locomotion. The mechanics produce spontaneous body bending without any
explicit neural control.
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Figure 2: taxis is achieved by increasing (decreasing) transverse viscosity dur-
ing favourable (unfavourable) stimulus conditions, thus leading to decreased
(increased) bend/turn amplitude (top panel). This could be achieved through
descending chemosensory innervation of a segmentally localised contralat-
eral reflex acting to modulate the effective local transverse viscosity (bottom
panel, see text).
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Figure 3: decreasing the perception gain / preference parameter γ causes the
model larvae to exhibit increasingly attractive behaviour. Representative
trajectories are shown for γ = 1000, 200, 100 (aversive behaviour, top row, left-
to-right) and γ = −100,−200,−1000 (attractive behaviour, bottom row, left-
to-right). Trajectories start at the green circle, end at the red circle (larvae
doing negative taxis escaped the area shown), and are superimposed on a
colormap of the log stimulus intensity.
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Figure 4: Analysis of positive (γ = −200) and negative (γ = 200) taxis behaviour
in N = 1000 simulated larvae. A: centre of mass trajectories for the simulated
larvae during positive taxis. B: trajectories during negative taxis. Larvae
started from almost identical configurations but with random orientation. C:
larval paths show higher tortuosity and fractal dimension during positive taxis
(blue) compared to negative taxis (red; horizontal lines = mean tortuosity,
vertical lines = mean dimension), indicating rectilinear motion during neg-
ative taxis and plane-filling motion during positive taxis. D: mean-squared
displacement shows asymptotic quadratic growth (red) during negative taxis
and absence of growth (blue) during positive taxis. E: distribution of body
bends during negative (red) and positive (blue) taxis. F: distribution of run
durations during negative (red) and positive (blue) taxis. Run lengths were
calculated as duration between successive crossings of a threshold body bend
(20◦), indicated by vertical lines in panel D. G: probability distribution of
bearings to stimulus source during negative (red) and positive (blue) taxis.
H: turn probability as a function of absolute bearing angle during negative
(red) and positive (blue) taxis. I: probability of left turn as function of bearing
angle during negative (red) and positive (blue) taxis.
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Chapter 5

Energetic considerations in soft

robotics

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the utility of an energy-based approach to modelling and

controlling soft robotic systems.

The chapter is largely comprised of the published opinions paper, “Controlling

and Simulating Soft Robotic Systems: Insights from a Thermodynamic Perspective”,

published in Soft Robotics (2016). This paper was co-authored by myself (under my

previous name, Dylan Ross), Markus Nemitz, and Adam Stokes. I was responsible for

describing the bond graph/port-Hamiltonian modelling framework contained within

the paper, as it pertains to soft robotics, for developing the appendices providing ex-

amples of this modelling framework in action, and for both supervising and taking part

in the writing process. Adam Stokes provided project supervision, expert knowledge

on existing soft robotic systems and design processes, and took part in the writing

process for the main paper. Markus Nemitz prepared most of the figures in the main

paper.

Design of soft robotic systems is most often conducted through a process of ex-

perimental trial-and-error, while traditional “hard” robotics benefits from the power of

computer simulation within the design process.

One of the main barriers to designing soft robots is the fact that the systems them-

selves include components or mechanisms ranging across a very wide range of physical

domains, e.g. mechanical, electromagnetic, and chemical domains. It is very difficult

to build a single dynamical model describing the behaviour of a soft robotic system
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that includes all of these domains.

Within the paper I argue for the adoption of a modelling approach based upon

bond graph schematics and the port-Hamiltonian framework. These tools are energy-

based – they treat the energy storage within components and the power flow between

components as the primary quantities of interest during the modelling process, from

which the dynamics of a system are then mathematically derived. Because energy is

a “common currency” between different physical domains, this allows simultaneous

modelling of all components of a soft robotic system.

By focusing on energy and power during the modelling and design process, the

suggested approach also allows the roboticist to immediately gain intuition on the ef-

ficiency of a system. Furthermore, the approach can guide the development of sensors

for a robotic system, by elucidating which quantities are of particular interest from an

energetic perspective.

In many ways the approach suggested in this chapter is inspired by the work in

chapters 2, 3, and 4. In the previous chapters I took an energy-focused approach to

studying the behaviour of the Drosophila larva. The mechanical energy stored in the

larva’s body was explicitly treated as a primary quantity of interest during model con-

struction in chapter 3, and in designing neural/control systems to interface with the

larva’s body I have been principally concerned with the energy losses due to friction

and the power flow into the body from the musculature. By focusing on energy and

power flow, it became clear that the larva should be concerned with sensing the rate

at which its body segments were shortening, in order to produce peristalsis and explo-

ration, and should be concerned with the rate at which body segments were bending, in

order to direct taxis behaviour. This chapter presents a methodology by which I hope

similar insights can be gained for soft robotic systems.

Main conclusions:

• An energy-based modelling and design methodology is well suited to soft robotics,

as energy is a “common currency” amongst the many physical domains involved

in this field.

• Use of bond graph schematics during the modelling and design process is well-

suited to the multidomain requirements of soft robotics. An entire soft robotic

system can be captured in a single schematic illustrating power flow between

components of the system.

• Bond graph schematics can be readily transformed into dynamical models suit-
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able for simulation via the port-Hamiltonian framework.

Limitations:

• At present there are few examples of complex soft robotic systems modelled

using a port-Hamiltonian approach. Such examples would ease adoption of this

modelling framework in soft robotics.

• The bond graph/port-Hamiltonian modelling approach I have championed re-

quires the experimental elucidation of accurate constitutive models for the ma-

terials used within soft robotics. Without such models, accurately predicting the

(often very large) deformations of these materials will be very difficult.

• While using the port-Hamiltonian approach allows derivation of multidomain

physical dynamics from a single schematic, it is still difficult to choose appro-

priate discretisations for simulation of these dynamics. In particular, fluid-phase

systems are most conveniently discretised by finite differences or finite volumes

while solid-phase systems are often most conveniently discretised by finite ele-

ments. Therefore the transformation from bond graph schematic/model to work-

ing simulation is still conceptually difficult and may be difficult to streamline.

5.2 Publication: Controlling and Simulating Soft Robotic

Systems: Insights from a Thermodynamic Perspec-

tive
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Controlling and Simulating Soft Robotic Systems:
Insights from a Thermodynamic Perspective

Dylan Ross, Markus P. Nemitz, and Adam A. Stokes

Abstract

Soft robots are machines, and like all machines their function is to convert energy from one form into another to
perform tasks. One key figure of merit for machines is their efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of task-
oriented work out to total energy in. All soft robots convert stored energy (from e.g., batteries, pressurized gas,
chemicals) into task-oriented work (picking up objects, locomoting, jumping). These systems are complex
hybrids of chemical, mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrical components. This complexity makes it
difficult to analyze and measure their total efficiency and to identify the sources of energy loss between
chemical, electrical, and mechanical domains. As the field of soft robotics matures, the design-flow process will
shift from one in which building is central to one in which simulation takes precedence. That is, there is a shift
from an empirical experimental methodology toward a well-characterized engineering workflow. At this point,
questions such as ‘‘For how long will this robot run on a 2000 mAh battery?’’ will need to be answered, and
predictive capabilities will become paramount as designers need to understand: (1) the large-scale deformations
inherent to soft robotic systems; and (2) the transduction of energy in these complex, dissipative, systems to
enable them to design an efficient and a well-controlled system. In this perspective piece, we discuss one
possible predictive approach: a framework that uses port-based modeling. This approach uses bond-graphs and
the recently developed port-Hamiltonian theory to provide a step-by-step system for analyzing hybrid, multi-
domain, soft robotic systems. We discuss how this framework could be applied to controlling and optimizing
soft robotic systems for energy efficiency, thereby increasing their utility. An energy-based approach is useful
as a domain-free linker in analyzing complex systems; the use of ports promotes a clear distinction between
energy conservation and dissipation and facilitates the analysis of efficiency. In addition, the parallels with
hardware description languages and object-oriented programming will make it easier for engineers to design,
for soft robots, control systems that optimize for efficiency.

Keywords: soft robotics, thermodynamics, simulation

Introduction

Soft robotic systems are complex hybrids that use
sources and sinks of chemical, mechanical, pneumatic,

hydraulic, and electrical energy. They are machines that have
been designed to perform tasks by converting energy from
one form (storage) into another (actuation). The fact that they
have elements that cross multiple domains, and that they are

often made using materials that are capable of very large
deformations means that it is difficult for system designers to
predict and control their motion and to measure their total
efficiency. The control systems for this class of robot are
typically open-loop ones, and due to the complexity of ana-
lyzing energy transduction from storage to actuation, figures
of merit, such as total cost of transport, are very difficult to
calculate.1–3
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In this perspective piece, we suggest that a port-based
framework, based on bond-graphs4 and the port-Hamiltonian
theory,5 will be a useful tool for analyzing the thermody-
namics underlying hybrid, multi-domain, soft robotic sys-
tems. Using this approach will enable designers to identify
where energy is lost between source and actuation, across the
chemical, mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrical
domains, and will pave the way for application of energy-
based control methods in soft robotics.

Design paradigms for hard versus soft robotic systems

Hard-bodied and soft-bodied robots are designed by using
completely different methodologies, as summarized by Figure 1.
One key figure of merit for these machines is efficiency,
which is defined as the ratio of task-oriented work out to total
energy in. The design methodology and the corresponding
ability to predict efficiency are very closely linked.

The design flow for hard robots (Fig. 1a) is one in which
simulation is paramount. The system is built by using stan-
dardized and well-defined components and rigid links.
Testing the physical robot is the last step in the design loop,
and it can almost always be replaced with a simulation. The
system is controlled by making a predictive model, which is
often based on defining the Jacobian of the system and then
applying well-established methodologies using inverse ki-
nematics. The efficiency of this class of robotic systems is
relatively easy to predict, as it relies on the composition of
efficiencies of each of the well-defined components (motors,
links, end effectors) in the system. This design flow has
parallels with Hardware Description Languages (HDL) and
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP)—which hardware and
software engineers use to design and to program computer
processors. Using these types of paradigms, designers of
complex, hard-bodied robotic systems use well-defined and
well-characterized blocks.

In stark contrast, the design flow for soft robots (Fig. 1b) is
centered on building systems, and it uses an empirical,
experimental-science iterative loop. Soft robotic systems are
often built by using composite and multi-domain blocks that

are not completely characterized. The system control is often
an open-loop one, and locomotive actuation sequences are
experimentally determined. Significant efforts toward simu-
lating soft material systems has been made by Cotin and
Lipson, resulting in programs such as SOFA6 and VoxCAD7–9,
respectively. Testing the physical device is the key iteration
in the design loop and, due to the complexity of simulating
large deformations, and their strong dependence on interac-
tion with the environment, this loop cannot (yet) be com-
pletely replaced by simulation.

This design flow has parallels with early microprocessor
designs that were laid out by hand in an empirical, revisionist,
and iterative process. All soft robots convert stored energy
(from electrochemical cells,10–13 pressurized gas,14–17

energy-dense chemicals3,18–20) into task-oriented work
(grasping and lifting,21–23 locomoting,10,11,16,17,24,25 jump-
ing,19,20 swimming13). In order for system designers to pre-
dict how long such a system will run on a given amount of
stored energy, they need to understand and model the forms
of energy storage and dissipation; only then will they be able
to control these systems efficiently.

These types of questions, about efficiency, longevity, and
recharging, are common to all sub-fields of mobile robotics,
but they are particularly interesting when asked about those
robots that: (1) are bioinspired,3 as they raise questions about
how living systems store and recover energy, and insights
into how these mechanisms could be improved; (2) use direct,
chemical to mechanical, actuation,19,20 as the multi-domain
physics is complex; or (3) interact synergistically with bi-
ology, for example, a human body,26 as the coupling between
living and non-living components presents great challenges
in both control and safety.

The robotics community is starting to make strides toward
developing robots that approach the minimum costs of
transport (MCoT) for animals, as defined by Tucker.1 One
characteristic that is common to all robots, soft or otherwise,
is the conversion of energy from one or more storage ele-
ments to one or more dissipative elements. These dissipative
elements include those that perform task-oriented work and
those that dissipate heat—resulting in the irreversible loss of
energy to the environment.

Robotic systems can, therefore, be analyzed in terms of
fundamental quantities: energy, work, and heat. The MIT
cheetah robot, for example, is a robot that has been designed
with energy in mind. The creators of this robot—Seok
et al.—identify three main sources of energy loss during lo-
comotion: (1) heat losses from the actuators; (2) friction
losses in transmission; and (3) interaction losses caused by
the interface between the system and the environment. To
reduce these sources of energy dissipation, the MIT cheetah
system contains regenerative electronic systems, high torque-
density motors, low-loss transmission, and low leg inertia.27

Soft systems hold particular promise for decreasing the
MCoT in locomoting systems, as they contain structural and
actuating elements that are capable of storing and returning
energy. Despite this possibility, no soft systems have yet been
developed that come close to the low MCoT of the MIT
cheetah.

To use elastic structural and actuating elements the most
effectively, designers of soft systems will need to understand
two grand challenges: (1) Characterizing soft robots in terms
of energy transformation, calculating energetic ‘‘figures of

FIG. 1. Overview sketch of the design flows for hard and
soft robotic systems, showing: (a) The engineering design
flow for rigid robotic systems, in which the simulation loop
is paramount and the system is built from well-defined
blocks. (b) The experimental-science design flow for soft
robotic systems in which the building loop is paramount as
the system is built from poorly characterized blocks.
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merit,’’ and identifying sources of energy loss; (2) analyzing,
modeling, and simulating the whole-body mechanics and
dynamics of large-scale deformations in soft robotic systems.

In this article, we offer our perspective on the first of these
two grand challenges in soft robotic systems: how to char-
acterize complex, multi-domain hybrid systems. We suggest
that a modeling, analysis, and control framework built on
bond-graphs and the port-Hamiltonian theory will be of great
utility in the future of soft robotics. The framework also
provides a link to the second grand challenge, which we do
not tackle here. Bond-graphs and the port-Hamiltonian the-
ory describe the flow of energy through a system. They are
tools for understanding the thermodynamics and for pre-
dicting the dynamic behavior of complex systems.

The role of thermodynamics in robot design—energy:
storage, transduction, and dissipation

Thermodynamics is often overlooked when designing
tethered, factory-based, robotic systems, as it is a secondary
consideration to the task in hand—rapid, precise manipula-
tion in a structured, well-defined, and people-free environ-
ment. In contrast, when designing field robotics—where the
task is reconnaissance or transportation—analysis and pre-
dictions for storage, transduction, and dissipation of the en-
ergy within the system are paramount.

There are well-established modeling approaches that focus
on energy. For instance, Hamiltonian mechanics is a re-
formulation of classical Newtonian mechanics that takes as
its starting point the Hamiltonian—a quantity that generally
corresponds to the total energy contained in a mechanical
system. From this single quantity, it is possible to derive
differential equations that govern the motion of the system.
Although initially applied only to discrete (lumped-
parameter) systems, the Hamiltonian field theory has gener-
alized the concepts of Hamiltonian mechanics to continuum
systems. More recently, these ideas have been extended by

the port-Hamiltonian theory,5 which generalizes Hamiltonian
mechanics further to the case of multi-domain, dissipative,
and mixed discrete-continuum systems with inputs and out-
puts. We believe that this theoretical framework provides an
ideal tool for the analysis of soft robotic systems.

In two of our previous papers—on hybrid hard and soft
robots,11 and on using explosions to power soft robots19—we
began to introduce the idea of analyzing the efficiency and
capabilities of these robots by discussing what was known
about the transduction of energy in each system. In this ar-
ticle, we use these systems to illustrate the application of a
generalized framework for describing energy flow and dy-
namics for these types of robots. Once expressions for the
total energy, power transfer, and dissipation in a robotic
system have been formulated by using this approach, they can
be used for control and to optimize for efficiency. In the
Supplementary Data (Supplementary Data are available on-
line at www.liebertpub.com/soro), we work through two
examples that relate to the two systems shown in Figure 3: a
rigid link robotic arm and a soft, continuously deformable
octopus tentacle. In the Supplementary Data (Figs. S1–S5),
we use the same energy-based analytical tools to derive the
equations of motion for each of these two systems.

Modeling of complex systems—a brief
introduction to bond-graphs

Bond-graphs. In the 1950 s at MIT, Henry Paynter de-
veloped pictorial representations of interacting energetic el-
ements, bond-graphs, as a way of modeling complex
systems.4 These graphs are a way of representing the flow of
power in systems, and they allow designers to test their as-
sumptions and to draw relationships between interacting el-
ements across multiple domains. Bond-graph theory centers
on the concept of ports that connect effort and flow variables,
which together carry power. Table 1 shows some flow and
effort variables for multiple domains.

Table 1. Variables Used in Bond-Graphs and Port-Hamiltonian Theory That Describe

the Flow and Effort That Together Carry Power Transfer Between a Range

of Domains, Including Thermal, Mechanical, Pneumatic, Chemical, Electrical, and Magnetic

Effort, e Flow, f

Generalized
Momentum, p

Generalized
Displacement, q

p = ! e dt q = ! f dt

Electrical Voltage, V [V] Current, I [A] Magnetic Flux
Linkage, u [Wb]

Charge, q [C]

Magnetic Magnetomotive
Force, em [A$turns]

Magnetic Flux Rate,
u [Wb/sec]

Not defined Magnetic Flux,
u [Wb]

Mechanical
(Translational)

Force, F [N] Velocity, v [m/s] Momentum, p = !
F dt [N$sec]

Displacement,
r [m]

Mechanical
(Rotational)

Torque, s [N$m] Angular Velocity,
x [rad/sec]

Angular momentum,
b = u = ! s dt
[N$m$sec]

Angular
displacement,
h [rad]

Hydraulic/
Pneumatic

Pressure, P [N/m2] Volumetric Flow,
dQ/dt [m3/sec]

Momentum of a flow
tube, G = ! P
dt [N/m2s]

Volume, Q [m3]

Thermal Temperature, T [K] Entropy Flow, dS/dt [W/K] Not defined Entropy, S [J/K]
Thermal Pressure, P [N/m2] Volume Change,

dV/dt [m3/sec]
Not defined Volume, V [m3]

Chemical Chemical Potential,
l [J/mol]

Molar Flow,
dN/dt [mole/sec]

Not defined Number of moles,
N [mol]

Chemical Enthalpy, H [J/kg] Mass Flow, dm/dt [g/sec] Not defined Mass, m [g]
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In the bond-graph diagrams, ‘‘ports’’ between system
blocks are connected with half-arrow bonds showing the
usual direction of power flow. The properties of a port are the
most easily understood by considering the basic electrical
circuit theory, in which the flow variable is current (I), and the
effort variable is voltage (V). Loss would be characterized by
dissipative elements representing Ohmic (I2R) heating. The
ideas, however, have direct analogs across multiple physical
domains; see Table 1 for examples.

Word bond-graph analysis of two soft robotic systems

Bond-graph analysis of a hybrid soft robotic sys-
tem. Figure 2a (derived from Supplementary Fig. S6a)
shows a word bond-graph multi-domain block diagram for a
hybrid soft robotic system. In this system, energy is derived
from the electricity grid and task-oriented energy is dissipated
by the interaction of the wheels and the pneunets with the
environment. The global efficiency of this system can be cal-
culated as the ratio between the sum of the electrical input
energy and the mechanical output from the reaction of the
wheels and the pneunet with the environment. This bond-graph
analysis allows us to identify what we need to know to simulate
this system. For example, we do not know how to simulate the
link between the power into a pneunet actuator (from pressure
and volumetric flow rate) and the power out (force and veloc-
ity). This analysis also reveals what type of sensors we would
need to deploy in the system to monitor the flow and dissipation
of energy. If we consider Table 1, we can see that there are a
variety of parameters that designers would not routinely

FIG. 2. Word bond-graph diagrams showing: the control; the sources; the sinks; and the flow of energy between
mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, and chemical domains in: (a) A hybrid combining hard and soft robots,2 and (b) A soft robot
powered by explosions.4 This type of diagram can be used to identify assumptions about the model, and to break down complex
systems based on the flow and dissipation of energy, from storage through transmission, and to task-oriented work performed.
The effort and flow variables used are described in Table 1. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro

FIG. 3. Clearly, there are significantly different challenges
in modeling the kinematics and energetics of: (a) A simple
rigid bodied system (PUMA robot), and (b) A complex soft-
bodied system (Octopus). These two systems can perform
the same task—gripping—but each uses completely differ-
ent mechanics, control systems, friction models, and so on.
Control paradigms that have been developed for rigid bod-
ied systems such as the PUMA robot (e.g., deriving the
Jacobian and computing the inverse kinematics) have little
or no relevance to soft-bodied systems that have more
characteristics in common with the octopus arm. The task-
oriented work performed by each system—such as gripping
and lifting an object—is, however, the same. Color images
available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
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include in a non-energy-based system controller. This type of
insight is critical in the design of energy optimal systems.

Bond-graph analysis of a soft robot powered by explo-
sions. Figure 2b (derived from Supplementary Fig. S6b)
shows a word bond-graph multi-domain block diagram for a
soft robot that is powered by explosions. The global effi-
ciency of this system can be calculated as the ratio between
the sum of the electrical and chemical input energy and the
mechanical output from the reaction of the pneunet with the
environment. After this process, as described earlier, we find
that we do not know how to simulate the link between power
into an exploding soft actuator (spark voltage and current,
and enthalpy and mass flow rate) and the power out (force and
velocity). We can measure the energy in (chemical potential,
mass flow) and the useful work out (potential energy devel-
oped in jumping); therefore, we have a measure of the energy
that is dissipated in the system, but predicting or simulating
this block is complex.

From bond-graph to dynamics:
the port-Hamiltonian approach

In the previous two sections, we discussed how the con-
struction of a word bond-graph can help in identifying
sources of energy loss and in evaluating the efficiency of a
system. Bond-graphs can also be powerful tools for taking a
high-level description of a system to the point of mathe-
matical analysis and simulation. To begin this process, we
must detail the energetic transformations occurring within
each block of an abstract word bond-graph. This is a recursive
process in which blocks are replaced with more detailed
bond-graphs. The aim is to arrive at a system description in
which each block represents a fundamental energy storage,
transport, transduction, or dissipation element with a well-
defined constitutive relationship between its power-conjugate
flow and effort variables. Several excellent examples of how to
reduce word bond-graphs to a minimal set of fundamental
elements covering many physical domains can be found in the
literature.28

Having produced a detailed bond-graph describing a sys-
tem, it is possible to apply the tools of the port-Hamiltonian
theory to derive the differential-algebraic equations govern-
ing the dynamics of the system.28 This theory extends
energy-conservative Hamiltonian mechanics to the case of
multi-domain, dissipative systems with inputs and outputs.
The central quantity in this theory is the Hamiltonian—which
generally represents the total energy stored within a system
and can be constructed by consideration of the energy storage
elements in a bond-graph. In Hamiltonian mechanics, this
quantity is usually a sum of kinetic and mechanical potential
(e.g., gravitational, elastic) energy. In port-Hamiltonian
theory, it may equally contain terms for chemical energy or
energy associated with electric and magnetic fields. These
elements are interconnected mathematically via a power-
conservative Dirac structure, whose form may be derived
from the energy transport and transduction elements ap-
pearing in a detailed bond-graph. This structure not only al-
lows the individual stores of energy represented in the
Hamiltonian to interact but also connects them to dissipative
elements that irreversibly remove energy from the system as
heat. The fundamentals of energy storage, transport, trans-

duction, and dissipation are common to both hard and soft
robotics. Thus, the tools of the port-Hamiltonian theory can
be applied equally well to either. In the case of an entirely
lumped-parameter system, for example a traditional robot
with discrete electronics and rigid mechanical elements, the
port-Hamiltonian dynamics equations take the following
form:

x¢ tð Þ¼ J x¢� ��R xð Þ
� �

qxH xð Þwhere qx¼
q
qx

In a completely distributed-parameter system, they take
the form:

x¢ X, tð Þ¼ J x¢� ��R xð Þ
� �

qxH xð Þwhere

qx¼
q
qx
� q

qt

q
qtx

� �
�=:

q
qXx

� �

In the lumped-parameter case, x is a vector of state vari-
ables that are derived from the bond-graph’s flow and effort
variables, and H is the Hamiltonian. In the distributed-
parameter case, x is now a vector of field variables (e.g., the
mechanical displacement and momentum fields for a de-
formable soft body) that depend on spatial coordinates X, and
H is the Hamiltonian density—usually the energy density. In
both cases, J is a skew-symmetric map representing the
power-conservative Dirac structure of the system, and R is a
perturbation to J that allows for dissipation. Combinations of
lumped- and distributed-parameter elements, a situation
commonly encountered in soft robotics, are equally well
treated by the port-Hamiltonian approach.

The procedure for deriving these equations of motion from
a given bond-graph is systematized, and it can even be carried
out algorithmically.16 This means that the roboticist is able to
focus on an intuitive, pictorial representation (the bond-
graph) of the system being designed. Furthermore, once a
detailed bond-graph has been constructed for a given sub-
system, it can be reused several times. So long as constitu-
tive equations for the elements in the system can be provided,
the difficult work of deriving the system’s dynamics is taken
care of.

The port-Hamiltonian theory can also be put to good use in
developing controllers for complex systems. For instance,
there has been much success in using passivity or energy-
shaping control to alter the static and dynamic behavior of
port-Hamiltonian systems.28,29 Given the generality and strong
physical basis of this theoretical approach, many of the control
techniques can be readily applied to soft, continuum systems.30

Gaining insights by using an energy-based
analytical framework

The step-by-step framework we are proposing allows
system designers to start with a complex system and to move
toward an energy-based system controller; this approach is
composed of six steps: (1) Writing the word bond-graph; (2)
refining to a detailed bond-graph; (3) minimizing the bond-
graph; (4) developing the port-Hamiltonian and Dirac
structures; (5) deriving the equations of motion; and finally
(6) coding the system controller.

A limitation, which we identified by constructing both of
the bond-graph analyses that we presented earlier in this
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article, is that the block representing the pneumatic actuator
has not yet been represented mathematically. This abstract
block represents a complex interplay of elements: 3D vis-
coelastic polymers are subjected to surface pressures from a
compressible gas, whereas dynamic reaction forces ap-
pear due to an interaction of the whole network with a sur-
face. On breaking this system into more basic energetic
components, we realize that we do not know how to model
the storage and loss of energy in the viscoelastic polymer.
The construction of bond-graphs for these systems and pro-
gression toward simulation has highlighted exactly what
empirical work is critical for the analysis of the system; we
need to develop explicit constitutive relations for the visco-
elastic polymer.

Note, however, that this need not stop us from proceeding
to analysis, simulation, and control. If we approximate this
constitutive relation—for instance, by assuming infinitesimal
strains and a linear material response31—we can begin by
using the tools of the port-Hamiltonian theory to derive the
dynamics for the entire, multi-domain system, and thus begin
computational analysis. All models are based on theories;
they require us to explicitly state our assumptions, and they
allow us to test our understanding. The approach of building
bond-graphs and moving toward simulation by making suc-
cessive approximations can help us find out where we should
focus our future efforts on theoretical and empirical work.

Conclusions

Implications for future robotic systems

In this perspective piece, we have discussed how the use
of bond-graphs and the port-Hamiltonian theory generalizes
domain-specific knowledge and allows engineers to analyze
complex and hybrid systems. We hope to popularize a
mature framework for addressing energetic concerns in soft
robotics, and we expect that it may also be used, system-
atically, to derive equations governing coupled, multi-
domain dynamics. Using the insights gained from this type
of holistic system overview—and one based on energy—
engineers will be able to use elastic, energy-storing, struc-
tural, and actuating elements the most effectively in future
soft robotic systems. Bond-graphs are clearly a useful tool
for conceptualizing a system at various levels of abstraction.
The application of the port-Hamiltonian theory requires us
to make quantitative modeling decisions, and to identify
those areas in which idealization or empirical analysis is the
most needed, the methods we have discussed here offer a
significant step toward incorporating mathematical analy-
sis, simulation, and control into the design flow of complex
soft robotic systems.
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S1 Introduction

In this document we will show how dynamical equations governing the evolution of a system can

be derived from an expression for the energy contained in the system. The procedure we follow

is based upon Hamilton’s principle of least action, which is at the core of the port-Hamiltonian

theory discussed in the main text. A detailed, mathematically rigorous treatment of how to apply

the principle of least action to discrete or continuous systems, with or without dissipation, is given

in [Bedford1985 ]. We aim to give a briefer account, with applications to two systems of interest :

a 2-DOF robot arm composed of rigid links and revolute joints, and a deformable elastic material

as might be found in a soft robotics application. We will assume some basic familiarity with

continuum mechanics and the calculus of variations.



S2 Preliminaries

Lemma S2.1. If a function f satisfies

∫ t1

t0

f(t)g(t) dt = 0 (S.1)

for any smooth function g which vanishes at the limits of integration, then f is identically zero

f(t) = 0 (S.2)

Definition S2.2. Suppose that we have a function y(t, ·) defined for t ∈ (t0, t1). Then a comparison

function y∗(t, ·) for y(t, ·) is defined as

y∗(t, ·) = y(t, ·) + εη(t, ·) (S.3)

where ε is a constant parameter and η is an arbitrary function which satisfies any requirements on

y and vanishes at t0 and t1.

Definition S2.3. The variation δy of a function y(t, ·) is defined as

δy =

[
∂

∂ε
y∗
]

ε=0

= η (S.4)

where y∗ = y∗(t, ·) is a comparison function for y



Definition S2.4. The variation of any quantity I(y, ·) which depends on a function y is defined as

δ(I(y, ·)) =

[
∂

∂ε
I(y∗, ·)

]

ε=0

=

[
∂

∂ε
I∗
]

ε=0

(S.5)

where y∗ is a comparison function for y.

Definition S2.5. Suppose that the configuration of a mechanical system may be completely spec-

ified by s time-varying quantities qi called generalised coordinates. Hamilton’s principle states

that these quantities must satisfy

δS =

∫ t2

t1

δL+ δW dt = 0 (S.6)

where the quantity L = L(qi, q̇i) is called the Lagrangian of the system. In most circumstances

the Lagrangian takes the form L(qi, q̇i) = T (qi, q̇i)−U(qi), with T denoting kinetic energy and U

denoting potential energy. The time derivatives q̇i are called generalised velocities.

δW is the virtual work done on the system by external forces, and takes the form δW = Qiδqi,

where Qi is the generalised force conjugate to coordinate qi.

S3 The Euler-Lagrange Equations for a Mechanical System with Finite De-

grees of Freedom

Hamilton’s principle S5.1 provides a global requirement on the functions qi. By using some ele-

mentary calculus, along with definitions for the variation of a quantity S2.3, S2.4 and the funda-

mental lemma of the calculus of variations S2.1 presented in the previous section, we may derive



local requirements on the qi. In particular, we aim to prove the following theorem.

Theorem S3.1. The evolution over time of the s coordinates qi of a mechanical system is given by

the s second-order differential equations (called the Euler-Lagrange equations)

d

dt

[
∂L

∂q̇i

]
− ∂L

∂qi
−Qi = 0 (S.7)

We will proceed assuming that only a single coordinate q is required to describe our system; it is

straightforward to show that our results also hold in the case of several coordinates.

We begin by finding the variation δL(q, q̇). To this end, we introduce the comparison coordinate

q∗ = q + εη, with comparison velocity q̇∗ = q̇ + εη̇. We may then write the Lagrangian in terms

of these functions as L∗ = L(q∗, q̇∗). The definition S2.4 tells us that we must differentiate this

expression with respect to ε, which gives us

∂L∗

∂ε
=
∂L∗

∂q∗
∂q∗

∂ε
+
∂L∗

∂q̇∗
∂q̇∗

∂ε

=
∂L∗

∂q∗
η +

∂L∗

∂q̇∗
η̇

(S.8)

Setting ε = 0 in accordance with S2.4 then gives

δL =
∂L

∂q
δq +

∂L

∂q̇
δ̇q (S.9)

Substituting this expression for δL into the definition of Hamilton’s principle S5.1 gives

∫ t2

t1

∂L

∂q
δq +

∂L

∂q̇
δ̇q +Qδq dt = 0 (S.10)



The second term may be integrated by parts to obtain

∫ t2

t1

∂L

∂q̇
δ̇q dt =

[
∂L

∂q̇
δq

]t2

t1

−
∫ t2

t1

d

dt

[
∂L

∂q̇

]
δq dt (S.11)

However, since δq = η must vanish at t1 and t2 by definition S2.2 the first term on the right hand

side must be equal to zero. Therefore, we may substitute the integrand of the second term back

into S.12 to obtain

∫ t2

t1

(
∂L

∂q
− d

dt

[
∂L

∂q̇

]
+Q

)
δq dt = 0 (S.12)

Since δq = η is an arbitrary function according to S2.2, we may use the fundamental lemma of the

calculus of variations S2.1 to write

∂L

∂q
− d

dt

[
∂L

∂q̇

]
+Q = 0 (S.13)

which proves theorem S5.2 for the case of a mechanical system described by a single coordinate.

S4 Modelling the Mechanics of a 2DOF Manipulator

S4.1 Kinematic quantities

r1 is the displacement vector from the origin of the fixed inertial frame to the centre of mass of the

first rigid body. r1 = |r1| is the length of this vector. x1 and y1 are the x- and y-components of this

vector, respectively.

r2 is the displacement vector from the centre of the revolute joint joining the two rigid bodies to

the centre of mass of the second rigid body. x2 and y2 are the x- and y-components of this vector,

respectively. r2 = |r2| is the length of this vector.



l1 is the distance between the origin of the fixed inertial frame and the revolute joint connecting the

two rigid bodies.

θ1 is the angle between the horizontal x axis and the first rigid body. θ2 is the angle of the second

rigid body relative to the first. We also define the variables ω1 = θ1 and ω2 = θ1 + θ2 for

convenience.

The kinematic quantities may all be written in terms of the angles θ1, θ2 as

x1 = r1c1

y1 = r1s1

x2 = l1c1 + r2c12

y2 = l1s1 + r2s12

ω1 = θ1

ω2 = θ1 + θ2

(S.14)

Where the notation ci = cos θi, si = sin θi, c12 = cos θ1 + θ2 , s12 = sin θ1 + θ2 has been used.

S4.2 Energetic quantities

The Lagrangian for the 2DOF robotic manipulator is L = T − U . The kinetic energy T may be

written

T =
1

2

[
µ1

(
ẋ2

1 + ẏ2
1

)
+ µ2

(
ẋ2

2 + ẏ2
2

)
+ I1ω̇

2
1 + I2ω̇

2
2

]
(S.15)

where µ1 and µ2 are the total masses of the first and second bodies, respectively, and I1, I2 are

their moments of inertia about the z-axis. We have used the six quantities x1, y1, x2, y2, ω1, and

ω2 in stating the kinetic energy function, but we may express it in terms of θ1 and θ2 by using the



kinematic relations S.14, noting that their derivatives with respect to time are

ẋ1 = −r1s1θ̇1

ẏ1 = r1c1θ̇1

ẋ2 = − [l1s1 + r2s12] θ̇1 − r2s12θ̇2

ẏ2 = [l1c1 + r2c12] θ̇1 + r2c12θ̇2

ω̇1 = θ̇1

ω̇2 = θ̇1 + θ̇2

(S.16)

Using these equalities and the trigonometric identity s2
i + c2

i = 1 we may write

1

2

[
µ1

(
ẋ2

1 + ẏ2
1

)
+ I1ω̇

2
1

]
=

1

2

[
µ1r

2
1 + I1

]
θ̇2

1 (S.17)

Similarly, the expression

1

2

[
µ2

(
ẋ2

2 + ẏ2
2

)
+ I2ω̇

2
2

]
(S.18)

may be written

1

2

[
µ2

(
r2

2 θ̇
2
2 + (l21 + r2

2 + 2l1r2c2)θ̇2
1 + 2(l1r2c2 + r2

2)θ̇1θ̇2

)
+ I2(θ̇2

1 + θ̇2
2 + θ̇1θ̇2)

]
(S.19)

where we have used the identity c1c12 +s1s12 = c2. Combining S.17 and S.19, and grouping terms

in θ̇2
1, θ̇2

2, and θ̇1θ̇2, we find the kinetic energy as a quadratic form in the θ̇i



T =
1

2

[
µ1r

2
1 + µ2(l21 + r2

2 + 2l1r2c2) + I1 + I2

]
θ̇2

1

+
1

2

[
µ2r

2
2 + I2

]
θ̇2

2

+
1

2

[
µ2(r2

2 + 2l1r2c2) + 2I2

]
θ̇1θ̇2

(S.20)

To simplify what follows, we introduce the three constants

a = µ1r
2
1 + µ2(l21 + r2

2)I1 + I2

b = µ2l1r2

d = µ2r
2
2 + I2

(S.21)

allowing us to rewrite S.20 as

T =
1

2
[a+ 2bc2] θ̇2

1 +
1

2
dθ̇2

2 + [d+ bc2] θ̇1θ̇2 (S.22)

Since the links of the manipulator are rigid the potential energy U is entirely gravitational and takes

the form

U = (µ1r1 + µ2l1)gs1 + µ2r2s12 (S.23)

The virtual work done by torques τ1 and τ2, which act on the first and second joints, respectively,

is

δW = τ1δθ1 + τ2δθ2 (S.24)



S4.3 Equations of motion

For the 2DOF robotic manipulator, the Euler-Lagrange equations S5.2 take the form

d

dt

[
∂T

∂θ̇i

]
− ∂T

∂θi
− ∂U

∂θi
= τi (S.25)

Calculating each term for the first joint angle θ1, we see that

− ∂T

∂θ1

= 0 (S.26)

− ∂U

∂θ1

= −(µ1r1 + µ2l1)gc1 − µ2r2gc12 (S.27)

∂T

∂θ̇1

= [a+ 2bc2] θ̇1 + [d+ bc2] θ̇2

d

dt

[
∂T

∂θ̇1

]
= [a+ 2bc2] θ̈1 + [d+ bc2] θ̈2 − 2bs2θ̇1θ̇2 − bs2θ̇

2
2 (S.28)

Calculating each term in S.25 for the second joint angle θ2 gives us

− ∂T

∂θ2

= bs2θ̇
2
1 + bs2θ̇1θ̇2 (S.29)

− ∂U

∂θ2

= −µ2r2gc12 (S.30)

∂T

∂θ̇2

= dθ̇2 + [d+ bc2] θ̇1



d

dt

[
∂T

∂θ̇2

]
= [d+ bc2] θ̈1 + dθ̈2 − bs2θ̇1θ̇2 (S.31)

Substituting equations S.26, S.27, and S.28 into S.25 gives

[a+ 2bc2] θ̈1 + [d+ bc2] θ̈2 − 2bs2θ̇1θ̇2 − bs2θ̇
2
2 − (µ1r1 + µ2l2)gc1 − µ2r2gc12 = τ1 (S.32)

Likewise, substuting equations S.29, S.30, and S.31 into S.25 gives

[d+ bc2] θ̈1 + dθ̈2 + bs2θ̇1
2 − µ2r2gc12 = τ2 (S.33)

Equations S.32 and S.33 are two nonlinear second-order differential equations which completely

determine the evolution of the joint angles θ1 and θ2 over time, under the action of applied torques

τ1 and τ2. These equations may also be written in matrix form as


a+ 2bc2 d+ bc2

d+ bc2 d




θ̈1

θ̈2


+


−2bs2θ̇2 −bs2θ̇2

bs2θ̇1 0




θ̇1

θ̇2


+


−g((µ1r1 + µ2l1)c1 + µ2r2c12)

−gµ2r2c12


 =


τ1

τ2




(S.34)

which is clearly adheres to the standard manipulator form

M(θ)θ̈ + D(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + G(θ) = τ (S.35)



S5 The Euler-Lagrange Equations for Systems with Infinite Degrees of Free-

dom

Definition S5.1. Suppose that the configuration of a continuous system may be completely speci-

fied by a field φ(t,X). Hamilton’s principle states that this field must satisfy

δS =

∫

T

∫

Ω

[δL+ δW ] dV dt = 0 (S.36)

where the quantity L = L(φ, φ̇,∇φ) is the Lagrangian density of the system. For mechanical

systems, the Lagrangian density usually takes the formL(φ, φ̇,∇φ) = T (φ, φ̇)−U(φ,∇φ), with T
denoting kinetic energy density and U denoting potential energy density. Integration is performed

over a volume in three-dimensional space Ω and an interval of time T .

δW measures the virtual work done on the system by external forces. It is assumed that this term

can be decomposed into surface and bulk components

∫

T

∫

Ω

δWdV dt =

∫

T

[∫

∂Ω2

Qsδφ dS +

∫

Ω

Qbδφ dV

]
dt (S.37)

where ∂Ω is the surface of Ω and ∂Ω2 is a subsurface on which the field φ has not been prespecified

(if φ were specified on ∂Ω2, then δφ would vanish on this surface and the associated integral would

be zero).

Theorem S5.2. The evolution of a field φ(t,X) specified by a Lagrangian density L(φ, φ̇,∇φ)

over a period of time T and region of space Ω is given by

∂

∂t

∂L
∂φ̇

+∇ · ∂L
∂∇φ −

∂L
∂φ
−Qb = 0 (S.38)

Boundary conditions on the field φ(t,X) or its derivatives may be specified on a subsurface ∂B1 ⊂
∂B. Boundary conditions on the complementary region ∂B2 ⊂ ∂B where the field is not explicitly



specified are given by the equations
∂L
∂∇φ +Qs = 0 (S.39)

Together, S.38 and S.39 are called the Euler-Lagrange equations for the field φ.

The proof of this theorem will proceed exactly as for the case of a system with finite degrees of

freedom. We find the variation δL by introducing a comparison field φ∗(t,X) = φ(t,X)+εη(t,X)

with comparison derivatives φ̇∗ = φ̇ + εη̇ and ∇φ∗ = ∇φ + ε∇η. We substitute these new fields

into the Lagrangian density to give L∗ = L∗(φ∗, φ̇∗,∇φ∗).

The definition S2.4 suggests that we should now differentiate this quantity with respect to ε, which

gives the expression

d

dε
L∗ =

∂L∗
∂φ∗

dφ∗

dε
+
∂L∗
∂φ̇∗

dφ̇∗

dε
+

∂L∗
∂∇φ∗

d∇φ∗
dε

=
∂L∗
∂φ∗

η +
∂L∗
∂φ̇∗

η̇ +
∂L∗
∂∇φ∗∇η

(S.40)

Setting ε equal to zero then gives

δL =
∂L
∂φ

δφ+
∂L
∂φ̇

δφ̇+
∂L
∂∇φ∇δφ (S.41)

Substituting this expression for δL into the definition of Hamilton’s principle yields

δS =

∫

T

∫

Ω

[
∂L
∂φ

δφ+
∂L
∂φ̇

δφ̇+
∂L
∂∇φ∇δφ+ δW

]
dV dt = 0 (S.42)

Isolating the second term in the integrand, swapping the integration order, and integrating by parts

with respect to time gives



∫

Ω

∫

T

[
∂L
∂φ̇

δφ̇

]
dt dV =

∫

Ω

([
∂L
∂φ̇

δφ

]t1

t0

−
∫

T

[
∂

∂t

∂L
∂φ̇

δφ

]
dt

)
dV =

∫

T

∫

Ω

[
− ∂

∂t

∂L
∂φ̇

δφ

]
dV dt

(S.43)

Isolating the third term in the integrand of S.42 and integrating by parts with respect to space gives

∫

T

∫

Ω

[
∂L
∂∇φ∇δφ

]
dV dt =

∫

T

(∮

∂Ω

[
∂L
∂∇φδφ

]
dS −

∫

Ω

[
∇ · ∂L

∂∇φδφ
]
dV

)
dt

=

∫

T

∮

∂Ω2

[
∂L
∂∇φδφ

]
dS dt+

∫

T

∫

Ω

[
−∇ · ∂L

∂∇φδφ
]
dV dt

(S.44)

where we have supposed that some boundary conditions have been supplied for the field φ on a

subsurface ∂Ω1 of ∂Ω. In this case, the variation of the field δφ must vanish on ∂Ω1. As a result,

the surface integral in S.44 must be taken only over the complement of ∂Ω1, which we call ∂Ω2.

Expressions S.37, S.43, S.44 allow us to rewrite S.42 as

δS =

∫

T

∫

Ω

[
∂L
∂φ
− ∂

∂t

∂L
∂φ̇
−∇ · ∂L

∂∇φ +Qb

]
δφ dV dt+

∫

T

∮

∂Ω2

[
∂L
∂∇φ +Qs

]
δφ dS dt = 0

(S.45)

Since the variation δφ is an arbitrary field, we may suppose that it vanishes on Ω or δΩ individually.

Setting δφ to be zero on ∂Ω2 and arbitrary on Ω before using the fundamental lemma of the calculus

of variations S2.1, we see that the coefficient of δφ in the first integral must be identically zero.

This gives us the first Euler-Lagrange equation

∂L
∂φ
− ∂

∂t

∂L
∂φ̇
−∇ · ∂L

∂∇φ +Qb = 0 (S.46)

This equation describes evolution of the field φ over time and space. Next, we take δφ to be zero

on Ω and arbitrary on ∂Ω2. Applying the fundamental lemma gives the second Euler-Lagrange



equation

∂L
∂∇φ +Qs = 0 (S.47)

which specifies boundary conditions on the subsurface ∂Ω2.

S5.1 Kinematic quantities

B represents the region in space occupied by the interior of the material body in a reference state.

∂B is the surface of the material body in its reference state.

B̄ = B ∪ ∂B is the closure of B and ∂B, and is the entirety of the region of space occupied by the

material body in its reference state.

dV denotes an element of volume in B.

dS denotes an element of surface in ∂B. N is then the outward-pointing unit normal vector defined

at each surface element dS.

X are the coordinates of material points in B̄.

Bt represents the region in space occupied by the interior of the material body in its deformed state

at time t.

∂Bt is the surface of the material body in its deformed state at time t, and is the entirety of the

region of space occupied by the material body in its deformed state at time t.

B̄t = Bt ∪ ∂Bt is the closure of Bt and ∂Bt.

dVt denotes an element of volume in Bt.

dSt denotes an element of surface in ∂Bt. N is then the outward-pointing unit normal vector

defined at each surface element dSt.

x are the coordinates of material points in B̄t.



The relationship x = χ(X, t) maps the coordinates of material points in the reference configuration

to the coordinates of the same material points in the deformed configuration at time t. x will

therefore be called the motion of the mechanical system.

F = ∂x
∂X

is called the deformation gradient of the motion of the system.

J = det F is called the jacobian determinant of the motion of the system.

S5.2 Boundary conditions

τ(X, t)

We will assume that the surface ∂B may be divided into two complementary subsurfaces ∂B1 and

∂B2 such that ∂B = ∂B1 ∪ ∂B2 and ∂B1 ∩ ∂B2 = ∅. We will assume the motion on ∂B1 is

specified. For instance, we may hold ∂B1 fixed in some reference frame. We will assume that

motion of ∂B2 is not kinematically constrained, and that external forces may act over this surface.

We will provide a mathematical treatment of these forces in the next two sections.

S5.3 Energetic quantities

The kinetic energy density T of the solid body in the deformed configuration is

T =
1

2
ρv · v (S.48)

The potential energy density U of the deformed configuration is assumed to be a function of the

deformation gradient F = ∇χ.

U = ρE(F ) = ρE(∇χ) (S.49)

The Lagrangian density L is then the difference in kinetic and potential energy densities



L =
1

2
ρv · v − ρE(∇χ) (S.50)

We denote externally applied body forces acting throughout the volume of the deformed body as

Qb = ρb, and surface forces as Qs = s0.

S5.4 Equations of motion

We may now use our expression for the Lagrangian density S.50 of the displacement field χ to find

each term appearing in the Euler-Lagrange equations S.46 and S.47

∂L
∂χ

= 0

∂

∂t

∂L
∂χ̇

= ρχ̈

∂L
∂∇χ = −ρ ∂E

∂∇χ = −S

∇ · ∂L
∂∇χ = −∇ · ρ ∂E

∂∇χ = −∇ · S

(S.51)

where S = ρ ∂E
∂∇χ is the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor. Putting these terms into the Euler-

Lagrange equations S.46 and S.47 gives

ρχ̈ = ∇ · S + ρb (S.52)

with boundary conditions on ∂B2

s0 = S (S.53)

Equations S.52 and S.53, together with the expression for the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor



Figure S1: The relationship of a function y(t) to its comparison function y∗(t) = y(t) + εη(t) over
the interval [t0, t1].

above, allow us to completely determine the displacement χ and stress S fields for our solid body

once a constitutive model for the internal energyE is specified in terms of the deformation gradient

F = ∇χ. Linear elasticity theory can be seen as a special case in which we approximate E as a

quadratic form in the linear strain tensor.
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Figure S2: Hamilton’s principle tells us that the path q(t) taken by a mechanical system extremizes
the scalar action S. Here we plot the action S∗ computed for comparison paths q∗(t) = q(t)+εη(t)
with a particular choice of the arbitrary function η(t) and with different values of the constant ε.

At ε = 0 the comparison function equals the true path, q∗ = q, and the variation of the action
δS =

[
∂
∂ε
S∗
]
ε=0

is zero.

Figure S3: The robotic manipulator to be modelled. The two rigid bodies rotate about the z-axis,
which can be imagined as coming out of the page.



Figure S4: Kinematic quantities used to describe a continuously deformable material.

Figure S5: Different boundary conditions may be specified on complementary subsurfaces of a
continuously deformable material.





Chapter 6

Model extensions

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I present some initial extensions of the models presented in chapters 3

and 4. I begin modelling the mechanics of the larva in three spatial dimensions, and

develop a simple model of the larval ventral nerve cord that appears to perform pattern

generation. The work in this chapter is unpublished, and should not be viewed as a

finished theoretical contribution. Rather, this work should demonstrate that the models

presented in this thesis are ripe for further investigation and extension. I hope that the

work in this chapter provides a tangible starting point for researchers to further build

on the models developed in earlier chapters.

Perhaps the most “obvious” development is the extension of the planar mechanical

model of chapters 3 and 4 to three spatial dimensions. A straightforward way to do

this would be to include all possible deformations of the larval midline – axial com-

pression/expansion, transverse bending in two directions (“horizontal” and “vertical”),

and torsion around the midline. This would still neglect radial compression/expansion

as the volume of the larva would not be modelled (only the midline). However, this

extension would allow a much greater section of the larval behavioural repertoire to be

theoretically examined. Some examples of behaviours that would become theoretically

accessible in three dimensions are rearing, lifting, rolling, righting, and burrowing. I

have made preliminary investigations into the mechanical basis of both righting and

rolling by focusing exclusively on either transverse bending or torsional degrees of

freedom, while neglecting all other degrees of freedom, with some promising results.

These are presented in the following subsections, titled “Mechanics of self-righting

behaviour”, and “Mechanics of rolling behaviour”.

169
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There is also substantial scope for extending the neural model presented in this the-

sis. Perhaps most importantly, the neural model as it stands has no intrinsic dynamics

and thus cannot explain the existence of endogenous activity patterns in isolated neural

preparations. However, as argued in the discussion of chapter 3, our model architecture

does resemble that of a ring attractor, a type of network structure capable of sustain-

ing a stable “bump” of neural activity in a particular location. With the inclusion of a

slight forward or backward bias, this “bump” should move, producing travelling waves

of neural activity resembling those observed in the real larva.

A seemingly unrelated problem is how to produce peristaltic waves in which more

than one segment is actively compressed at a given time, an effect observed in the

real larva but not present in our models. I give a physical motivation for why the

larva might compress several segments at once in S3 Appendix, Chapter 3, noting that

the larva should prefer to transfer power into the axial modes with high Q-factor and

low spatial frequency, corresponding to broad compressions spread across several seg-

ments, as these modes experience less viscous friction and thus are more efficient than

the modes with low Q-factor and high spatial frequency. I tackle this problem in the

subsection below titled “Modelling the VNC as a sensory filter” by finding linear con-

trol laws that will provide positive feedback reinforcement to only the high-Q modes

during travelling wave motion. Surprisingly, the feedback matrices governing these

control laws are exactly the same as the weight matrices used in many ring attrac-

tor models. I subsequently construct a simple ring attractor model of the VNC based

on this weighting scheme, showing that it does indeed produce propagating waves of

activity when isolated from the body.

Main conclusions:

• Initial models of self-righting and rolling mechanics have been produced. These

behaviours could not be captured in the previous planar models presented earlier

in this thesis.

• The dynamics of the rolling model can produce a C-shaped bend that rotates

around the body axis, as observed during rolling behaviour in the real larva.

• The dynamics of the self-righting model should cause all segments to (torsion-

ally) align with the head when it is fixed to the substrate, as observed during

self-righting behaviour in the real larva.

• An initial model of the larval ventral nerve cord has been presented. This model
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builds upon the ring-attractor architecture presented in chapter 3.

• The dynamics of the VNC model produces a stable, spatially localised bump of

neural activity that propagates along the nerve cord in the absence of sensory

input, as observed in the isolated nerve cord of the real animal.

Limitations:

• While the mechanics of self-righting and rolling have been modelled, these mod-

els neglect neural control of these behaviours entirely.

• Self-righting and rolling mechanics are not yet incorporated into the models of

chapter 3 and 4 – a more complete model of 3-dimensional mechanics is yet to

be constructed.

• A thorough comparison of the VNC model to available experimental data is yet

to be completed.

6.2 Mechanics of self-righting behaviour

When the larva is turned on its back, it displays self-righting behaviour in which it

initially swings its head around seemingly at random, attaches its mouth hooks to the

substrate once contact is made, then propagates a torsional wave along the body which

aligns the rest of the body with the head.

Investigating righting behaviour thus requires us to model the torsion around the

body axis of the larva. We can do this by modelling the animal’s segments as discrete

massive disks interacting via a quadratic elastic potential energy. The kinetic energy

of the i’th segment is

T =
1
2

Iφ̇
2
i (6.1)

where I is the moment inertia of the segment about the body axis, φi is the rotation

of the i’th segment around the body axis, relative to the surface normal of the (assumed

planar) environment, and φ̇ is thus the torsional angular velocity of the i’th segment.

Elastic energy is stored whenever the body is in torsion, i.e. when the difference in

rotation of two neighbouring segments differs. We model this potential energy as

U =
1
2

k [φi−φi−1]
2 (6.2)
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Writing the kinetic and potential energies in vector notation gives

T =
1
2

Iφ̇
T

φ̇ (6.3)

U =
1
2

kφ
T D2, f φ (6.4)

where D2, f is the N×N second difference matrix with free boundary conditions

D2, f =




1 −1

−1 2 −1
. . . . . . . . .

−1 2 −1

−1 1




(6.5)

Which can be combined to form the Lagrangian

L =
1
2

Iφ̇
T

φ̇− 1
2

kφ
T D2, f φ (6.6)

We next introduce the following Rayleigh dissipation function to model the effects

of viscous damping

R =−ηφ̇
T D2, f φ̇ (6.7)

where η is the torsional coefficient of viscosity. The dissipative Lagrange equations

are then

d
dt

[
∂L
∂φ̇

]
=

∂L
∂φ

+
∂R
∂φ̇

(6.8)

substituting our expressions for the Lagrangian and Rayleigh dissipation function

gives

Iφ̈ =−kD2, f φ−ηD2, f φ̇ (6.9)

We next find the equilibria of this system by looking for extrema of the elastic

potential, for which

∂U
∂φ

= 0 (6.10)

Imposing this condition gives
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D2, f φ = 0 (6.11)

i.e. the equilibria belong in the nullspace of D2, f . Since this matrix is of rank

N− 1, there must exist a one-dimensional family of equilibria. Inspection of the sec-

ond difference matrix shows that these must correspond to φ = [c,c, · · · ,c]T , i.e. at

equilibrium, all segments are aligned with a constant rotation relative to the substrate.

If we assume that one segment is fixed relative to the substrate (e.g. if the mouth hooks

are attached to the substrate at the head, as occurs during righting behaviour) then we

must have an equilibrium in which all body segments are aligned with the substrate.

Since the Rayleigh dissipation function is negative definite, any motion must cause

the body to lose energy and tend towards it’s mechanical equilibrium at the minimum

of the potential energy. Thus, regardless of starting configuration, if one segment is

fixed relative to the substrate, then the rest of the body will eventually align with this

segment and come to rest. For the larva, this means that attachment of the mouth hooks

to the substrate is sufficient for self-righting.

What of the transitory behaviour? How does the body get from it’s starting config-

uration to the righted, aligned configuration?

We can gain some insight by noting that the continuum limit of the model trans-

forms the second difference matrix into a second derivative with respect to the distance

along the body axis, x, so that the equations of motion become

I
∂2φ

∂t2 =−k
∂2φ

∂x2 −η
∂2

∂x2
∂φ

∂t
(6.12)

This is simply the standard (conservative) wave equation with an additional damp-

ing term. So, we expect the motion of the body to consist of travelling waves of torsion

which slowly decay, ultimately acting to align all of the body segments.

6.3 Mechanics of rolling behaviour

Under suitable nociceptive input, the larva produces an escape response in which it

curls into a C-shaped bend and then rapidly rolls “sideways”, maintaining a C-shaped

configuration relative to the substrate as it rolls.

To investigate rolling behaviour, we must therefore model the bending of the larva

both “horizontally” and “vertically”. We accomplish this by modelling the midline

of the larva as an anistropic elastic rod capable of bending in two dimensions, but
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incapable of torsional or axial deformations. The model midline is discretised into a

set of N point masses located at the boundaries between body segments. We focus

on the small-amplitude behaviour of the model, describing the configuration of the

larva by the deflection of each segment boundary in y (lateral) and z (ventrodorsal)

dimensions relative to its equilibrium configuration. We denote the flexural natural

frequencies associated with each axis of deflection as ωy =
√

ky/m and ωz =
√

kz/m,

respectively, where ky and kz are the flexural stiffnesses in each direction.

The Hamiltonian (total energy) of the larva is then given by

H(y,z,py,pz) =
1
2
[
pT

y py +ω
2
yyT D4y+pT

z pz +ω
2
z zT D4z

]
(6.13)

where D4 is the N×N fourth difference matrix with free boundary conditions

D4 =




1 −2 1

−2 5 −4 1

1 −4 6 −4 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 −4 6 −4 1

1 −4 5 −2

1 −2 1




(6.14)

Since D4 is a real symmetric matrix, we can decompose it according to the eigen-

decomposition D4 = ΦΛΦ
T where Φ is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of D4

and Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of D4. Therefore, making a linear transfor-

mation to modal coordinates given by Y = ΦT y, PY = ΦT py and Z = ΦT z, PZ = ΦT pz

simplifies the Hamiltonian to

H(Y,Z,PY ,PZ) =
1
2
[
PT

Y PY +ω
2
yYT

ΛY+PT
Z PZ +ω

2
z ZT

ΛZ
]

(6.15)

Due to the fact Λ is diagonal, this expression is simply a sum of independent har-

monic oscillator energies

H(Y,PY ,Z,PZ) =
N

∑
i=1

1
2
[
P2

Y,i +ω
2
yλiY 2

i
]
+

N

∑
i=1

1
2
[
P2

Z,i +ω
2
z λiZ2

i
]

(6.16)

where the oscillator frequencies are given by ωy
√

λi and ωz
√

λi.

We will focus on the pair of bending modes with the lowest non-zero frequency,

which correspond to C-shaped bending of the larva, though in principle all of what
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follows should apply to any other pair of modes with identical spatial components.

We will set the modal coordinates and momenta of all other bending modes to 0 and

denote the natural frequencies of the two C-shaped modes as ω1 and ω2. In this case

the Hamiltonian simplifies to

H(Y,Z,PY ,PZ) =
1
2
[
P2

Y +P2
Z +ω

2
1Y 2 +ω

2
2Z2] (6.17)

where we have dropped the subscript on the modal coordinates and momenta for

notational clarity.

In what follows we will first consider the isotropic case in which ω1 = ω2 = ω and

then consider the anisotropic case in which the natural frequencies differ.

Starting with the isotropic case, we find the Hamiltonian simplifies further to

H(Y,Z,PY ,PZ) =
1
2
[
P2

Y +P2
Z +ω

2(Y 2 +Z2)
]

(6.18)

The dynamics for the modal coordinates and momenta can be obtained from Hamil-

ton’s equations

Ẏ =
∂H
∂PY

= PY (6.19)

Ż =
∂H
∂PZ

= PZ (6.20)

ṖY =
∂H
∂Y

=−ω
2Y (6.21)

ṖZ =
∂H
∂Z

=−ω
2Z (6.22)

differentiating the first and second equations and substituting into the third and

fourth equations, respectively, gives the second-order harmonic oscillator dynamics

Ÿ +ω
2Y = 0 (6.23)

Z̈ +ω
2Z = 0 (6.24)

which have the well-known solutions

Y = Acos(ωt +α), Z = Bcos(ωt +β) (6.25)
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setting α = 0 and β =±π/2 gives

Y = Acos(ωt), Z =±Bsin(ωt) (6.26)

These are the parametric equations of an ellipse, which is described either clock-

wise or anti-clockwise about the origin over time depending upon the choice of a plus

or minus sign in the Z equation. These solutions correspond to the C-shaped bend of

the larva rotating around the body at a rate ω.

Alternatively, we may shift to a coordinate system in which the C-shaped bend

stays in a fixed orientation relative to the world. In this case the body-fixed coordinate

system must rotate at a rate −ω. This corresponds to rolling behaviour, in which the

C-shaped bend is held against the plane of the substrate by ground reaction forces

which do not allow the bend to penetrate into the substrate itself, and the larval body

rotates/rolls against the substrate.

6.4 Modelling the VNC as a sensory filter

In chapter 3, I observed that during locomotion the Drosophila larva ought to transfer

power preferentially into the high Q-factor, low spatial frequency, modes of its body,

as these experience less viscous friction and are therefore more efficient. This corre-

sponds to the observation that, during peristalsis, the larva actively compresses several

segments at any given moment (corresponding to a low spatial frequency pattern of

muscular activation along the body wall).

Let us now examine how the VNC can accomplish this preferential transfer of

power into the high-Q modes. We will proceed from the axial mechanical model pre-

sented in chapters 2 and 3, focusing only on the pair of modal coordinates associated

with the lowest spatial and temporal frequency and the lowest damping ratio. From

now on we will denote these coordinates X (1) and X (2). We will proceed by construct-

ing a VNC model that uses proprioceptive inputs to estimate the modal velocities, Ẋ (1)

and Ẋ (2), and then uses these estimates directly to orchestrate power flow.

To begin, we will neglect the dynamics of the VNC and assume that sensory in-

formation can be directly, instantaneously passed to the motor outputs. To achieve

positive power flow, the VNC must apply a modal control that is proportional to the

corresponding modal velocity. This is most straightforwardly achieved by setting these

quantities to be equal U (1) = Ẋ (1) and U (2) = Ẋ (2).
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Alternatively, we can use the fact that for wave motion the two high-Q modes

oscillate sinusoidally with a 90 degree phase shift, and that the velocity and position of

each modal coordinate are also separated by a 90 degree phase shift. In other words, if

we assume the modal coordinates are producing a travelling wave, so that Equation 9

(within the published paper) holds, then we have

Ẋ (1) = Aω

√
λisin

(
ω

√
λit
)
= ω

√
λiX (2) (6.27)

and

Ẋ (2) =±Aω

√
λicos

(
ω

√
λit
)
=−ω

√
λiX (1) (6.28)

For a travelling wave in the opposite direction we must interchange the coordinates

X (1) and X (2) in our calculations so that

Ẋ (2) = ω

√
λiX (1), Ẋ (1) =−ω

√
λiX (2) (6.29)

Clearly this allows the velocity of one of the modes to be estimated from the posi-

tion of the other. This implies the control laws U1 = X2 and U2 =−X1 or U1 =−X2

and U2 = X1, with the choice of control law indicating whether we are orchestrating

power flow into a forward or backward wave.

We now convert these putative control laws from modal coordinates into our orig-

inal coordinate system in order to find the corresponding mappings of sensory inputs

into muscle tensions. Under the first scheme, we have

u = Φ1U1 +Φ
2U2 = Φ1Ẋ1 +Φ

2Ẋ2 = Φ
1
Φ

1,T ẋ+Φ
2
Φ

2,T ẋ =
[
Φ

1
Φ

1,T +Φ
2
Φ

2,T ] ẋ
(6.30)

where the sensorimotor transformation matrix in square brackets can be calculated

explicitly from our earlier expressions for the eigenvectors, and has the element

cos
(

2π( j− k)
N−1

)
(6.31)

in the j’th row and k’th column. Under the second control scheme we have

u=Φ1U1+Φ
2U2 =±

(
Φ1X2−Φ

2X1)=±
(
Φ

1
Φ

2,T x−Φ
2
Φ

1,T x
)
=±

[
Φ

1
Φ

2,T +Φ
2
Φ

1,T ]x
(6.32)
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where once again the sensorimotor transformation matrix in square brackets can

be calculated explicitly from our earlier expressions for the eigenvectors, and has the

element

± sin
(

2π( j− k)
N−1

)
(6.33)

in the j’th row and k’th column.

Figure 6.1: Three possible sensorimotor connection schemes for power flow into high-

Q modes: stretch rate (direction independent, black), stretch for forward propagation

(red), stretch for backward propagation (blue)

These mappings tell us that the muscle fibres within a segment should display

cosine-tuning to the pattern of stretch rates, or sine-tuning to the pattern of stretches,

along the body wall. The first mapping can be seen to roughly correspond to the con-

nectivity of our previous model, but it has a broader tuning of excitation and inhibition

allowing preferential power flow into only the high-Q modes. The second pair of map-

pings can be understood as utilising the properties of wave motion to predict the stretch

rate at a point in the body by looking to the stretch either to the left or right of that point

– during wave motion, the current pattern of segmental compression in one part of the

body forms a good estimate of future segmental compression further along the body,

since this pattern will propagate over time.

I note that the particular connectivity patterns derived here are determined by the

mechanical models presented in the previous chapters, so that modifying the assump-

tions in those models could lead to alternative connectivity schemes. In particular,

relaxing the fixed-length (internal incompressibility) constraint should act to introduce

an impedance discontinuity into the axial mechanics (see discussion of Chapter 3) and

thus should alter the eigenvectors/mode shapes presented here.
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6.4.1 Fusing the sensorimotor mappings

How might we combine these different schemes? We believe this could be accom-

plished by including a ring attractor architecture in the model. This is motivated by

the observation that the sensorimotor connection weights we have derived from the

requirement for power flow into the high-Q modes of the body, are exactly the weights

used in ring attractor models. Secondly, ring attractors are generally considered useful

tools in the integration of distinct sensory inputs to form an estimate of an angular

variable – in the larva, the current position of the compression-rate wave in the body

is an angular variable, since head and tail are mechanically coupled via the visceral

piston.

Therefore, we construct a ring attractor using the standard dynamics

v̇i = r
[
tanh(wT

i v+ zT
i x)− vi

]
(6.34)

where vi is the firing rate within the i’th segment of the VNC, wi is the weight

vector decribing connections from segments of the VNC into the i’th segment, zi is the

weight vector decribing connections from the mechanical state variables into the VNC

(i.e. sensory feedback connections), and r is a rate parameter governing the overall

timescale of neural dynamics.

In line with standard approaches in the study of ring attractors and with the weight-

ing scheme we derived from the mechanics, we set the weight vector wi to be a cosine

centred on the i’th segment, so that the j’th element of wi is given by

wi, j = acos
(

2π( j− i)
N

)
(6.35)

where a is a gain parameter. The weights zi are exactly those derived from the

mechanics, so stretch sensitivity is given by a sine function while stretch rate sensitivity

is given by a cosine centred on the i’th segment

zi, j = Acos
(

2π( j− i)
N

)
, j ∈ [0,N] (6.36)

zi, j = Bsin
(

2π( j− i)
N

)
, j ∈ [N,2N] (6.37)

where A and B are gain parameters.
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6.4.2 Coupling the VNC to the body

We now study the closed-loop dynamics of the system by allowing the VNC model to

produce muscle forces. We take muscle tension in the i’th body segment to be given

by the rectified neural activity within the corresponding segment of the VNC, since

muscles should be able to cause only active compressions and not extensions. We

introduce frictive losses due to tissue viscosity into the mechanical model, and check

whether the VNC model is capable of maintaining locomotion.

Figure 6.2: Forward and backward waves in the closed-loop system.

Figure 6.3: Power flow in closed-loop system.

We then introduce a forward/backward bias via nearest-neighbour connections within

the VNC, in which there is slight excitation from one segment to the next and slight

inhibition from one segment to the preceding segment, or vice versa. The VNC weight

vectors are now

wi, j = acos
(

2π( j− i)
N

)
+b





1 j = i−1

−1 j = i+1

0 otherwise

(6.38)
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where the parameter b has been introduced in order to set the strength of nearest-

neighbour interactions.

Figure 6.4: Persistence of neural waves in absence of sensory input.

We next remove sensory input from the VNC model. In this case, waves of activity

can be seen to propagate through the nerve cord. The speed of propagation is reduced

compared to peristalsis in the intact model, matching experimental observations. This

is due to the fact that the nearest-neighbour interaction is fairly weak.

Indeed, in the intact model it is possible for mechanical waves to propagate op-

posite to that predicted by the imposed bias in the VNC – i.e. waves may propagate

forward along the body despite the fact that the nearest-neighbour connections would

cause them to propagate backwards in the isolated VNC. In this case the peristaltic

wave travels slightly more slowly in the intact model that it otherwise would have.

This suggests that the observed activity patterns in the larval VNC may not in fact

correspond to “fictive locomotion” as is often claimed, but could be a product of a

fairly weak biasing influence in the VNC network, which is revealed only when the

larva is dissected, and which functions as a simple propagation speed control rather

than as a central pattern generator.
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Figure 6.5: Waves can propagate against the internal directional bias. Waves may

propagate backward despite the nearest-neighbour coupling within the VNC preferring

forward waves (left) or vice versa (right).



Chapter 7

Discussion and future directions

In this thesis I have primarily investigated the generation of locomotion, exploration,

and taxis behaviours in the Drosophila larva.

In chapter 2, I presented a model of the axial mechanics of the larva, and demon-

strated how the animal’s body physics could be exploited to produce peristalsis by

using linear, segmentally localised, positive feedback of strain rate. This chapter is

primarily based upon, and includes a complete reproduction of, the paper A Model of

Larval Biomechanics Reveals Exploitable Passive Properties for Efficient Locomotion

(2015).

In chapter 3, I extended the mechanical model to study motion in the plane, in-

cluding both axial and transverse deformations of the body. I developed the previous

feedback law into a simple model of the larval nervous system. The model included

both a segmentally localised reflex arc as well as long-range, mutual inhibition be-

tween segments. The complete model was capable of generating both peristalsis and

spontaneous reorientation, leading to emergent exploration behaviour in the form of a

deterministic superdiffusion process grounded in the chaotic mechanics of the larva’s

body. This chapter is primarily based upon, and includes a complete reproduction

of, the paper Modelling the mechanics of exploration in larval Drosophila (2019, in

production).

In chapter 4, I further extended the model to include taxis behaviour. This was ac-

complished by introducing new transverse reflexes which, similar to the axial reflexes

developed in chapters 2 and 3, perform feedback of the local bending velocity. These

reflexes were coupled to a descending sensory input which determined the strength

and sign of the reflex. This chapter is primarily based upon, and includes a complete

reproduction of, the paper A Neuromechanical Model of Larval Chemotaxis (2018).
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While in chapter 2 I used a Newtonian approach to modelling the mechanics of

the larva, in chapters 3 and 4 I developed the mechanical models within a Hamilto-

nian, energy-focused, framework. Inspired by the ease with which the models could

be developed and analysed within this framework, in chapter 5 I focused on the appli-

cation of energy-based modelling techniques within the field of soft robotics, arguing

for the adoption of a port-Hamiltonian modelling approach in this field. Soft robots

tend to “cross” several physical domains, including mechanical, chemical, and electro-

magnetic components. For this reason a Hamiltonian (energy) based approach is par-

ticularly appealing, since energy and power flow are essentially domain-independent.

This chapter is primarily based upon, and includes a complete reproduction of, the pa-

per Controlling and Simulating Soft Robotic Systems: Insights from a Thermodynamic

Perspective (2016).

As each chapter is based upon a published paper, each includes a detailed discus-

sion of the conclusions, implications, and significance of the work contained within.

Here I will focus on the major contributions of this body of work as a whole, before

moving on to discuss key areas for future research.

7.1 Major contributions

• This thesis presents the first model of the axial mechanics of the Drosophila

larva, along with the first integrated neuromechanical model of peristalsis in the

Drosophila larva. It presents the first and only existing model of the planar

mechanics of the Drosophila larva, and the first and only existing integrated

neuromechanical model of peristalsis, turning, and exploration.

• This thesis presents a strong proof of principle, that chaotic body mechanics can

drive spontaneous exploration behaviour even in the absence of neural decision-

making or central pattern generation, and without neural chaos or stochasticity.

Even if/when the models presented here are falsified or extended, this proof of

principle may be useful in studying other animals, and strikingly demonstrates

the potential importance of understanding mechanics when studying animal be-

haviour.

• The neural models developed in this thesis provide novel, falsifiable predictions

that differ from those made by other models of the larval motor system. The

models I have presented are motivated by clear physical principles, they are both
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conceptually and architecturally simpler than existing alternative models, and

they better fit the existing experimental data on the structure of the larval mo-

tor system. This will hopefully contribute to the development of experimental

programs investigating larval neurobiology.

• The thesis suggests a useful energy-based modelling approach to be deployed in

the emerging field of soft robotics.

7.2 Further developments

Possible future developments of the work presented in this thesis fall roughly into two

broad groups: experimental and theoretical. I will consider each in turn.

7.2.1 Experimental directions

The mechanical models presented in this thesis require validation. All of the models

presented assume that the viscoelastic response of larval tissues is well-approximated

by a linear, Kelvin-Voigt constitutive model, i.e. elastic potential energy is approxi-

mated as a positive-definite quadratic form in the generalised internal coordinates (seg-

mental stretches and segmental bending angles), while viscous power loss is treated as

a negative-definite quadratic form in the generalised internal velocities/momenta (seg-

mental stretch rates and segmental bending rates). A range of substrate interaction

models are used, but all are of Coulomb type (a constant friction force which is inde-

pendent of the magnitude of velocity).

These models are often employed as starting points in biomechanical modelling,

and as argued in the discussion of chapter 3, I believe the general character of the re-

sults obtained from the mechanical models of this thesis should be independent of the

particular choice of viscoelastic constitutive model. However, real tissue responses are

often very complex and may lead to interesting behaviour that lay beyond the acces-

sibility of the modelling approach used here. As one potential example, incorporating

a quartic dependence of the elastic potential energy on the axial stretches (i.e. a cubic

elastic response) would transform the axial mechanics into the form of a Fermi-Pasta-

Ulam (FPU) lattice. The FPU system is known to exhibit soliton solutions, which may

be of considerable interest in studying peristaltic wave propagation. However, whether

such modifications of the model are warranted should depend upon experimental de-

termination of real tissue responses.
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I have (informally) observed that the results of the planar mechanical model are

sensitive to the particular choice of friction parameters (as mentioned in the discussion

of chapter 3). Experimental investigation of how exactly the larva mechanically in-

teracts with its environment would be very useful in informing future development of

(neuro)mechanical models of larval behaviour.

Moving on from potential mechanical experiments, the neural model I have con-

structed in this thesis (reaching its most developed form in chapter 4) opens up several

avenues for experimental inquiry. These are extensively detailed in the discussion sec-

tions of chapters 3 and 4.

7.2.2 Theoretical directions

The models presented in this thesis may be extended in several different ways. In

particular, chapter 6 leaves open some fertile directions for theoretical development.

First, the initial models of torsional and transverse mechanics, used to investigate

self-righting and rolling behaviours in chapter 6, ought to be incorporated into the

model of axial and transverse mechanics of chapters 3 and 4. This would allow a sub-

stantial portion of the larval behavioural repertoire to be modelling simultaneously –

including rearing, lifting, rolling, righting, burrowing, peristalsis, turning, exploration,

and taxis. This extension will require development of models of substrate interaction

in three dimensions, where contact with the substrate can be made and broken by any

part of the larva’s cuticle, and the larva can even move through the substrate itself.

Second, the neural control of self-righting, rolling, rearing, etc. will need to be

modelled. There has been subtantial experimental investigation of the neural circuits

involved in producing rolling behaviour in reponse to noxious stimuli Ohyama et al.

(2013, 2015). This work should be leveraged during the modelling process.

Finally, the preliminary model of the larval ventral nerve cord as a ring attractor

(chapter 6) should be extensively compared to existing experimental data. The model

promises to easily explain some experimental results that are not explained by existing

models of the VNC Pehlevan et al. (2016). For instance, it appears that the current

position of a peristaltic wave can be stored within the VNC, allowing halted waves

to “restart” where they ended Inada et al. (2011). Existing models have struggled to

reproduce this finding Pehlevan et al. (2016), but our model should be able to account

for this phenomenon, as it is based on a ring attractor architecture rather than a rhythm

generator architecture, and should therefore be capable of sustaining a stable bump of
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activity, at a particular spatial location, indefinitely. However, the model presented in

chapter 6 may struggle to explain some other experimental results. In particular, it

has been observed that surgical ablation of VNC segments does no effect the ability of

the VNC to propagate waves of activity Pulver et al. (2015). When only a few VNC

segments remain, the neural activity within those segments appears to oscillate. It

seems that this should be easier to explain with a model built upon a rhythm generator

architecture than a ring attractor structure.
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